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RECOVERING IDENTITY 
For lesbians and gay men, recovering from addiction requires dealing 

with the special circumstances surrounding their sexual identity 

by  JAMES  FITCH 

Mollye Daughtry is sober and reserved behind 
her desk on the sixth floor of Decatur Hospital. She 
appears to have reached an enviable inner peace—a 
peace that comes naturally for many, but, for others, 
seems painfully distant. 

As intake coordinator for Decatur Hospital's treat- 
ment programs for substance abuse and eating disor- 
ders, Daughtry is the first contact for someone who 
wanders in or calls for help. It's a job for which she's 
well-suited, having been through the hell of addic- 
tion, the 12 steps and, for the past five years, life in 
the light of recovery. Quietly she recounts the origin 
of her addiction—growing up as a lesbian in a small 
Southern town. 

"Growing up with all the stigmas that surround 
homosexuality, there was a lot of struggle in my 
life," Daughtry says. "I had a lot of good things in 
place, [but] the alcohol, the drugs, the addiction was 
keeping me from getting to me. My sense of self was 
taken away...I spent so much of my life living in fear 
and letting things pass me by." 

Recent studies focusing on the gay and lesbian 
population have shown that 25 to 35 percent appear 
to be alcoholic—a rate that is a third higher than that 
of the straight population. Of course, those figures 
are open to debate, as are the reasons why lesbians 
and gays have a higher substance abuse rate. 

Having lived through addiction, Wade, who came 
to Decatur Hospital on the verge of death to get clean 
and sober, has a theory. 

"I'm tired of reading in the paper 'God Hates 
Faggots.' When you're constantly reading about 
things like what's happening out in Marietta, there is 
a certain amount that affects you, even if you don't 
think it does. Not that it disturbed my very soul, but 

what it did was to create a sense of 'I'm tired of 
fighting society.'" 

"I'm a regular person who has a regular job. I do 
everything that the American dream has offered, and 
yet I'm hated for it. I think that adds to the attitude of 
powerlessness over certain situations, so you take 
power into your own hands—the power to get fucked 
up." 

"I was told once—and I think this is a pretty good 
saying—anything that smells good, tastes good, or 
feels good that I do more than twice, I could be 
addicted to it," Wade says. "That's a very scary 
thought." 

What began as casual drug and alcohol use in the 
carefree 60s and 70s moved into the go-go 80s, when 
Wade took on the responsibility of owning and run- 
ning a business. For quite a while, that was manage- 
able, as were the pressures of being gay in society. 
After all, Wade had been out for years and was quite 
proud of his sexuality. Then came AIDS. 

"When my best friend died, that's really when the 
drugs went from usage to abusive," he says. "I started 
doing coke every day, as opposed to weekends." 

In a 1988 study entitled "Alcoholism and Non- 
Acceptance of Gay Self: The Critical Link," Robert 
J. Kus explored the causes of alcoholism among gay 
American men. Surprisingly, his study suggested that 
bars, possibly the foremost magnet for gay social 
interaction, were totally unrelated to the cause of 
alcoholism in the men he studied. 

What Kus did find was that none of the men saw 
being gay as a positive thing before sobriety. They 
drank before having sex with men to buffer guilt 

.feelings. It wasn't until after they chose to live a life 
* CONTINUES ON PAGE 16 
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Showing the best of 
gay and lesbian film 
and video on two 
screens over 10 days 

featuring: 

Sex Is... 
by Marc Huestis 
A candid and serious film about twenty gay 
men's stories of love, lust and longing in the age 
of AIDS. 

I am my Own Woman 
by Rosa von Praunheim 
A film about the life of a woman enclosed in 
the body of a man struggling to survive 
through Nazi Germany. 

i 

The Last Island 
by Marleen Gorris 
This feminist Lord of the Flies of the nineties 
shows how two women, five men and a dog 
struggle to survive after their plane crashes on 
a deserted island. 

FESTIVAL 

NOVE 
1 2-21 
PONCE   tie   LEON 

PLAZA 
THEATRE 

Forbidden Love: 
The Unashamed Stories of Lesbian Lives 
by Aerlyn Weissman and Lynne Fernie 
Interviews with nine women paint a compel- 
ling portrait of lesbian sexuality and survival 
in Canada during the 50s and the 60s. 

Damned in the USA 
by Paul Yule 
A powerful feature-length documentary 
about art censorship in the United States. 

And  more,   including... 
Twin Bracelets 
The Attendant 
Little Faggot 
Homo Teens 

Ticket Information 

Opening Night 
November 12 

Feature Film and Reception 

A ten ticket card can be purchased for $50 which can be used for all screenings except Opening Night. No 
advance reservations will be made for any screenings. All screenings will be held at the Plaza Theater at 

Ponce de Leon Ave. and North Highland. 

For more information call SAME at 609-9590. 

Tickets for screening programs are $7 Feature Film and Reception Tickets are $15 

Sponsored by 
Maddix 
de«luxe 
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Conn Coalition on the offensive 

WS ~ 

Despite setback on Galleria 
boycott, human rights 

group pushes on 

Despite record crowds, the Pride 1993 celebration still has a $70,000 debt. 

IS PRIDE '94 IN DANGER? 
Debt and lawsuit from 1993 

celebration could cause 
problems in staging next 

year's event 

by KC WILDM00N 
Atlanta—Atlanta's 1994 Pride celebration 

may face serious trouble, months before the event 
is scheduled to take place, because of the finan- 
cial woes left over from the 1993 celebration. 

The Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Com- 
mittee still owes its T-shirt maker nearly $70,000 
dollars, and the amount is rising daily because of 
interest. Screenpeace, Inc., has filed a lawsuit in 
Fulton Superior Court over the delinquent pay- 
ment, and the Pride board has reportedly been 
squabbling internally over who is responsible 

for the debt and how best to erase it. 
And now board members have a new fear— 

that the tremendous debt from 1993 will make 
some vendors reluctant to allow Pride 1994 to 
float its bills until after the event, when the bulk 
of Pride's money usually comes in. That could 
force cancellation of the event. 

In July, when the Pride committee reported a 
debt of about $50,000, it launched a campaign to 
erase the debt But in four months, the "Circle of 
Friends" campaign has netted only about 
$12,000, and some in the community, including 
some Pride board members, have complained 
that the organization's efforts have been weak 
and ineffective. 

"The only thing we've done is run some ads 
asking for donations," said Richy Howard, who 
was named debt coordinator at a board meeting 

CONTINUES   ON  PAGE   14 

by  KC  W1LDM00N      • 
Marietta—While many lesbian and gay or- 

ganizations complain of burnout and too few 
volunteers to do too much work, the Cobb Citi- 
zens Coalition is on fire. 

The organization, formed this summer in 
response to the Cobb County Commission's at- 
tacks on the arts and the lesbian/gay community, 
now has about 60 active members and nearly 
200 names on its mailing list. And despite the 
recent reversal of a decision by the Georgia 
Society of Association Executives to pull its 
annual meeting from Cobb County, the boycott 
goes on. 

"We had a setback with that reversal," said 
Noel Lytle, who is serving as co-chair of the 
organization with Lynn Patterson until elections 

are held at a later date. "But that one association 
is not all of our boycott efforts." 

The coalition called for a boycott of Cobb 
County's new Galleria Center after the 
Commission's votes in August to condemn the 
gay "lifestyle" and cut all county arts funding. 
The board of Georgia Society of Association 
Executives had voted to move its convention, 
scheduled for June of next year, from the center, 
but the group has reversed its decision after 
pressure from some members. 

"The board met and decided it would be in 
the best interests of GSAE to go with the origi- 
nal plan," said Sharon Hunt, the society's direc- 
tor. 

But the coalition has not let that decision 
slow its efforts. The organization just completed 
two videos—one an 18-minute overview of what 
happened in Cobb County this summer, to be 
used for educational purposes, and the second a 
3 1/2-minute piece to be used to persuade busi- 
ness executives to honor the boycott. 

"We feel like if they visually see [what hap- 
C0NTINUES  ON  PAGE  19 

Anti-right event set tor Saturday 
Atlanta—Several prominent human rights 

activists from around the country will be in 
Atlanta this weekend for a conference on how 
to fight the religious right. 

The day-long workshop, "Righting the 
Wrongs of the Religious Right, Can We?" 
will be held at the Unitarian Universalist Con- 
gregation of Atlanta, 1911 Cliff Valley Way, 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 6. 

National speakers will include Reverand 
Meg A. Riley, director of the Office of Les- 
bian/ Bisexual/Gay Concerns for the Unitar- 
ian Universalist Association, Hans Johnson of 
People for the American Way and Loretta Ross, 
program director for the Center for Demo- 

cratic Renewal. 
'Local speakers will include James and 

Cherry Spencer-Stark, co-chairs of Theatre in 
the Square in Marietta, Jon Greaves, former 
member of the Cobb County Human Rela- 
tions Council, Diane Bronson, director of the 
ChestateeRegional Library in Gainesville, Ga., 
Hower Brewer, director of the Georgia Hem- 
lock Society, Rev. Dan Aldredge, minister of 
the Thurman-Hamer-Ellington Unitarian Uni- 
versalist Church in Decatur, and Bill Paul, 
professor at the University of Georgia's School 
of Art. 

For more information, call (404) 427-1014. 

As anti-gay attacks intensify, Atlanta's P-FLAG picks up steam 
Atlanta—From the Republican National Con- 

vention to the Cobb County Commission, in- 
creasingly public homophobia has galvanized 
increasing numbers of lesbians and gay men 
into action to protect, and sometimes demand, 
their civil liberties. 

But as public attacks against lesbians and 
gay men have made headlines across the coun- 
try, a formidable force has stood up in their 
defense—their parents, families and friends, in 
the form of P-FLAG (Parents, Families and 
Friends of Lesbians And Gays). 

The Atlanta chapter of the national group 
has seen attendance at its monthly meetings rise 
from between nine and 15 people a year ago to 
between 35 and 75 this fall. And chapter presi- 
dent Judy Colbs attributes part of that rise to one 
pervasive attitude: "You don't mess with my 
kids." 

"Recently we've had a lot of fallout from 
Cobb County," Colbs said. "A lot of the calls are 
from people who are all right with their kids 
being gay. They're just mad." 

But the bulk of P-FLAG's work is still giv- 
ing support and information to the parents of 
gay and lesbian children. One such parent, a 
Marietta dentist who asked to be anonymous 
because "my son's grandparents have not been 
outed," found out about the organization from a 
colleague when he asked for help last November 
after his 30-year-old son wrote with the news 
that he is gay. 

"He asked me if I was looking for help for 
myself or my son, which I thought was a very 
good question," said the 57-year-old lifelong 
Baptist and member of the ultraconservative John 
Birch Society. "I said, 'Forme.'" 

Colbs provided him with reading material, 
and the name of another couple with a gay son. 
He describes the process as difficult, adding that 

it entailed "reassessing my understanding of the 
commands of God." 

"I came to grips with the fact as I saw it that 
this was God's creation, that He did not intend 
to create a number of people with the capacity to 
love someone of the same gender and then con- 
demn them," he said. 

"My older sister had a gay son who died of- 
AIDS. My other sister and I thought her reaction 
to this was irrational because she was supportive 
and we were of the opinion that homosexuality 
was just evil. I've come around full circle." 

He said he was "saddened" by the Cobb 
County Commission's action condemning ho- 
mosexuality, an act he called attacking "a group 
that was not doing any harm. And for no good 
reason." 

The dentist says that P-FLAG is an invalu- 
able resource—for reading material, for talking 
to other parents and for the opportunity to meet 
other lesbians and gays. 

A Macon couple began coming to meetings 
in Atlanta late this spring after their 22-year-old 
son came out to them. This couple, too, wanted 
to remain anonymous—not uncommon, said 
Colbs, among "new" parents. 

"There's a truism we've learned," said the 
father. "When one's offspring comes out, often 
times the parents go in. We don't want to stay 
there forever, but that's where we are right now." 

Despite being temporarily "in the closet," 
these parents are not inactive. They regularly 
attend meetings in Atlanta and are considering 
starting a chapter in Macon. They are dismayed 
by the prospects of anti-gay/lesbian activity like 
that in Cobb County coming to Bibb County and 
other middle and south Georgia areas. 

"We don't want to sit on our hands, knowing 
that this would be coming to Macon," said the 
father. "We're not political activists, but we don't 

Atlanta chapter president Judy Colbs 

want to sit quietly while this goes on." 
These two parents, both in their mid-40s, 

also give credit to P-FLAG for the support they 
needed to come to terms with their son's sexual 
orientation. 

"The first time we went, we were shell- 
shocked," said the mother. "And we left feeling 
better than we had in a month. The fact that 
we've not shared this with other family mem- 
bers made [the other P-FLAG members] that 
much more like family. And now I can under- 
stand where my son is coming from—since he 
couldn't share these things with us, other gay 
people served that place for him." 

They were, said the father, "reasonably en- 
lightened, but laboring long under misconcep- 
tions, like many other parents." 

"We were accepting, but [homosexuality] 
was not the life or choice we would have se- 
lected for our son." 

But by meeting other gay people who attend 
P-FLAG meetings—mostly younger gays whose 
parents have rejected them—these new P-FLAG 
members are learning new ways to look at their 
lesbian and gay children—and ways to help. 

"I hope as we are involved longer we can 
make a difference," said the Macon mother. "If 
parents of gay children band together—we're a 
lot of taxpayers. We could be an enormous 
lobby." 

Recently, and partly in response to anti-gay 
activities like Pat Buchanan's Republican Con- 
vention speech and Amendment 2 in Colorado, 
the national P-FLAG has made a few changes. 
In addition to providing support for the family 
members of lesbians and gay men as the focus 
of the group's efforts, they've added two facets 
to their mission statement—education of both 
family and friends and fighting legalized dis- 
crimination. And the name (although not the 
acronym) has changed—the word "families" has 
been added to show that there is more to family 
values than the religious right would have the 
world believe. 

"Not everyone has to participate in those 
three [parts of the mission statement]," Colbs 
said. "You do what you can." 

But plenty do. "They talk about that as going 
public," she said. "People are trying to hurt their 
kids, and they want to do something about it." 

KC  WILDM00N 

P-FLAG meets the third Sunday of each 
month at the Unitarian Universalist Church on 
Cliff Valley Way. Meetings will move to the new 
First Metropolitan Community Church off North 
Druid Hills Road in January. Smaller, mid-month 
meetings vary in times and locations. Call (404) 
296-0830 or (404) 875-9440 for information. 
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A weekend 
spiritual journey 
for people living 

with AIDS. 

w, 

November 19-21, 1993 

helher diagnosed with HIV 
yesterday or as a long-term survivor, 
people living with HIV/AIDS 
experience enormous changes which 
require new sources of strength and 
inspiration. Often times it's not easy to 
find the people and the places where 
this need is understood. 

People living with HIV/AIDS 
sometimes choose to be alone rather 
than risk rejection, because there seems 
to be no hope for a genuine spiritual 
community. 

Atlanta Interfailh AIDS Network 
recognizes how important it is for 
persons with HIV/AIDS 

V To take time to wonder and wander 

V Alone and together 

V In a peaceful country setting 

V With compassionate companions 

V In a communion as a human family 

This retreat weekend will be about the MAGIC and SPIRIT of the human 
heart, mind, and body. Music, drama, crafts, story telling, poetry and meditation, as 
well as nature walks, are among the activities available for participants. 

Food will be provided by supporting congregations in the Interfailh AIDS 
network. Medical support will also be provided during the retreat. 

This weekend is a unique opportunity for people living with HIV disease. The 
Calvin Center in Hampton, Georgia is a wonderful environment to "Celebrate Life" 
in a creative and invigorating way! We invite you to share in this experience. 

Fee for the retreat will be seventy-five dollars. Please make checks payable to: 
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network. Limited scholarships are available. 

For more information please call AIAN at 874-8686. 
Transportation is available. 

I ust in time for your 
holiday shopping, this show 
offers the largest selection of fine 
jewelry and gems in the Southeast. 
It's all under one roof and all at 
WHOLESALE PRICES! 

From the Jewel of the South 
Come the Gems of the World 

GREAT SOUTHERN 
GEM & JEWELRY 

SHOW 
NOVEMBER 5-7 

Friday 11 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 

Sunday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 

Admission: 

$5 Adults, $4 Seniors 

FREE PARKING 

SAVE UP 
TO $5.00 
Bring this ad for SI.00 
off on up to 5 tickets. 
Cannot be combined 
with any other offer. 

New and Estate Jewelry • Silver • Gold 
♦ Diamonds • Wedding Rings • Loose 
Gems • Settings • Pearls • Watches 
♦ Quality Costume Jewelry • Much More! 

♦ Largest Selection of Jewelry 
in the Southeast 

♦ Lowest Prices of the Year 
♦ Jewelry Repairs While You Shop 
♦ Free Appraisals 

Do your Christmas shopping early at 
our largest and only jewelry show 
of the season. 

NORTH ATLANTA TRADE CENTER 
Norcross, GA (404) 279-9899 

Take 1-85 North to Indian Trail (Exit 38). 
Turn right to Oakbrook Pkwy. then Right to Jeurgens Ct. 

LOWEST Prices for Christmas 
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Gay teacher defends diversity class 
Chapel Hill, NC—A gay high school 

teacher is defending the lesbian/gay literature 
section of his literature class, after complaints 
that some of the materials were sexually 
graphic brought about the suspension of the 
section from his class. 

David Bruton said he had no objection to 
the books being removed from the reading list 
for a class that includes the study of books by 
gay and lesbian authors. 

"I think there are plenty of books to read 
that do not contain graphic sexual episodes," 
he said Oct. 19. 

The titles offended the parent of a former 
student, who took the issue to the Chapel Hill- 
Carrboro School Board. As a result, the 
multicultural literature course section on gays 
and lesbians has been suspended while the 
books are reviewed. 

Vickie Seng, mother of Lindsay Little, the 
Chapel Hill High School junior who objected 
to the content of the books, said that she didn' t 
like a number of books on the reading list. 

"The curriculum on that reading list, some 
of it, is simply unsuitable for children under 
the age of 18," she said. 

Little, who has since transferred to an- 
other high school, told reporters that she didn't 
"want to learn about something that's disgust- 

ing. 
Little asked to be removed from the class, 

and when the school refused, transferred. 
Bruton said he hasn't made public state- 

ments before now because of a desire for pri- 
vacy. But actions by critics angered him be- 
cause it was clear "they were out to get me" 
because he is gay, Bruton said. 

Bruton said he has been the target of graf- 
fiti on school property since some students 
discovered he was gay. His sexual orientation 
wasn't something he talked about in class, the 
45-ycar-old Bruton said. 

The teacher also said the literature pro- 
gram was part of a multicultural program in 
the school system that was implemented with- 
out instructions on how to handle it. 

In his independent study course, Bruton 
decided to have seven topics for students to 
select from: native Americans, African-Ameri- 
cans, women and feminists, Jewish Ameri- 
cans, Hispanic Americans, Asian Americans 
and gays and lesbians. 

"The bibliography I gave them were sug- 
gestions as to places to start," he said. "If I 
were to ask the average 11th grader to name 
one Asian-American writer, other than Amy 
Tan, they probably wouldn't be able to do it." 

ASSOCIATED   PRESS 

Gay Marine goes back to work 
Camp Lejeune, NC—A Marine placed on 

reserve after coming out of the closet said he 
was heartened by the welcome he received on 
his first day back on duty. 

Sgt. Justin Elzie, 31, is the first service 
member to take advantage of a recent ruling 
by a federal judge that banned discrimination 
against gays in the military. 

"People were like, 'Great to have you back 
and let's get the job done. That's what we 
Marines are here for,'" Elzie said. "The com- 
mand was really good. They were really good 
about it. There were no negative comments. 
I'm just ecstatic." 

Elzie received a supply administration job 
"that fits his rank and training," said Maj. 
Mark Hughes, a base spokesman. His previ- 
ous job as a supply clerk was filled by some- 
one else while Elzie was removed from ac- 
tive-duty status. 

He came out on Jan. 29, the same day 
President Clinton said he planned to lift the 
military's ban on lesbians and gays. But after 
Clinton didn't follow through on the pledge, 
Elzie was removed from active duty and placed 

on reserve status on Sept. 1. 
Then on Sept. 30, a ruling by U.S. District 

Judge Terry Hatter Jr. of Los Angeles banned 
any policy that discriminates against gay men 
and lesbians in the military—a ruling Elzie 
used to get back in the Marine Corps. How- 
ever, the question now is how long Elzie will 
be allowed to stay because last Friday, the 
U.S. Supreme Court, acting on an emergency 
request from the Clinton administration, stayed 
Hatter's order until a full appeal can be heard. 

"Somebody asked me today if I get kicked 
out again am I ever going to regret it. I said no. 
I'm glad about what I did and I'm really glad 
to be back to work," Elzie said. 

Lanny Breuer, a Washington, D.C., attor- 
ney who represents Elzie, said the issue will 
eventually be resolved in the Supreme Court. 

"I am confident that ultimately our view 
will prevail and the ban will be struck down as 
unconstitutional," Breuer said. "Everybody has 
a guarantee under the constitution to equal 
protection under the law." 

ASSOCIATED   PRESS 

Anti-gay forces target woman 
who defended gay paper 

Fairfax, VA—Citizens objecting to the 
placement of the Washington Blade in Fairfax 
County libraries arc going after the chair- 
woman of the library board. 

Phylis Salak had defended the library 
board's decision to keep the Blade, a gay and 
lesbian newspaper, alongside other free pub- 
lications, saying it was a First Amendment 
issue. County officials had said they might 
abolish the library board it it refused to re- 
move the Blade, but they eventually backed 
down. 

Salak had been appointed to the board by 
the Fairfax City Council as its representative. 
Her term on the board expires next year, and 
Blade opponents are now pressing the City 
Council to remove her. 

The City Council decided recently to ask 
the attorney general's office to determine 
whether it is legal for Salak to be on the 
library board even though she is also the city's 
voter registrar. 

"Can one person wear both hats?" said 
Karen Jo Gounaud of Springfield, who helped 
organize protests against the Blade. "It's not 

an attempt to get Phylis out of the loop. But 
right now she has more authority than Fairfax 
City should have, and she's not answerable." 

Salak, who is paid $31,693 a year as regis- 
trar and $50 a meeting as library board chair- 
woman, said she was surprised her dual roles 
were called into question. 

"I do find it remarkable that we would be 
asking questions after seven years of doing 
both jobs," she said. "I feel frightened, but I 
have felt frightened throughout this entire is- 
sue." 

Councilman Arnold L. Larsen Jr. initiated 
the request for a legal ruling after being con- 
tacted by Blade opponents. He said he thinks 
the paper should not be in the libraries, but he 
is not seeking retribution against Salak. He 
said his callers raised a legitimate legal ques- 
tion. 

"She thinks I'm doing all this on purpose 
just to get her because I'm a Republican and 
she's a Democrat," Larsen said. "That's not 
true. I think she's done an excellent job in 
both positions." 

ASSOCIATED   PRESS 
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Vocal activist Dianne Hardy-Garcia is Texas' 
new lobbyist. 

Supreme Court, At Clinton's Request, Restores Military Ran: 
The U.S. Supreme Court granted an emergency request from the Clinton administration 
staying an injunction against the ban on gay men and lesbians in the military and the 
president's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. The injunction, issued by a Los Angeles judge, is now 
on hold while the case is appealed. In court papers, the administration's top lawyer, Solicitor 
General Drew Days HI, said U.S. District Court Judge Terry Hatter "seriously erred" on Sept. 
30 when he barred the Pentagon from enforcing the old ban or implementing the new policy. 
Hatter's injunction forced the military to stop discharge proceedings against 115 people. The 
Supreme Court's action temporarily limits application of Hatter's ruling to gay sailor Keith 
Meinhold, whose suit against the military was before Hatter when he issued the injunction. 

Texas Gets New Gay/Lesbian Lobbyist: Texas' new lobbyist for gay and lesbian issues 
has been known for her vocal participation in protests on the front steps of the Capitol. But 

when Dianne Hardy-Garcia moves her 
fight from the Capitol steps into its cham- 
bers as head of the Austin Lesbian/Gay 
Political Caucus, she says her once radi- 
cal approach—as part of ACT UP, the 
Lesbian Avengers, Queer Nation, and the 
Women's Action Coalition—will become 
more tempered. "I don't plan on being 
the lone lobbyist at the Capitol," she said. 
"I want us to be walking the halls and 
talking with people. When they begin to 
see us and understand us, ultimately we 
will win." Texas is one of three states— 
including Georgia—with a full time lob- 
byist on lesbian and gay issues. 

The Woes Of Lon Mabon: LonMabon, 
founder and director of the anti-gay Or- 
egon Citizens Alliance, is having his share 
of troubles these days. First, the OCA is 
set to go to trial on charges of libel, stem- 
ming from its mis-identifying of one 

George Wickizer as a gay man during its 1991-2 campaign for Measure 9—a draconian 
version of Colorado's Amendment 2 that went so far as to demand that schools teach that 
homosexuality is a perversion on the level of bestiality. Then there is news that the OCA is 
saddled with a $48,500 campaign debt, and is asking for contributions to eliminate the debt. 
And if that weren't enough, 400 protestors picketed an appearance by Mabon in Seattle on Oct. 
25, chanting 'Two, four, six, eight, Nazi hate won't make us straight." Mabon has been 
nonplussed by all this activity, and says that he considers the problems symptomatic of a sick 
society trying to force acceptance of hideous homosexuality onto god-fearing Christians. 

Schools Extend Domestic Partnership Benefits: Yale University and the Minneapo- 
lis School System have extended domestic partnership benefits to the unmarried partners of 
their employees. Yale's new policy extends only to gay and lesbian couples, but the Minneapo- 
lis Board of Education voted to allow health care coverage for both same- and opposite-sex 
couples. Yale's decision came with a strong faculty recommendation. The Minneapolis change 
came along with a newly revamped health care package that is estimated to save the school 
district nearly $10 million dollars over the next three years. 

Gay Man Wins Police Brutality Case: The Chicago police department, listed by 
Amnesty International as one of the worst departments in the world for police brutality, has 
agreed to pay $89,900 to Gerald Blake, a gay man beaten when police pulled him over for 
allegedly running a red light in 1985. Blake suffered a broken jaw and other facial fractures in 
the attack. Following the attack, he was taken to a hospital and given medication for pain, but 
was released to the officers, who held him at the police station for nine hours without giving 
him the prescribed medication. 

Cigarette Tax Money To Help Gay Students: The administration of Massachusetts 
Governor William Weld, a Republican, plans to divert $450,000 in cigarette tax money to 
programs aimed at stopping harassment of gay teenagers in school. The money will be used to 
implement recommendations of the Governor's Commission on Gay and Lesbian Youth, 
which have been adopted by the state Board of Education. The Education Department plans 
workshops for teachers around the state on the problem of harassment of gays in schools. 

FundlO Fiction: Colorado for Family Values, the organization that sponsored the homo- 
phobic Amendment 2 in that state, has branched out into the world of literature, according to 
Denver's gay newspaper, "Out Front." CFV is planning to publish a futuristic novel called 
"Colorado 1998," which depicts the Hate State as run by an organization called Queer 

isitivity Services, Inc. In the book, a Christian family's four year old daughter is taken into 
te custody because QSS finds her family to be homophobic, and the mother is forced to 

watch lesbian pornography as part of a re-programming process. CFV director Kevin Tebedo 
called "Colorado 1998's" plot "entirely plausible." In your dreams, Tebedo. 

Parents Boycott School Over "Daddy's Roommate": Parents who oppose placing a 
book that deals with a father's homosexuality in elementary school libraries are planning a one 
day boycott of Juneau, Alaska, schools. Merriam Beal, who helped form Parents for Respon- 
sible Education in response to the book, estimated that more than 100 students would be kept 
home from school on Nov. 1. "We're arranging day care for people who work and are used to 
having the kids in school for the day," Beal said in a telephone interview from a Juneau mall 
where she was collecting signatures for a petition to have the book removed from school 
libraries. 

OUR 
CUSTOMERS 

know us best... 
"Touch is a very important 

part of my job. Knowing how touch af- 
fects people in just the right way to make them 
feel good is the secret behind an excellent 
massage. 

I bought my new Mercedes at Atlanta 
Classic Cars, and discovered they work very 
much the same way. They are in touch and make 
me feel good. With the excellent service I get, it's 
a feeling that's continued long after my purchase. 

In my business I always bring good feelings 
to people, but it's Atlanta Classic that has the 
golden touch." 

Brian Dinerman 

THAT SPECIAL TOUCH 
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ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS 
MERCEDES BENZ 

296.1313 
1655 CHURCH STREET 
DECATUR, GA 30033 

ROLL? 

R 
ROYCE 

"WHERE THE SAFEST CAR 
IN THE WORLD IS MORE AFFORDABLE" 
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Myrtle Thonks fltlonto! 
The ONLV Mayoral Candidate 

Recommended by GflPflC 
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HISTORY... 
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"Myrtle was the only candidate 
unafraid to put her views on our 
issues in public, in writing, and 
on her stationery." 

—Brian Rountree 

"I trust her. She has the vision 
for change and the courage to 
make it happen." 

—Anne Fauver 

"Myrtle has been the candidate 
of integrity.   She has experience 
and she speaks from the heart." 

—Becca Sherrill 

"Myrtle is consistent when 
speaking her position. She has 
a good central core of values." 

—Don George, M.D. 

PAID FOR BY TH€ MYRTIC DAVIS FOR MAYOR CAMPAIGN 

ommon 
A Lesbian and 
Gay Affirming 
Addictions 
Program 

Steps 
Decatur Hospital has developed a unique 
recovery program with lesbians and gay men 
in mind. The first and only of its kind in 
Atlanta, our alcohol, drug and eating dis- 
orders treatment program has been devel- 
oped to deal with the special issues that 
gays and lesbians face in the context of 
recovery. We're close to home. We think 
you'll like what we have to offer. 

For information on Decatur Hospital's 
Common Steps program, please 

call (404) 377-5768 or 
1-800-783-7318 

DECATUR HOSPITAL 
Where Quality Care Gets Personal 
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lavender Screen' rates firms on gay/lesbian friendliness 
Suppose you were planning to invest some 

money in the stock market. How would you 
find out which companies were lesbian- and 
gay-friendly? 

Until very recently, you would be hard- 
pressed to obtain any answers to such "politi- 
cally correct" questions, even from an astute 
and politically savvy investment counselor. 

Just in the nick of time, there's the "Lav- 
ender Screen." It's the result of a 
groundbreaking and fairly comprehensive sur- 
vey of corporate America's policies toward 
lesbian and gay employees. 

Conducted by Progressive Asset Manage- 
ment, a brokerage firm in Oakland, Califor- 
nia, that specializes in socially responsible in- 
vesting, the first-of-its-kind study evaluated 
the employment policies of Fortune 1000 and 
Domini 400 companies with regard to lesbian 
and gay issues. 

Surprisingly, the Lavender Screen find- 
ings indicated that an increasing number of 
the nation's most successful companies had or 
were developing positive policies toward les- 
bian and gay employees. 

Corporations that have been identified as 
leaders in this movement toward wider accep- 
tance and open recognition of their lesbian 
and gay employees are Microsoft, Harley 
Davidson, AT&T, Prudential Insurance, RJR 
Nabisco and Digital Equipment. 

Within the growing debate over such is- 
sues as health care reform, domestic partners' 
benefits and the AIDS pandemic, Progressive 
wanted to enable all of its clients, according to 
investment specialist Howard Tharsing, "to 

select investments based on a company's poli- 
cies toward its gay and lesbian employees." 

The Lavender Screen examined, reviewed 
and rated the policies of Fortune 500 indus- 
trial companies, Fortune 500 service compa- 
nies, and companies in the Domini 400 social 
index in five major ar- 
eas relevant to lesbian 
and gay employees. 
These included: 1) a 
written nondiscrimina- 
tion policy, 2) benefits 
to domestic partners, 3) 
diversity training, 4) or- 
ganized and recognized 
lesbian and gay em- 
ployee groups and 5) 
support for employees 
with HIV/AIDS. 

After exhaustive re- 
search, Lavender 
Screen has compiled a 
list of the best and worst 
companies regarding 
policies toward lesbian 
and gay employees. 

Both lists include 
several companies that,   
prior to this survey, 
have been either recognized as progressive or 
targeted as regressive when it comes to les- 
bian and gay issues. 

Approximately half of the companies 
evaluated sti 1 have no formal policy that for- 
bids discrimination on the basis of sexual ori- 
entation. What this means for lesbian and gay 

Approximately half of the 
companies evaluated still have 
no formal policy that forbids 
discrimination on the basis of 
sexual orientation. What this 
means for lesbian and gay 

employees working for these 
companies is that they could 
conceivably lose their jobs 
simply on the basis of their 

sexual orientation in the absence 
of a fair corporate policy and 
without state or federal civil 

rights protection. 

employees working for these companies is 
that they could conceivably lose their jobs 
simply on the basis of their sexual orientation 
in the absence of a fair corporate policy and 
without state or federal civil rights protection. 

Heading the Lavender Screen's list of re- 
gressive companies are 
Cracker Barrel Old Coun- 
try Stores Inc., Target 
Stores (a unit of Dayton 
Hudson Corporation), K- 
Mart Corporation, Shell 
Oil and Anheuser Busch. 

Failing to respond to 
the survey, such compa- 
nies as Cracker Barrel 
were cited as being les- 
bian- and gay-regressive 
based upon their past per- 
formance.      Lincoln 
Foodservice Products 
was put on the regressive 
list because AIDS medi- 
cal coverage was reduced 
severely in 1991 after one 
of their employees con- 
tracted the disease, and 

  American Home Prod- 
ucts because it pulled 

television ads from programs that included 
lesbian and gay characters and themes. 

Megacorporations such as Shell Oil, 
Anheuser Busch and Pepsico were identified, 
among others, as regressive because they "do 
not include sexual orientation in their nondis- 
crimination policies for employees." 

On the other hand, progressive companies 
such as Ben and Jerry's Homemade Inc., "of- 
fers domestic partner benefits for lesbian, gay 
and heterosexual panne rs as long as they've 
been together at least th:ee months." 

Additionally, Bo ton Globe, Harley 
Davidson, MCA/Univ r ;al, Oracle Systems. 
Corporation, Sybase Ir j., Viacom Inc., Warner 
Brothers, HBO, Borland International and 
Frame Technology provide employee benefits 
for same-sex partners. 

Some companies on the Lavender Screen's 
progressive list have been recognized for their 
fight against the AIDS pandemic. 

Wells Fargo, the first company to estab- 
lish an AIDS awareness/training program for 
its employees, serves now as a national model 
program for other corporations. RJR Nabisco 
is an active member of the National Leader- 
ship Coalition on AIDS. Other companies that 
are proactive in AIDS education include Bos- 
ton Globe, Digital Equipment, Microsoft and 
Marriott Corporation. 

As the nation's leading socially respon- 
sible investment firm, Progressive Asset Man- 
agement, in addition to the Lavender Screen, 
tracks corporate performance based upon other 
social criteria, including environmental respon- 
sibility, defense contracting, minority hiring 
and nuclear power. 

For more information on Lavender Screen, 
write Progressive Asset Management, 1814 
Franklin Street, 7th Floor, Oakland, CA 94612. 
Or call (510) 834-3722 or (800) 786-2998. 

THOM   CARDWELL 
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Kaposi's Sarcoma Clinical Trials Open 

Two trials are enrolling in the Atlanta Area for people with HIV 
Disease and advanced Kaposi's sarcoma (progressing dis- 
ease with more than 25 skin lesions or visceral involvement). 

1. Randomized comparison of DOXIL® (an investigational 
drug formulation ot doxorubicin encapsulated in liposomes) 
with ABV (adriamycin, bleomycin and vincristine—a combi- 
nation ot drugs considered one of the standard treatments 
for advanced KS). 

2. Open trial of DOXIL® for treating people whose KS has 
progressed while on ABV or BV. 

CALL1-800-KAPOSIS 
for information about trial designs and entry criteria 

D OPENING WEEKEND 
NOVEMBER 19-21   £ 
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Drive for 
the Games 
As the committee trying 
to bring the h>98 Gay 
Games to Atlanta heads 
to Washington to 
present its bid, Southern 
Voice looks at where 
the campaign stands. 
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Supreme Court may lead where politicians refuse to go 
After all the work and debate and angst of 

the past year—after all the letters and phone 
calls and telegrams and combative talk shows 
on the issue of lesbians and gays in the mili- 
tary—the final outcome will apparently be 
settled by the seven men and two women who 
make up the U.S. Supreme Court. 

U.S. District Court Judge Terry Hatter Jr. 
of Los Angeles (an African-American ap- 
pointed to the federal bench by President 
Carter) forced the issue when he ruled that not 
only was the military's original prohibition on 
lesbians and gays illegal, but also that new 
"don't ask, don't tell" policies implemented 
by President Clinton and Congress don't pass 
muster. He issued a nationwide injunction that 
forced the Pentagon to put those restrictive 
policies on hold, and the Ninth U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals has so far backed him up. 

The Clinton administration could have sim- 
ply let the ruling stand until the appeals pro- 
cess was finished—in effect allowing the presi- 
dent to keep his campaign promise to lift the 
ban without actually having to overcome Sam 
Nunn and the other regressive politicians in 
favor of it. Instead, the administration last week 
chose to make an emergency request to the 
Supreme Court, asking that Hatter's injunc- 
tion be stayed until a full appeal could be 
heard. 

That the Supreme Court will be the final 
arbiter of this divisive issue really isn't a sur- 
prise. Traditionally, when the time has come 
to expand and redefine human rights and free- 
doms, American courts have been out in front 
of American political institutions. 

The question, however, is whether the high 
court will take this opportunity to guarantee 
human rights—or rule against the lesbian/gay 
cause. 

There are reasons to be pessimistic. The 
last time the court visited the issue of lesbian 
and gay rights in any major way, in the 1986 
case Bowers vs. Hardwick, the justices nar- 
rowly refused to overturn Georgia's sodomy 
law, ruling that the right to privacy, as implied 
under the U.S. Constitution, did not prevent 
states from outlawing certain forms of sexual 
behavior. 

Most of the justices on the Supreme Court 
were appointed by presidents Reagan and Bush, 
certainly no allies of the gay/lesbian cause. 
The Hardwick ruling, as well as the lack of 
any federal law or legal precedent protecting 
gays and lesbians and the traditional reluc- 
tance of federal courts to tell the military how 
to operate, will all be difficult hurdles to over- 
come. 

However, working on the side of optimism 
is the fact that some of the Reagan/Bush con- 
servative high court appointments (notably 
Anthony Kennedy, "confirmed bachelor" 
David Souter and Sandra Day O'Connor) have 
demonstrated a tendency to be libertarian; that 
is, theirs is the kind of conservatism that holds 
that government should not meddle in people's 
private affairs. These were the three justices 
who teamed with liberals on the court to save 
women's basic reproductive rights (though they 
did support erosion of those rights). And since 
that ruling upholding Roe vs. Wade, liberal 
justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has joined the 
court. 

Also on the plus side, those arguing these 
cases, and possibly other lesbian/gay rights 
cases that will making their way through the 
federal judiciary, are using a new tactic. In- 
stead of arguing as they did in Hardwick that 
the right of privacy (which is derived from 
interpretation of parts of the Constitution but 

never explicitly stated) should prevent the gov- 
ernment from regulating our lives, they are 
arguing that laws and regulations that single 
out lesbians and gay men for different treat- 
ment violate the equal protection provisions of 
thc.U.S. Constitution. 

This is a stronger argument. While courts 
and judges may differ on whether a right of 
privacy exists and what it covers, there is no 
question that the Constitution explicitly guar- 
antees equal protection to all. In the past, the 
Supreme Court has held that governments and 
their officials can make legal distinctions be- 
tween groups of people only in very rare, nar- 
rowly defined instances—and only then when 
there is a compelling reason to do so. 

This argument also has a wider reach. Here 
in Atlanta, lesbian attorney Robin Shahar can 
use it to argue that Attorney General Michael 
Bowers, who rescinded a job offer to her, ille- 
gally singled her out for reasons that had noth- 
ing to do with her job performance. Lesbians 
and gays in Colorado and Oregon can use it to 
argue against the legality of anti-lesbian/gay 
initiatives. People who have lost custody of 
their children solely because of their sexual 
orientation can use it to argue that, because 
there is no credible proof that having gay par- 
ents harms a child, custody decisions should 
not be based on that criteria. 

If the court adopts this argument in the 
gays-in-the-military case, the victory could be 
monumental. And the final irony would be 
that the federal courts, packed for more than a 
decade by judges who would feel right at home 
at a Nancy Schaefer rally, turned out to be 
more instrumental to the cause of lesbian/gay 
liberation than all of the politicians that we as 
a community have courted and financed. 

RICHARD   SHUMATE 
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Cracker Barrel stock fight includes straight allies 
I was pleased to read in the October 7 issue 

of Southern Voice about the Securities and 
Exchange Commission's ruling that Cracker 
Barrel will either have to go to federal court, 
or consider Carl Owens' proposal that the 
company's board of directors reflects its stock- 
holders, including numerous gays and lesbi- 
ans. Owens should be applauded for his ef- 
forts. 

The article described the campaign as "en- 
couraging lesbians and gays to buy a single 
share in Cracker Barrel in order to pressure the 
company's management to institute policies to 
combat anti-gay/lesbian discrimination." I hap- 
pen to be straight, but I bought a share of 
Cracker Barrel stock from Carl Owens a year 
ago, when the National Organization for 
Women's newsletter encouraged lesbians, 
gays, and all supporters of equal rights to do 
so: Since then, I have encouraged many of my 

friends—both gay and straight—to buy Cracker 
Barrel shares, too. It seems to me that this 
specific campaign, and other efforts to achieve 
equal rights for all people regardless of their 
sexual orientauon, should encourage and rec- 

ognize involvement and support from anyone 
(gay or straight) who disagrees with anti-gay/ 
lesbian discrimination. 

Linda E. Saltzman 
Atlanta 

STOtf£MU z/ors BY ANDREA   NATALIE 

Send us a letter 
Southern Voice welcomes your point 

of view. Letters to the editor should be 
no longer than 200 words and must in- 
clude your name, address and daytime 
phone number. Names can be withheld 
on request, but anonymous letters are not 
accepted. We reserve the right to edit or 
reject any submission. Send letters to: 
Southern Voice, P.O. Box 18215, At- 
lanta GA 30316. Or fax them to the at- 
tention of Richard Shumate at (404) 876- 
2709. 
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The only measure is the love you leave behind 
There are lots of New Age "oracles" that 

people use to glimpse the future or see reflec- 
tions of their own hearts. Runes, Tarot, etc., 
work for me when I let them hint about what's 
going on in my life. Their randomly-accessed 
wisdom becomes a mirror for me to see my 
own truth. 

My primary choice along these lines is I 
Ching, an ancient Chinese divination method. 
By throwing coins, I Ching answers questions 
by choosing one or two life situations among 
the 64 described by the Chinese millennia ago. 
The possible responses (called hexagrams) 
range from Danger to Grace, Creative Energy 
to Stagnation. 

I Ching has produced some startlingly ac- 
curate results. Prior to marching in the first 
MLK Day parade, its answer to me was Gath- 
ering. On the trip where I went to decide about 
my first relationship, part of the message said 
"Choosing to marry brings good fortune." I 
have learned not to dismiss it lightly. 

Today's issue is a trial at which I am sup- 
posed to testify. Eighteen months ago, I wit- 
nessed a friend's will a month before he died 
of AIDS—let's call him N. Now, his father is 
contesting the will, which leaves much of the 
estate to another gay man. Somehow, I know 
this is not going to be much fun. 

I ask I Ching to comment. Its two re- 
sponses—Temptation (one should beware in- 
volvement in intrigue, which was a lesson for 
me) and Family, which is my least favorite 
hexagram. I don't like it because it counsels 
family members to obediently play their as- 
signed roles, which rebukes those who must 
find the courage to redefine their position in 
an abusive or smothering family. 

It doesn't help my frame of mind that I just 
saw "The Joy Luck Club," reinforcing my skep- 
ticism about Chinese thoughts on family. The 
four women who play Mah Johng every week 
have stories that run the gamut of family di- 
saster, from abandoned and drowned babies to 
forced marriage and concubinage to abusive 
and adulterous husbands. 

They all managed to get out of China, but 
that doesn't stop the brutality. Once over here, 
ancient attitudes toward women continue to 
perpetuate themselves in American disguises. 
One mother destroys her daughter's creativity 
when challenged about showing her daughter 
off too much. Another fears her daughter has 
no spirit, since hers was broken in China, and 
almost creates a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

Is this the type of family I Ching espouses? 
The more I see, the less I consider the family, 
there or here, to be a civilized institution de- 
serving of any veneration whatsoever. In 
America, under the banner of family values, 
we leave children in abusive homes to keep 
from breaking up "biological family units." 
We take happy children from lesbian and gay 
parents (and in Baby Jessica's case, straight 
adoptive parents) because other people are 
thought to have higher claims on them. How is 
this different from "The Joy Luck Club," where 
a daughter mutilates herself for the sake of her 
mother's health? How does it differ (except in 
scope) from a father subverting a son's wishes 
after he's died? 

For the phrase "family values" to have 
meaning, it must come to represent institu- 
tions that value families as they exist, in all 
their diversity, instead of envisioning the one 
universal family archetype against which all 
others must be judged and found wanting. Ul- 
timately, I thank I Ching for the warning about 
upcoming family karma, and head down to the 
Fulton County Justice Center. 

As I wander the halls, I see someone I used 
to work with, an attorney (let's call him D) 
who gave me legal advice as my abusive rela- 
tionship was ending. We engage in small talk 
for a while—I tell him about my new job, ask 
what's going on with him. He tells me about 
his one-year-old son's medical problems. His 
stomach isn't working, and they've had to put 

a tube into his abdomen. He shows me his 
son's picture, head dwarfed by an adult's 
Braves cap. The smile is adorable, the eyes 
clear and lively. I don't get the sense that the 
prognosis is good. 

D asks me what I'm doing here, and I tell 
him about this will contest, really just another 
in an ongoing contest of wills. 

D's response is immediate—some people 
don't appreciate their families. "I would gladly 
accept my son being gay if that meant he could 
be healthy," he says. 

I don't know how I kept from crying until I 
had ended the conversation and walked down 
the hall, but I did. And I want the name of 
angel that sent D down the hall at the exact 
right time for me to see him, because I can't 
imagine how I could have survived this week 
without hearing this story. While the spectacle 
of a father teaching his dead son one more 
lesson is played out before me, D gives me a 
priceless gift, a lesson learned from his own 
life at a vast cost. Here is someone who under- 
stands what it is that endangers a child and 
what makes him special. 

Later in the week, taking psychic inven- 
tory, my mind alights on a song—a "Lullaby" 
that the Flirtations sing to every one of us: 

You can be anybody that you want to be 
You can love whoever you will 
You can travel any country where 

your heart leads 
And know I will love you still 
You can live by yourself, you can 

gather friends around 
You can choose one special one, 
And the only measure of your words 

and your deeds 
Is the love you leave behind when 

you're gone. 

From what I've seen, N passed the Flirta- 
tions' test; Daddy, on the other hand, will spend 
several more rounds on the karma wheel try- 
ing to make sense of this one. As for D, I want 
him to know that there are people who can 
leave behind more love in a year than other 
people have managed to create in 75. 

My wish for D is that his child both gets 
better and turns out to be gay. He and his wife 
and child have become, in my mind, the fam- 
ily that I Ching speaks of. I have no doubt that 
they would be capable of appreciating so spe- 
cial a son. 

N Ha* !▼■ m 
#"% J" 

:1 fe* 1^1 
AFTER BEING  LAID OFF, THE MOST 
DIFFICULT  PART  WAS HAVING  NO 

OFFICE  TO GO TO. 

CAMPER©93 
I'D TOST WANDER. ARooWDTdE HOUSE 
ALL DAY - UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS, INTO 
THE GREENH0U5E, OR WE MUSIC (?ooM... 
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SOMETIMES ro DL>ST SIT 
IN A DAZE foR HOURS 8Y THE POOL. 

EVEN GOING FoR A SPIN IN ME 
OF THE CARS PlDN'T HELP. 

1 GOESS THIS IS HOW 
POOR PEOPLE FEEL, HuH? 

GLAAD 
News 

by  CARL  LANGE 

Georgia Trend's Bigotry 
In the October issue of the business 

magazine Georgia Trend, president and 
CEO Virgil R. Williams attacks lesbians 
and gays in a supremacist diatribe, "Stand 
Up for Morality." Williams applauds the 
Cobb County Commission's anti-gay reso- 
lution and equates the moral corruption 
of "traditional American values" with the 
acceptance of "gay" and "alternative 
lifestyles." 

He patriotically attributes the success- 
ful rise of America to it's Christian-cen- 
tric founding and the "traditional family," 
yet, ironically, in the same breath, speaks 
of "tolerance and acceptance of those who 
had differing religious perspectives." 

Williams needs to be told that moral 
values are not the sole property of white 
supremacist Christians and that gays and 
lesbians will not accept being used as 
scapegoats for problems facing society. 
Those traditions of tolerance and accep- 
tance of diversity, in which he so rever- 
ently refers to, still apply today. 

Write to Virgil R. Williams, president 
and CEO, Georgia Trend, 1770 Indian 
Trail Road, Norcross GA 30093. The tele- 
phone number is (404) 806-6700. 
Bad Vibes 

"Homosexuals in Africa: Trick or 
Treat," aired on community radio WRFG, 
89.3 FM, Eri., Oct. 29 from 10:30 p.m. to 
1:30 a.m and Sat., Oct. 30 from 11 p.m. to 
I a.m. The show has been billed as pro- 
viding proof that homosexuality is a phe- 
nomenon of people of European descent 
and that gay and lesbian African-Ameri- 
cans don't naturally exist. Promotions for 
the show included Halloweenesque mu- 
sic with the statement "documented proof 
with panel," and a vampire reference to 
drinking blood and "you are my next vic- 
tim." The historically homophobic pro- 
ducers of "Potential Vibes" and "Round 
Midnight," two black-centric music 
shows, aired this special. 

WRFG's programming is diverse and 
includes several gay and lesbian shows. 
However, defamation by this group of 
African-Americans against gays, lesbians 
and Jews has reached intolerable levels. 
A lesbian announcer at the station has 
spoken to GLAAD about physical threats 
and fearing for her safety. The manage- 
ment of WRFG has ignored complaints 
and concerns. 

The announcers, management and 
board of WRFG needs to know that this 
behavior will no longer be tolerated. 
Screams of racism by bigoted African- 
Americans is no excuse for defamaLion. 

Write to Paul Williams, chairperson, 
Board of Directors; W.S. Tkweme, chair- 
person, Program Committee; and Tom 
Davis, station manager; WRFG, 1083 
Austin Ave, Atlanta, GA 30307 or phone 
(404) 523-3471. Call the station at (404) 
523-8989 every time you hear defama- 
tion. Pay close attention to the show "Po- 
tential Vibes" on Fridays at 10:30 p.m 
and "Round Midnight" on Saturdays at 
II p.m. 

Upcoming events: Nov. 2, Volunteer 
Night; Nov. 4, Fund Raising Committee; 
Nov.8, Monitoring and Response; Nov. 9 
Volunteer Night, Nov. 15, Meet the Press. 

For more information, or to report an 
instance of defamation, contact GLAAD/ 
Atlanta at P.O. Box 55111, Atlanta GA 
30308 or call (404) 605-7477. This col- 
umn is a product of the Gay & Lesbian 
Alliance Against Defamation/Atlanta, Inc. 
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When time's running short 
and so is your money. . . 

Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life. 
We're here to help anyone facing the financial challenges of living 
with an incurable illness. 

Life Funding Corporation is prepared to confidentially purchase 
your life insurance policy so that you can have your money now 
when you really need it. 
Together we can realize your dreams of better quality health care 
and more fulfilling experiences of life. 

For information call 1-800-456-8799. 
Your call will be confidential. 

LIFE   FUNDING   CORPORATION 

Funds For Life. 
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 ▲ ATLANTA. GA 30350 

(404) 518-8830 A (800) 456-8799 A FAX: (404) 518-9663 

THE HNS HIV PROGRAM 
A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HIV individual. 

¥ Psychological Services 

Personalized counseling by gay 

licensed clinical social workers 

helps meet the emotional, psy- 

chological, and family needs 

specific to the HIV individual. 

¥ Pharmacy Services 

Clinically trained pharmacists are 

continually updated to advanced 
protocols in delivering HIV 

pharmacy services. 

¥ Nursing Services 

Sensitive to the special needs of 

the PWA, the registered nurses 

have a minimum five years 

clinical experience in I.V. therapy 

or related field. 

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community. 

HIM! 

ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES 

1-800-872-4467 
426-4933 

LONH TTRM SURVIVING 
DAVID  STANLEY 

Keeping faith in the future 
Last summer when Michael Jordon's 

father was murdered, local sports writer, 
Mark Bradley wrote, "It is, in many ways, 
a cruel world. It's also the only one we've 
got." He mentioned the violent deaths of 
several people who found themselves in 
the wrong place at the wrong time. 

I agree with Bradley. It can be a cruel 
world, but the cruelty involves more than 
just violence. This cruel world also gives 
us starvation, illiteracy, breast cancer, lung 
cancer, diabetes, and AIDS. These are only 
a few examples. 

Most people believe that I've survived 
eight years of AIDS because of my atti- 
tude. I shy away from that theory a bit, 
because I work so hard at many things to 
keep my health. AZT and alpha Interferon 
are extremely important to my surviving, 
so are exercise, vitamins, and an extra de- 
termination _ to 
keep my weight   
up. 

But my atti- 
tude is important 
too, and much of it 
comes from my 
firm and un-wa- 
vering faith in my 
religion. 

Which reli- 
gion? 

That's hard to 
describe. I was 
raised in the liberal 
wing of the South- 
ern Baptist 
Church, which al- 
lows you to be- 
lieve whatever 
makes you the 
most comfortable, 
as long as you be- 
lieve in Jesus and 
your beliefs are in- 
spired by the 
Bible. 

My beliefs still 
coincide with these 
old Southern Bap- 
tist teachings, as 
taught to me by my 
masterful grand- 
mother many years 
ago.   But during 
my long (?) life, I have also been inspired 
by the teachings of Buddha, the spirituality 
of Hinduism, and by my own meditation 
sessions, where I have discovered explana- 
tions for many important events in my life 
as well as promises for what will follow. 

When you sum up my beliefs, they can- 
not be categorized neatly into the beliefs of 
any one, organized religion. That is how it 
should be. I believe that every individual 
has the responsibility to research their spiri- 
tual origins and destinations, and to go with 
whatever gives them the greatest strengths. 

What is absolutely correct and true for 
me is not automatically correct and true for 
anyone else. 

Many gays and lesbians were raised in 
conservative churches. These churches con- 
demned them and told them that they were 
something horrible (which they knew they 

were not) instead of offering them support 
and strength. Because of this, many of us 
have simply abandoned religion, and in the 
process given up one of the basic strengths 
of human existence. That is one of the rea- 
sons why we have such a high rate of sui- 
cide and alcoholism. This is also one of the 
reasons so many who are infected with HIV 
give up so easily. 

One of the important things my religion 
has given me is the strength to give up fear. 
I know, without doubt, that I will live on 
after I exhaust this body. I know that. I have 
also learned that every time I have experi- 
enced either physical pain or the pain of 
losing someone I loved, that pain has ended. 
Pain is not forever-it always ends. If my 
death, whenever it comes, involves pain 
and suffering, I know that pain will end. 

If you know that pain will always end, 
and that life 

  will   always 
continue, 
what's to fear? 
In my mind, 
there is abso- 
lutely nothing 
to fear. That's 
a good thing, 
because fear 
can kill you. 
Some people 
simply frighten 
themselves to 
death. Short of 
that, fear 
clouds your 
thinking so 
that you aren't 
making your 
best decisions. 

It is not for 
me to tell any- 
one what to be- 
lieve. I am not 
evangelical, 
nor do I have 
any desires in 
that direction. 
But I do want 
to encourage 
everyone fac- 
ing a tough 
situation, and 
especially 

those with AIDS, to explore their spiritual 
and religious beliefs. Not only can these 
systems give someone the strength to fight, 
but they can also add much to the quality of 
our lives. 

Don't feel bound by old doctrines. It's 
OK to study Buddhism and Hinduism. It's 
OK to consider Moses and Paul to have 
been homophobic assholes. It's OK to pray 
and meditate, and to ask for direction. It's 
OK, as long as it brings you strength and 
peace. It's your well being that is impor- 
tant; what others believe doesn't matter. 
Whatever faith you can derive-whether from 
new doctrines or old-is OK. 

So to Mark Bradley, I would say this: 
You are wrong that this is the only world 
we've got. There is another world in our 
future and it will be one that is not cruel. 

I look forward to seeing it. 

Many gays and lesbians were 
raised in conservative 

churches. These churches 
condemned them and told 

them that they were 
something horrible (which 
they knew they were not) 
instead of offering them 
support and strength. 

Because of this, many of us 
have simply abandoned 

religion, and in the process 
given up one of the basic 

strengths of human existence. 
That is one of the reasons 

why we have such a high rate 
of suicide and alcoholism. 

This is also one of the 
reasons so many who are 
infected with HIV give up 

so easily. 
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Chlorine targeted as cancer cause 
Enviromentalists and industry at odds 

over the seriousness of the threat 

Washington, DC—Aided by former con- 
gresswoman Bella Abzug, herself a breast 
cancer survivor, environmentalists started a 
campaign in late October to discourage the 
use of chemicals made from chlorine as a 
precaution against the disease. 

"Studies have found that women with 
the highest amounts of these chemicals in 
their body have breast cancer risks four to 
10 times higher than women with lower 
levels," said Joe Thornton, who wrote a 
report on the chemicals for the environ- 
mental group Greenpeace. 

If future studies confirm those num- 
bers, he said, "organochlorines would be 
among the strongest risk factors for breast 
cancer ever identified." 

Joe Walker, associate director of the 
Chlorine Chemistry Council, said the in- 
dustry group is reviewing the report. 

"Because breast cancer is such a fright- 
ening illness that touches literally all of our 
lives," he said, "the last thing we want is for 
women to be alarmed by preliminary find- 
ings from selective studies." 

He said groups like Greenpeace fail to 
acknowledge that manyapplications of chlo- 
rine chemistry replaced products less envi- 
ronmentally acceptable. "There is much 
more to learn," Walker said. "Studies to 
date are inconclusive; that's why ongoing 
research is critical." 

Greenpeace and women's groups de- 
manded that organochlorines—chlorine- 
based chemicals—be phased out worldwide. 
Many commonly used items, including clear 
plastic wrap, pesticides and paper, are made 
with organochlorines. 

"We want prevention," said Abzug, who 
heads the Women's Environment Develop- 
ment Organization. "You cannot get pre- 
vention unless there is a basic commitment 
to research, to funding, to a consciousness 
that doesn't seem to exist in the cancer 
agencies in the government or out of gov- 
ernment." 

"We intend to create that change," she 
said. "We intend to involve the millions of 
Americans who care about this—and most 
people do—into a mighty effort to organize 
in every community possible." 

Dr. Susan Sieber, deputy director of the 
division of Cancer Etiology at the National 
Cancer Institute, said the idea that all chlo- 

rine-based chemicals should be banned "is 
nonsense, based on data currently avail- 
able." 

She said two small studies in the last 
year contain intriguing findings about the 
role of chlorine-based chemicals but "they 
certainly are not definitive evidence that 
there is a link with breast cancer." The 
cancer institute is doing such a study, she 
said. 

Abzug said her cancer was caught early 
and she is well. But breast cancer, she said, 
is so prevalent that "there isn't a place or a 
family that hasn't been affected by it... We 
have to conduct a crusade and that's what 
we intend to do." 

Thornton conceded there is no defini- 
tive scientific proof that organochlorines 
are behind an increase in breast cancer. 
But, he said, proof isn't necessary. 

"If proof is defined as evidence, be- 
yond any doubt, of a cause-effect link be- 
tween individual chemicals and the 
disease...the answer is no," he said. "We 
need not wait for proof before protecting 
women's health. If we were to wait for 
proof, we would be treating women as 
guinea pigs and we would be treating chemi- 
cal industries as if they had the rights of 
people." 

Thornton said there is no need for chlo- 
rine pollution. "Alternatives are available 
now for all major uses of chlorine, includ- 
ing chlorine-based plastics, pesticides, sol- 
vents, including incineration and the chlo- 
rine bleaching of paper." 

In the United States alone, 50,000 
women die from breast cancer each year, 
said the 66-page Greenpeace study, printed 
on 100 percent chlorine-free paper. 

It said the buildup of such chlorine- 
based chemicals as dioxin, PCB and DDT 
has contaminated the air, water and food 
chain across the planet in the last half-cen- 
tury and accumulated in people's bodies. 

Thousands of organochlorines are 
formed as accidental by-products, includ- 
ing the bleaching of pulp, disinfection of 
waste water and incineration of waste con- 
taining chlorinate materials, the report said. 

Thornton said a handful of the suspect 
chemicals already are subject to bans or 
severe restrictions but thousands of others 
still are being used freely. 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Error found in breast cancer study 
Chicago—Researchers who reported in 

July that family history appeared to play a 
slightly smaller role in breast cancer than 
previously believed now say they erred. 

The researchers had said heredity ap- 
pears to account for only one in 40 cases of 
breast cancer, or 2.5 percent of the total. 

The team has now corrected that to 6 
percent, or about one in 16 cases. That is 
more in line with other findings. 

"We took the wrong number and multi- 
plied it by the wrong number. It's basically 
that simple," said Dr. Graham A. Colditz, a 
co-author and associate professor at Harvard 
Medical School, in a telephone interview. 

The difference does not change the con- 
clusion that family history explains only a 
small proportion of breast cancers, and the 
causes of the rest are unknown, he said. 

Researchers, led by Dr. Martha Slattery 
of the University of Utah School of Medi- 
cine, found that even distant relatives with 
breast cancer confer a slightly higher risk 
upon women in their families. 

Women with a cousin or great-grand- 
mother with breast cancer were 1.35 times 
more likely to get it than women who had 
no relatives with the malignancy, the Utah 
researchers found. 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Controlling the cost 
of home health care 

is your choice. 
"Did you know that you have the right to select 
the in-home intravenous therapy you want, just 
as you choose your pharmacy? You can assign 
your insurance benefits to the provider who gives 
you the quality care and reasonable prices you 
deserve. You have the power to protect your policy 
from 'capping out."' 

"V^P-V ci\ 

Don Kriest 

• Total Parental Nutrition 
• Antibiotic Therapy 
• Pain Management 
• Hydration and Chemotherapy 

Insurance Reimbursement 
In-House Pharmacy 

• On call 24 Hours a day, 
7 days a week 

• Delivery Available 

MID-TOWNE 
MEDICINE CENTER 

888-9834 
699-B PIEDMONT AVENUE, NE 

(CORNER OF PIEDMONT & 3RD) 
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You have the right to choose. 

MTI 
Home Care Services 

IT'S YOUR RIGHT 
TO CHOOSE YOUR 
HOME CARE 
PROVIDER. WE 
ARE CONCERNED 
ABOUT YOU, RISING 
HEALTHCARE 
COSTS AND YOUR 
INSURANCE CAPS. 

WE SPECIALIZE IN: 
PERSONALIZED NURSING CARE 
Home Chemotherapy 
I.V. Fluid Therapy 
Inhalation Therapy 
24 Hour Emergency Service 
Delivery Service Available 

Oral HIV Related Medications 
Home Parenteral Nutrition 
Home Enteral Nutrition 
Oral Nuthtional^Supplements 
I.V. Antibiotic/fherapy 
Home Pain Management 

Medical Therapies Incorporated 
WE ACCEPT 
ASSIGNMENT 

1579 N. DecaturRd. 
Atlanta, GA 30307 

(404) 373-2525 

In memoriam of our founder Cecil Ray De Loach, 1952-1991 

YOU CAN BE IN CONTROL 
ADVANCE CASHBENEFITS PROGRAM 

CASH Now for Your Life Insurance 
»/     We process any size policy. 

•     Our plans let you keep your health 
insurance and disability income. 

^     You get personal attention. A principal of the company 
is available 24 hours a day to discuss your needs. 

The Medical Escrow Society 
1-800-422-1314,^, 

PWAS1 Terminally 

Being Alive Can Be Scary 

And it can be hard work. But it's better than any of 
the alternatives. 

We'd like to use our expertise to help you be as 
healthy and strong as you can be. 

It isn't easy. But it can be fun. And it's a whole lot 
better than the alternatives. 

Call us. Today is a good day to take another step. 

13 Corporate Square 
Suite 107, Atlanta 
325-2273 

STOSH OSTROW, M.D. 
General Practice 

G^ 

Breakthrough in understanding KS 
Unusual bacteria found in gay men may 
spur development of the cancer affecting 

blood vessels 

One of the abiding mysteries of the 
AIDS epidemic centers on the question of 
why gay people with AIDS tend to develop 
Kaposi's Sarcoma at rates far higher than 
other high-risk groups, such as IV drug 
users. Now, a study by the National Insti- 
tutes of Health and the New Jersey Medi- 
cal School adds a clue which could lead to 
a solution to this puzzle. 

The study, reported in the October is- 
sue of Clinical Infectious Diseases, showed 
that gay men with AIDS exhibit an unusu- 
ally high incidence of a rare bacteria, My- 
coplasma penetrans, but that IV drug 
users do not show high infection rates of 
the pathogen. 

Researchers knew from previous stud- 
ies that about 40 percent of people with KS 
carried antibodies to Mycoplasma 
penetrans, while only 0.3 percent of non- 
AIDS patients showed evidence of infec- 
tion by the bacteria. This indicates, research- 
ers say, that the ADDS patients probably 
had been sexually infected with the Myco- 
plasma, while the non-AIDS patients had 
not. 

The study evaluated the blood of four 
groups of volunteers: 149 gay men with 
full-blown AIDS; 49 HIV-positive gay men; 
308 individuals who had used illicit IV 
drugs; and 165 hemophiliacs. 

Nearly 60 percent of the gay AIDS pa- 
tients who had developed KS showed anti- 
bodies to the Mycoplasma, but only 26 per- 
cent of those without KS showed evidence 
of Mycoplasma infection. 

The researchers also noted that of AIDS 
patients with Mycoplasma antibodies, only 
51 percent have gone on to develop KS. 

The study also showed extremely low 
Mycoplasma infection rates among 
hemopliliacs and IV drug users, groups 
which do not post high rates of KS develop- 
ment. 

Scientists stress that the results are pre- 
liminary and do not establish Mycoplasma 
penetrans as a cause or co-factor in the 
development of KS. 

At the same time, researchers expressed 
satisfaction with the results and said the 
study would guide future research into the 
question. 

Previous attempts to determine whether 
other factors—Epstein-Barr virus, cytome- 
galovirus, nitrate inhalants, herpes or hu- 
man papilloma virus—might play a role in 
the development of KS showed that none of 
the listed factors showed statistically sig- 
nificant correlations to the development of 
KS in gay AIDS patients. 

DALLAS   VOICE 

Chiles says AIDS "everybody's business" 
Lake Buena Vista, FL—Florida Gov. 

Lawton Chiles called on business leaders 
Oct. 21 to put their power toward the fight 
against AIDS to stem not only a human 
tragedy but an economic one. 

"Fighting AIDS is everybody's busi- 
ness," Chiles told 300 attending a forum on 
the virus as part of a statewide economic 
summit. "If we ignore the problem, it's not 
going to go away." 

Florida, which ranks behind only Cali- 
fornia and New York with 33,000 cumula- 
tive AIDS cases, is expected to have 
170,000 cases by the turn of the century, 
according to the Centers for Disease Con- 
trol and state health department estimates. 

Most of the victims are in the 20-to49- 
year-old age group that makes up the bulk 
of the state's workforce. And with the av- 
erage medical cost for an AIDS case at 
more than $100,000, Chiles said business 
has a vested interest in fighting the disease 

with its only known cure—education and 
prevention. 

"AIDS is one of the principal business 
challenges of the '90s. How we address it in 
the workplace may be the measure of many 
of us," said Lee Smith, a former Levi Strauss 
International president who chairs the Na- 
tional Leadership Coalition on AIDS. 

"I'm very troubled HIV is sapping the 
productivity of workplaces around the na- 
tion due in large part to the discrimination 
that surrounds it and the confusion about 
how it is transmitted," Smith said. 

Smith and officials from the CDC en- 
couraged each business to develop a written 
AIDS policy based on scientific and medi- 
cal truths, and one that can head off em- 
ployment discrimination against those with 
AIDS by making it clear such behavior vio- 
lates federal law. 
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AIDS may devastate Australian natives 
Adelaide, Australia—Australia's ab- 

origines risk being devastated by AIDS be- 
cause of the ceremonial sharing of blood 
and a general lack of safe sex practices, a 
state inquiry found. 

The report by South Australian 
Parliament's Social Development Commit- 
tee said some aborigines had died from 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome, and 
that HIV was spreading swiftly. 

Alcohol abuse and "the absence of cul- 

tural sanctions against multiple sexual part- 
ners" among aborigines also led to unsafe 
sex and the ultimate spread of AIDS, the 
report said. 

AIDS is spreading among the aborigi- 
nes partly because of the ceremonial prac- 
tice of "blood letting," it said. In many ritu- 
als, aborigines cut themselves with a stick 
or rock, and risk spreading the AIDS virus 
by sharing the object. 

ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
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Patrol group helps keep gays 
safe in Pennsylvania town 

Wilkes-Barre, PA—Condoms. Pepper 
mace. Homemade nightstick. 

First aid kit. 
Gemini is packed up and ready to pedal. 
He flicks his still-smoldering Newport into 

the street and swings a long leg over his cus- 
tomized mountain bike. It's 10 p.m. and the 
Nightwatch patrol has officially begun. 

Typically joined by a half-dozen other 
Nightwatch members, Gemini's patrol re- 
sembles a gay version of "The Lost Boys"—a 
largely secret organization whose members 
refuse to publicly reveal their identities. 

Instead, they use "handles"—Gemini, 
Little Caesar, K.T, Rex, Ford and Chevy. 

In reality, Gemini is a 26-year-old cook 
from Wilkes-Barre who dons a dark hooded 
sweatshirt three nights a week to safeguard 
area streets frequented by gays—and gay 
bashers. 

The goal of the seven-month-old 
Nightwatch is to deter violence against gays 
and lesbians via a foot, bike and car patrol 
presence. The group's acronym is I.R.C.T, 
which stands for Identify, Report, Comfort 
and Testify. 

"We want to see justice brought to people 
who hurt us, and if someone's hurt, we'll care 
for them," explains Gemini, a tall, lanky 
blonde with a choir boy face. 

Most of the assaults, says Gemini, are 
verbal—people yelling   
"fag" or "queer" from 
passing car windows. 
Gemini estimates 25 
times a month, a gay man 
or woman is harassed. 
Physical assaults, he ad 

The goal of the seven-month- 
old Nightwatch is to deter 
violence against gays and 

lesbians via afoot, bike and 
mits, are few. The last car patrol presence. The group's 
one he recalls took place 
in Nesbitt Park this sum- 
mer, when two men 
picked a fight with a gay 
man. 

"We're not vigilan- 
tes," Gemini insists. "We're having a good 
time, and we're doing a good thing at the 
same time." 

A few critics in the gay community say 
the group is making fools of themselves. "But 
for the most part, people give,us a lot of 
support," Gemini insists. "A lot of people say 
thank you." 

The six current members of Nightwatch 
range in age from 21 to 53. They include a 
waitress, nurse's aid and computer operator. 

It's a loose organization, sustained through 
word of mouth over the Citizen's Band radio 
and conversations in local gay bars. One mem- 
ber—Blue Eyes—is a straight woman, drawn 
to the group after catching their CB chatter. 

Nightwatch is a take-off from a group that 
operated in Philadelphia between 1990 and 
1992. Supported by gay businesses, members 
escorted men and women from gay bars in 
the center city. The group eventually disbanded 
because of lack of financial support, accord- 
ing to Rita Odessa, of the Philadelphia Les- 
bian and Gay Task Force. 

Gemini joined that group when he lived in 
Philadelphia. Seven months ago, he heard 
about the local Nightwatch and joined up. 

The goal is to report more crimes against 

acronym is I.R.C.T, which 
stands for Identify, Report, 

Comfort and Testify. 

gays and lesbians and to act as a deterrent to 
more violence. Gemini considers the men and 
women who report such crimes "heroes." 

"They're ready to admit, 'this is who I 
am. 

According to the Philadelphia Task Force, 
assaults on gay men and lesbians are com- 
mon. In 1991, the group conducted a survey 
of 2,400 gay men and lesbians in Pennsylva- 
nia—excluding Philadelphia and five sur- 
rounding counties—and found that of those 
reporting, one in every 10 women and one in 
every four men were victims of anti-gay vio- 
lence. 

A lesbian, says Odessa, is seven times 
more likely to be a victim of violent crime 
than the average U.S. female. 

"It's a pretty big problem," agrees Wilkes- 
Barre's Victims Resource Center director 
Carol Lavery. "A substantial problem." Next 
year, the center will begin tracking the num- 
bers of hate crimes reported. 

"Everyone knows someone it's happened 
to," says Lavery. "But they don't feel they 
can use the system." For that reason, Lavery 
supports the anti-discrimination laws being 
adopted in many communities. "It will send 
out a clear message that you can't discrimi- 
nate because it's illegal." 

Wilkes-Barre Sgt. Paul Murphy says he's 
heard about Nightwatch, but has not met with 
  any of its members. 

Murphy, who coordi- 
nates the city's crime 
watch program, says he 
approves—if the group 
stops short of vigilan- 
tism. 

"As long as they fol- 
low proper procedures 
and help people in their 
community and don't 
take matters into their 
own   hands,"   says 
Murphy. 

This summer while on patrol, Gemini re- 
ported the stabbing in the hand of a homeless 
man to city police. Police, he says, were po- 
lite and quick to respond. 

'They're not bad police," he says. "But I 
don't think they'd take something like gay 
bashing as serious as a liquor store getting 
robbed. That's big news." 

Nightwatch member Ford intervened in a 
fight last week, when he saw two males as- 
saulting another man—a straight man. Ford 
was knocked down and bruised. The two men 
got away. 

Communicating over CBs and hand-held 
walkie-talkies, the group usually gathers early 
in the evening outside McDonald's on their 
bikes and in souped-up cars and four-wheel 
drives. 

They talk, smoke, chatter over the CB— 
and ride. 

"It may seem weird to go around with a 
hood on my head," admits Gemini. "But I just 
don't want to be noticed." 

With that, Gemini mounts his bike and 
pedals into the night. 
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Is Pride '94 in Danger? 
Continued from page 3 
on Oct. 26, when the board decided to initiate a 
more aggressive drive to erase the debt. 

Howard said that the board already has sev- 
eral fundraising events planned, including a night 
at the Actor's Express production of "Looking 
for a City" on Nov. 18 and tentative plans for a 
Maria Christianson concert put together by Out 
magazine and Atlantic Records, probably in De- 
cember. Other events are in the planning stages. 

"I'm going to be really cracking the whip 
and getting things done," said Howard. 

In its suit, Screenpeace said the Pride com- 
mittee contracted with the company to make 
more than 15,000 T-shirts at a cost of $69,400. 
The committee agreed to pay $10,000 before the 
event, with the rest of the money by July 1, and 
to pay 15 percent annual interest on the unpaid 
balance. At the time its suit was filed, 
Screenpeace had received only one $5,000 pay- 
ment. The interest is adding about $27 a day to 

the debt. 
In addition to suing the Pride Committee, 

which has no money or assets at this point, 
Screenpeace included Pride co-chairs Skip 
Marklein and Paul Stone as defendants in the 
suit in an attempt to go after their personal as- 
sets. 

The Pride committee reports less than 
$34,000 worth of Pride '93 merchandise was 
sold, creating much of the debt. 

"We're going to have to reevaluate how we 
deal with merchandise," said Marklein. "Obvi- 
ously, we can't set all our hopes on merchan- 
dise." 

According to Marklein, the committee agreed 
to purchase 15,000 T-shirts based on the fact 
that shirts sold out in 1992 and projections of a 
larger number of participants. 

"It was a realistic expectation that with 
125,000 people in the park, we would sell 8,000 

In addition to suing the Pride 
Committee, which has no 

money or assets at this point, 
Screenpeace included Pride 
co-chairs Skip Marklein and 

Paul Stone as defendants in the 
suit in an attempt to go after 

their personal assets. 

T-shirts," Marklein said, adding that Pride mer- 
chandise sales were not the only ones to fall 
short of goals. "Everybody fell short. It was just 
something we couldn't have foreseen." 

Other fundraising efforts fell short as well 

last year. In 1992, fundraisers at local bars prior 
to the event netted $8,000, compared with $75* 
in 1993. And corporate sponsorships also fell— 
from $22,000 in 1992 to $7,000 in 1993. 

Marklein attributes the problems up to inex- 
perienced board members. 

"When we came on last year, we were new," 
she said. "There were 11 people who didn't 
know what to do. This year we will know the 
pitfalls." 

"We're volunteers," she added. "We made 
mistakes, but we had a hell of a party too. I'm 
not ashamed of the job I did." 

"I have every confidence in the world that 
with the fundraisers we're planning, we can end 
up getting all of [the money to repay the debt], 
or a major portion of it, or all of it plus some. 
Pride next year will be bigger and better." 

GAY MEN AND LESBIANS 
ARE THE SAME AS EVERYONE. 

BUT WE DON'T TREAT THEM THAT WAY. 
At Charter Hospital of Grapevine, we know 

that when it comes to emotional and chemical 
dependency treatment for gay men and les- 
bians, there are a few things missing. Like 
freedom. Respect. Understanding. And pride. 

That's why we've created a special pro- 
gram just for you. It's called Pride In 
Recovery — and it could mean the beginning 
of a new world of self-acceptance, serenity 
and fulfillment. 

Pride In Recovery offers a safe place 
where you can talk about your lifestyle and 

where you can address issues such as: 

• Addictions 
• Depression 
• Sexual/Physical/Emotional 
Abuse Recovery 

• Self-Destructive Relationships 
• Dealing with Shame and Guilt 

If you have an emotional or chemical depen- 
dency problem, please call us. And maybe, for 
the first time in your life you can face the 
world with a fresh, uninhibited outlook. 

PRIDE IN RECOTERY 
A Treatment Program for Gay Men & Lesbians 

Located in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex 
For a free confidential assessment, call 

l-(800)-252-7533 
The diagnosis of need for inpatient treatment will 

only be made by a licensed physician. 
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Gingrich draws fire for supporting 
congressmen who won't hire gays 

John Lewis and Cynthia 
McKinney among colleagues 

who denounced Marietta 
congressman's comments. 

Washington D.C.—The backlash against a 
group of Oklahoma congressmen who said 
they wouldn't hire gays and lesbians on their 
staffs has created a rift among Georgia's con- 
gressional delegation. 

After Marietta Republican U.S. Rep. Newt 
Gingrich told the Washington Times that a 
congressman shouldn't be forced to hire gays 
or lesbians if it was "against his religion," 
U.S. Rep. John Lewis, D-Atlanta, and U.S. 
Rep. Cynthia McKinney, D-Lithonia, joined 
14 of their colleagues in sending a letter to 
Gingrich saying they were "extremely disap- 
pointed" in his position. 

"Your statement is simply that one should 
not criticize others if they have a religious 
basis for discriminating. If in fact you mean to 
say that there are some religious objections 
that are better than others, we would be inter- 
ested in what scriptural text or religious insti- 
tution you would have us look to in discrimi- 
nating between religious bases for discrimi- 
nating," the letter said. 

The controversy started on Oct. 3, when 
the Tulsa World asked all of Oklahoma's con- 
gressmen and senators whether they would 
hire lesbians or gays. While both of the state's 
senators and three of its congressmen said 
they had no problem hiring gays or lesbians, 
three others—Republicans Jim Inhofe and 
Ernest Istook and Democrat Bill Brewster— 
said they would not. Inhofe said hiring an 

"If a member of Congress stated 
he wouldn't hire a black person 

or a Jew in his office, there would 
be proceedings under way today 
to censure them," said Gregory 

King, spokesman for Human 
Rights Campaign Fund. 

openly gay person for his staff would be "dis- 
ruptive in terms of unit cohesion." 

House Speaker Tom Foley, D-Washing- 
ton, then added fuel to the fire when he said 
that while he deplored discrimination, he didn't 
believe House rules could be changed to pro- 
tect gays and lesbians from employment dis- 
crimination. 

"Whether it's a person who does not hire 
someone because of gender, or religion, or 
race or sexual orientation, I do not approve in 
any way such a decision," Foley said. "But 
how you require individual members of Con- 
gress to hire specific individuals, other than 
those they say they have confidence in and 
wish to employ, is a difficult problem." 

Under House rules, members cannot make 
job decisions based on a person's race, color, 
national origin, sex, disability or age. Sexual 
orientation is not mentioned. Federal civil 
rights laws do not forbid discrimination based 
on sexual orientation, although legislation has 

been introduced that would add that category. 
However, those laws do not apply to Con- 
gress, although Foley has said he supports an 
effort to review whether they should. The Dis- 
trict of Columbia has enacted legislation for- 
bidding discrimination against gays and lesbi- 
ans, but it also does not apply to members of 
Congress. 

Foley said that members of Congress, by 
the nature of their jobs, need freedom in hiring 
that would be intolerable elsewhere. For ex- 
ample, liberal Democrats should not be forced 
to hire conservative Republicans. 

"I don't know how you can set up stan- 
dards other than serving at the pleasure of the 
member," Foley said. 

Foley's statement drew fire from national 
gay/lesbian groups. 

"If a member of Congress stated he 
wouldn't hire a black person or a Jew in his 
office, there would be proceedings under way 
today to censure them," said Gregory King, 
spokesman for Human Rights Campaign Fund. 

Gingrich, in a story about the controversy 
and openly gay U.S. Rep. Barney Frank's de- 
nunciation of the Oklahoma congressmen's 
comments, was quoted as saying, "How can 

U.S. Rep. Cynthia McKinney joined Rep. 
John Lewis and 14 other congressman 
in sending a letter expressing "extreme" 
disappointment in Gingrich's position. 

Barney Frank suggest that we impose on a 
member of Congress a standard which that 
member of Congress may regard as against 
his religion?" 

Gingrich, whose district consists of the 
northern suburbs of Atlanta, is in line to be- 
come the next Republican leader of the House. 

"For a member of the Republican leader- 
ship to make such a statement seems to us to 
encourage behavior in members of the House 
which contrasts with our ideals of fair treat- 
ment," said the letter from Lewis, McKinney 
and the 14 members of Congress. 

As the controversy intensified, Istook de- 
fended his position, saying it was not based 
not on prejudice but on a desire to employ 
people who shared his political ideology. 

"If Barney Frank and some other people 
don't like it, well, I'm not about to kneel to the 
false god of political correctness," he said. 

RICHARD   SHUMATE 
and  ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
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Continued from page 1 

of sobriety that they could accept being gay as 
a positive aspect of themselves. 

Gay men and lesbians who seek recovery 
can find hurdles that heterosexuals don't have 
to overcome. Patients have checked into pro- 
grams only to be advised by health care pro- 
fessionals not to come out in group therapy or 
not to admit to being HIV positive. Even to- 
day, it's not unheard of for a gay person to 
seek help for addiction and be directed by a 
therapist to seek more therapy to figure out 
how not to be gay. 

In a recent article, Sherry McHenry and 
Jackie Johnson of Atlanta Psychotherapy As- 
sociates looked at "Homophobia in the Thera- 
pist and Gay or Lesbian Client." They found 
that both straight and gay therapists have nega- 
tive biases and lack realistic education regard- 
ing gays and lesbians. They suggest that "the 
therapist of the 1990s faces a growing politi- 
cal and consciousness-raising movement 
among 22 million American gays and lesbi- 
ans. ...If therapists   
are to meet the grow- 
ing challenges, then 
they must become 
aware of personal bi- 
ases in working with 
gay and lesbian cli- 
ents and be educated 
about empirically un- 
founded theories and 
practices." 

"I think that for 
gay folks, there's a 
real need to address 
our sexual orientation 
because the whole 
idea of recovery is to 
learn to love your- 
self," says Daughtry. 
"For me, being gay is 
a big component of who I am. If I can't be that 
and be OK with that, the odds are I'm not 
going to stay sober very long." 

To meet the special needs of its lesbian 
and gay clients, Decatur Hospital recently in- 
troduced Common Steps, the first program in 
the metro Atlanta area specifically designed to 
treat gays and lesbians who are substance abus- 
ers and those with eating disorders. 

Common Steps is actually a program within 
a program. Its participants are part of Decatur 
Hospital's regular substance abuse and eating 
disorders treatment programs. Once a day, 
however, they meet separately to address their 
special needs. The idea is to provide a place 
for gay men and lesbians to feel comfortable 
coming out when in session with the entire 
treatment community. The program is not in- 
tended to out people by any means, but it 
encourages them to be themselves in mixed 
company. 

One of the program's therapists is Marilyn 
Hughes, herself a lesbian in recovery. "[Be- 
fore treatment] I had never really dealt with 
my sexuality," she says. "And it's a big part of 
my using history, my addiction. Once I was 
able to grapple with my sexuality, I could 
move on and start developing a positive iden- 
tity." 

'Treatment is about creating a community 
of people and then allowing the milieu inter- 
actions to take place between patients," says 
Hughes. "We have had incredible things hap- 
pen. We have a lot of different kinds of people 
coming in here...people from the Georgia 
mountains come here. Their commonality is 

that they're addicted to something. They find 
out that they have a lot in common, regardless 
of what walk of life they're coming from." 

An ingredient of the 12-step program to 
which the hospital adheres is honesty, which 
Common Steps is designed to foster. 

"It's pretty hard to be rigorously honest if 
you're in a heterosexual marriage and you 
know you're gay or lesbian," Hughes says. 
"You're keeping a secret and living a lie, which 
is all a part of addiction." 

The idea for Common Steps grew out of 
last summer's Southeastern Conference on 
Drugs and Alcohol held in Athens. Much to 
Mollye Daughtry's surprise, a major theme of 
discussion at the conference was how to be 
proactive in helping the gay and lesbian com- 
munity. 

"[What I came back from the conference 
with] was that we [at Decatur Hospital] needed 
to come out to the community," Daughtry 
says. "People that have treatment in place, for 
  financial and political 

reasons, are not will- 
ing to take that risk 
with treatment cen- 
ters, so we really put 
it out there. The es- 
sence of recovery to 
me [is] that recovery 
be all inclusive, that 
we live and let live— 
you know, all the old 
cliches that are used 
within the 12-step 
program." 

In August- 
headed for a rafting 
retreat in a van with 
the new program di- 
rector Claudia 
Crenshaw and the rest 

of the staff—Daughtry popped the question: 
"Have you ever thought about starting a pro- 
gram that invites the gay and lesbian commu- 
nity here?" she asked Crenshaw. 

Hughes was in the van. "I had not come 
out to [Claudia] at all yet," Hughes says. "I 
thought, 'Oh my God, Mollye—I can't be- 
lieve you just said that.' But Claudia just got 
really excited about it and said, 'This sounds 
like something we could do.'" 

Another facet of the special problems fac- 
ing lesbians and"gays in treatment is the effect 
that a person's coming out has on the entire 
group, which is usually rife with bias. One 
thing the staff does to combat this is to distrib- 
ute a questionnaire entitled "Heterocentrism" 
to all clients, straight and gay. The list of 14 
questions begins with "What do you think 
caused your heterosexuality?" and ends with 
"How did you react to the American Psychiat- 
ric Association's decision to no longer list 
heterosexuality as a pathology?" 

"I think I've always believed that hetero- 
sexuals really hate me," said a recent patient 
in Decatur's treatment program. "I was en- 
couraged to come out to my group—and I 
came out to a group of 10 heterosexuals. The 
amount of love and support that I got was just 
incredible. I really believe that people going 
through treatment need to deal with their sexu- 
ality. I think that's a very important part." 

"Generally [heterosexuals] are very sup- 
portive," Hughes says. "[Having gays and les- 
bians come out] also brings up that there might 
be people in the group who have not identified 
themselves as gay or lesbian, that have been 

"/ think that for gay folks, 
there's a real need to address 

our sexual orientation 
because the whole idea of 
recovery is to learn to love 

yourself," says Mollye 
Daughtry. "For me, being 
gay is a big component of 
who I am. If I can't be that 
and be OK with that, the 
odds are I'm not going to 

stay sober very long." 
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Mollye Daughtry found that unless she could accept her sexual orientation, "the odds 
are I'm not going to stay sober very long." 

keeping it a secret, and may at some point 
during their treatment say, 'You have the cour- 
age to do that, so I'm going to do that.' Or it 
triggers the disclosure of other secrets that 
people are keeping. It's a very powerful expe- 
rience to have someone do that—for them and 
for the group." 

But not everyone agrees that these special 
programs for gays and lesbians, a growing 
trend among mainstream hospitals and treat- 
ment centers, are worthwhile. 

David DuBois, chief operating officer for 
the Pride Institute in Minnesota, the nation's 
only accredited treatment center exclusively 
for lesbians, gay men and bisexuals, is critical 
of programs, such as Decatur Hospital's, that 
offer treatment "tracks" to gays and lesbians. 
He cites several reasons why track programs 
typically don't work—many hospitals don't 
give the kind of commitment it requires to 
sustain a track program, they lack adequate 
staff support and they usually do not provide 
an environment in which gays or lesbians feel 
entirely safe and comfortable, an acknowl- 
edged prerequisite to effective treatment. 

"A track just means that you have special 
programming, like 'Gay 101,' or whatever, 
where you pull the gay people out of the main- 
stream program," DuBois says. "It's kind of 
hard to go to a mainstream program and talk 
to all the rednecks that are in your group about 
being gay and about your relationships." 

When reminded that Decatur Hospital's 
program intends to combat homophobia within 
both the gay and straight clients through "com- 
mon steps," he replies: "Then gay people spend 
their treatment educating other patients. It 
makes perfect sense to go to treatment where 
you're the norm." 

DuBois points to one program in Texas 
where, under the same roof with a lesbian/gay 
"track," the hospital also offers programs spe- 
cifically designed for Jehovah's Witnesses and 
fundamentalist Christians—all of which share 
the same nurses and mental health technicians. 

"How safe an environment could that be 
for a lesbian or gay man to go to treatment 
there?" DuBois says. "These people think that 
there's money to be made in gay-specialized 
treatment. Throughout the 1980s they would 
have developed cocaine tracks, or women's 
programs. Now everybody thinks they're go- 
ing to make money off the gay community. 
That's how gays are being ripped off and raped. 
If I sound angry, I am." 

The National Lesbian and Gay Health 

Foundation, sponsored by George Washing- 
ton University, is currently at work develop- 
ing some standards which will delineate what 
constitutes a "gay program." In the meantime, 
gays and lesbians should thoroughly investi- 
gate programs and ask questions. 

Questions to ask 
The Pride Institute compiled this list of 
questions to ask when shopping for a 
treatment center. You have the right to 
know this information. 

1. Is this facility accredited by the Joint 
Commission on the Accreditation of 
Healthcare Organizations? 

2. Is this a lesbian/gay treatment center 
or just a "gay track" or sideline pro- 
gram at a "straight" hospital? 

3. What do you mean by "gay pro- 
gram"? Will I be housed with gay 
people and be in all gay groups, or will 
all the groups be mixed together de- 
pending on the number of patients in 
the "gay program"? If in mixed groups, 
how can the group members' preju- 
dices be handled? Will I be able to 
speak about the most intimate parts of 
my life? 

4. How many gay patients are in your 
facility today? 

5. Is this a psychiatric hospital or a 
drug and alcohol treatment center? Will 
I be locked up? Will I have to commit 
myself to this institution? 

6. How long has this "gay program" 
been in business? What is your success 
rate? Ask to see an independent out- 
come study. 

7. How much will this hospital charge 
my insurance company? Will I have 
any benefits for continuing therapy af- 
ter I am discharged? 

8. Will my counselor be a lesbian or 
gay? What is her/his education back- 
ground/years of experience? 

9. Has this hospital, or its parent com- 
pany, been charged with, or investi- 
gated for any fraudulent or deceptive 
practices? 
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Here we go again!  Another year, more "gay treatment programs"!  Some huge psychiatric 
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10% contribution to Project Open Hand 
when you mention this ad 

Call us for all your floral and gift needs 
while supporting a worthy cause 

• fresh cut flowers • plants • dish gardens • fruit baskets • balloons • 
• stuffed animals • silks • cards • gourmet baskets • party planning • 

378-3900 
We Deliver! J 
PAID   AD 

Some companies 
and brokers are 
promising you "the 
most money for 
your life insurance 
policy," but they 
are breaking their 
promises. 

They promise to only represent 
your interests...they promise to get 
you the most for your policy..they 
promise that everything is confiden- 
tial...they promise you will not have 
to pay their fee. They promise you 
will 

Steve Simon. President 

There is nothing 
sweeter than 

a promise kept. 

There is nothing 
more bitter than 

a promise broken 

get your 
money quickly. 
They promise 
and they promise 
and they promise! 

And who will 
these brokers 
sell your policy 
to? Not the com- 
pany that will pay 
you the most, but 
someone who will 
pay the broker 
the most. Think about that! And who 
are these "funding sources" that they 
are sending your personal and confi- 
dential medical records to? Someone 
you can check out? Someone you can 
trust? Someone you would want own- 
ing your life insurance policy? 

And who really pays the broker's 
fee? You! If you worked directly with 
a  company  like  American   Life 

PAID   ADVE 

VERTIS EMENT 

Resources there would be no fee. 
The extra money it costs to have a 
middleman shop your policy to 
investors would go directly to you. 
And copies of your private and confi- 
dential medical records would not be 
floating around the country like a 
chain letter. 

We don't need to find someone to 
purchase your policy. We don't have 
to wait to get you your funds after 
you have been approved. We have 
over 50 million dollars of our own 
money that is solely dedicated to pur- 

chasing life insur- 
ance policies. You 
receive the most 
money possible 
with no hassles, no 
excuses and no 
delays. 

Call us for 
more information. 
You don't need 
middlemen and 
neither do we. We 
keep our promises 

so you can keep yours! 

1 -800-6 3 3 0407 

American 
Efe {^sources® 

A Viatical Settlement Company 

American Lite Resources is one ol the oldest and largest viatical settle- 
ment companies in the world We have helped more PWAs take control 
of their lives ttian any other organization 

OCCASIONi 
BIRTHDAYS 
Congrats are in order for Little 5 Points 
landmark Charis Books and More, set to 
celebrate 19 years with a party at the store 
from 1-6 pan. on Nov. 6. 

A belated happy birthday to David Caron, 
who celebrated his 38th birthday on Hal- 
loween. 

Brian Mobley celebrated 38 years on Nov. 
3. Brian got a slew of small gifts he'd 
always wanted from partner Chris Duncan, 
along with a flash of gold for color. 

NOT QUITE AN OCCASION 
A few issues back, we ran an occasion 
from Carmin Laurens to her parter Jessie 
Ormer. That occasion was read way over 
in Darmstadt, Germany by Lene Reutter, 
who met Carmin in California in 1991. 
Lene wanted to send her congrats to Carmin 
and Jessie, and tell Carmin how much she 
misses her. 

Lene Reutter just wanted to say hi to an 
old friend. 

When you have Occasions, let us know. Write Southern Voice/Occa- 
sions, POBox 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316, call (404) 876-0789, or fax 
to (404) 876-2709. Please include a phone number for verification. 

RTI S EM E NT 

I'llllllllH 

We offer insurance, 
regardless! 

HIV+ 
HIV- 

CANCER 
MS 

DIABETES 
Life Insurance 

Health Insurance 
Disability Insurance 

Call 

Bryan Freeman 

p^ BENEFITS 
s^i AMERICA 
3109 Maple Drive, Suite 404 

Atlanta, GA 30305 

404-233-5411 
800-777-8878 

WARD'S 
NURSERY 

4961 Peachtree Industrial 
Chamblee, GA 30341 

Phone 458-3224 

TITAN 
Turf Type Fescue 

FREE, personalized lawn 
care schedule with the 

purchase of any 
lawn products 

PANSY 
BUNDLES 

25 Plants 
for $1" 

HEARTLAND 
Yard Barn Agent 
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J. Robert Izzi 
Supported by the loving care of his friends 

and family, J. Robert (Bob) Izzi departed this 
life from AIDS complications on June 25,1993. 

Bom on Nov. 10,1947 in Rhode Island, Bob 
grew up in St. Petersburg, Fla. He attended Ken- 
tucky Southern College and the University of 
South Florida before moving to Atlanta in the 
early 1970s to complete his degree at Georgia 
State University. He worked for a number of 

years for the Georgia Department of Family and 
Children's Services, but Bob is best known to 
the Atlanta community as manager and part- 
owner of Muscle Systems and as bartender at 
Bulldogs, a popular Atlanta nightspot. 

Bob's service to his community was evident 
throughout his life from the attainment of his 
rank as a Eagle Scout to his work and commit- 
ment as co-founder and creator of Art Care, the 
annual art auction that benefits Atlanta AIDS 
organizations. In the words of his father, "Bob 
was a happy and energetic person who accepted 
service to others willingly and naturally. His 
peers felt and showed genuine appreciation and 
affection." 

Bob will be greatly missed by his family, 
friends and the community he served. 

Krystina Maureen 
Marince 

We acknowledge with regret the passing of 
a dear friend, Krystina Marince. She brought us 
joy, understanding and inspiration. She shared 
her hurt and rage with us. She will be missed. 

—Ann and Judith 

To place an obituary 
Southern Voice publishes obituaries of members of the gay and 

lesbian community as both news and a community service, free of charge. 
To report a death call 876-0789 or write: 

Southern Voice, 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306 
Please include a name and phone number for verification. 

Cobb Coalition 
Continued from page 3 
pened], it's more effective than letters," Lytle 
said. "And one of the more effective things about 
it is a Cobb County resident saying [at one of the 
August commission meetings] 'this is not At- 
lanta, this is not DeKalb County, this is not 
America, this is Cobb County.' And the next 
scene is demonstrators with signs like 'Out of 
the Closet and into the Grave' and 'Praise God 
for AIDS.' 

"When you see images like that, we think it 
will have a powerful effect on these decision 
makers." 

Even the recent move of oneof the coalition's 
original organizers, Jon Greaves, from Cobb 
County has not been a detrimental factor to the 
group. 

"We've asked Jon to continue his activity 
with us," Lytle said, noting that Cobb residency 
is not a requirement for membership in the coali- 
tion. "Everyone is welcome, regardless of sexual 
orientation or geographic location. We are con- 
centrating on Cobb—that's a big population 

base—and perhaps we can generate support state- 
wide to help neutralize what our opponents are 
doing." 

To accomplish that end, the coalition has a 
wide range of activities. In addition to the vid- 
eos, the group recently inaugurated a newsletter 
to keeps its members informed and is working 
on a series of educational pamphlets to counter- 
act the misinformation spread by the religious 
right. 

An arts outreach committee is offering vol- 
unteer assistance to Cobb arts groups affected 
by the commission's decision to cut all arts 
funding, a church outreach committee is prepar- 
ing mailings to ministers and pastors and a po- 
litical outreach committee is preparing position 
papers refuting myths perpetuated by the con- 
servative Christians. 

The group's next meeting is at 7 p.m. on 
Nov. 18 at Paisano's Italian Restaurant (Windy 
Hill and Powers Ferry roads). 

KC  WILDMOON 

Put a lid on it 

'93 Honda Del Sol S 
$239.95 + tax* 

*36 mo. lease, 12K miles, $500 down + first payment and refundable security deposit of S300 
due at delivery, T.O.P. $8638.20, 150 per mile in excess, residual value $8674. 

Dedicated to providing you with quality cars and service. 

• New & Used Cars* Full Service* Parts •Body Shop • 

1 1/2 MILES INSIDE I-285 
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. 

We appeciate 
your business, ^fl       451-2700 

0
?>IO#K a tetten to- &cwuf' *%f<Md<i... 

My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was 
highly recommended to me by a 
friend who also enjoyed her 
dealings with Ms. Ellis. 
Julie Ellis was professional, 
courteous, and very respectful of 
the presence of my female life 
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis 
could relate to me more 
comfortably than any other car 
salesperson ever has. I appreciated 
her availability at Curry Honda. 

During my two days of 
business at your dealership, I 
was aware of two other same- 
sex couples making purchases. 
Thank you once again for your 
dealership's stance to be gay/ 
lesbian sensitive and for 
providing quality gay personnel 
such as Julie Ellis. 

Sincerely, 
Laine Peek 

IPva^e&McHuil 4&ivice fan (fatvi oucfrMtative aeecU. 

Jxxlxe        Ellis 
4       5       1       -       2       7       O       O 

GRAND OPENING 

"$2.00 OFF 
Tocessing and Printing 

!4 Exposure Color Print Film 

SJznaqe Irhoto 
L 1 N^ 
1 Hour Photo Processing 

985 Monroe Drive • Next to Blockbuster 
Atlanta-875-9334 

$3.00 OF'I 
Processing and Printing 
36 Exposure Color Print Film 

Unlimited Rolls 
Not valid with other coupons. Expires 12/15/93 

m ■Ml 



Neo-Atlanta 

ATRIUM COURT 

STYLE ... Neo classical ambience, symbols of strength and symmetry of early Roman society translated 

from traditional Greek art forms. 

QUALITY... Pecan solids and veneers accented with pewter hardware, and highlights of classical 

curved pediments with beveled glass. 

VALUE ... Save 40% on all Bernhardt collections. 

BERNHARDT HOME FURNISHINGS 
1919 Piedmont Road, INK (at 1-85) • Atlanta, CA • (404)897-1919 
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"Salut Victor' 

"True Inversions" 

de Leon and North Highlandavenues. 
Those people who have felt the 

frustration of having to stand up, or 
being turned away, for lack of 

space will particularly appreciate 
the new venue. The festival is 
using both of the Plaza's 

screening rooms, so viewing 
options are doubled. Also, 

to reduce the possibility 
that viewers might miss 

that one film they just 
have to sec, many of 

the programs are re- 
peated. 

Another excit- 
ing switch in this 

year's festival is the 
number of entertaining fea- 
tures, reflecting the fact that, 
around the world, gay and 
lesbian film and video mak- 
ers are responding to view- 
ers' desires for entertain- 
ment along with documen- 
tary and art films. Opening 
night will include a variety 
of what viewers can expect. 

"I Am My Own 
Woman," a German film 
with English subtitles, is 
about the prominent Ger- 
man transvestite, Charlotte 
von Mahlsdorf. Though a 
subtitled film might not be 
what many viewers would 
expect for an opening night 
feature, this film is perfect 
for what seems to be the 

overall theme of this festival—optimism in the face of struggle. 
As a young boy, Charlotte learns from her lesbian aunt to 

accept her transvestism and her sexuality. But Charlotte's 
aunt is one of few influences in her young life encouraging 
her to feel good about herself. Her violent father is abusive to 
his wife and to young Charlotte. As an adolescent, Charlotte 
learns about hate from Nazis and about fear from her friends 
and neighbors and the Nazis. But she learns about beauty in 
antique shops. Charlotte develops an early appreciation for 
turn-of-the-century antiques and eventually establishes the 
only private museum in what used to be East Germany, where 
she lives today. 

In this docudrama by Rosa von Praunheim, the real adult 
Charlotte von Mahlsdorf interacts on screen with younger 
versions of herself, getting a chance to comment on events of 
her own life. The self-reflexive nature of von Mahlsdorf's 
interactions with her younger, less experienced "self add an 
interesting dimension to the story, and in no way detract from 
the film's entertainment value. Despite her childhood, World 
War II and the restrictive environment of post-war East Ger- 
many, von Mahlsdorf not only survived but thrived with her 
optimism in tact. 

In addition to "I Am My Own Woman," the long list of 
CONTINUES  ON  PAGE   26 

"Nitrate Kisses" 

JF* 
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9th Runner-Up Productions 
presents 

by Frank Blocker & Chuck Richards 
Directed by Bob Putnam 

featuring Frank Blocker, Chuck Richards, and Linda Patton 

At the 14th Street Playhouse 
November 3 - December 11 

Wednesday through Saturday 8:00 pm 
(Select Sunday Matinees 3:00 pm) 

Tickets:  $12.00 - For Reservations Call: 355-8057 
'Those of you who missed the recent run...should 
begin kicking yourself—hard."—Southern Voice "A bit of perfection." —ETC Magazine 

"In the dubious tradition of Greater Tuna...an 
original comedy"—Creative Loafing 

THEATER OF THE STARS PRESENTS 

FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT AT ITS FINEST! 

II 

THE GREAT 

RADIO CITY 

SPECTACULAR 

NOVEMBER 16-21 
AT THE FABULOUS FOX THEATRE 

TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE AT -"-S-^sr, TURTLE'S, SOUND WAREHOUSE, COCONUTS, TOWER RECORDS AND FOX THEATRE BOX OFICE. 

EIGHT PERFORMANCES ONLY! 
Tues thru Sat at 8pm • Sun evening at 7pm 

Sat & Sun at 2pm 

TO CHARGE YOUR TICKETS: FOR SEASON TICKETS OR GROUPS: 

249-6400   252-8960 
Tickets subject to handling charge. 

Supporting Sponsor: Supporting Sponsor: 

^?DFJ1A       International Series fA 
At The Fabulous Fox Theatre 

Benefitting Atlanta Landmarks, Inc. & Georgia Public Television 

THE BASEL BALLET 
IN THE NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE OF 

SPARTACUS 

INITIAL 
Contract Serrkes 

In The Basel Ballet's only North American performance, Youri Vamos 
has newly-choreographed the story of Spartacus in a unique and 
spectacular event. With music composed by A. I. Khatchaturian and 
special lighting effects, this performance is a must-see! 

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY! 
Thursday, November 11,1993 - 8:00PM 

^ffiSSfet.Fox Theatre Box 0ffice' 
660 Peachtree Street m M-Sat,10AM-6PM, Sun, 12-6PM 

,«**   All metro outlets. 
Coca-Cola International Series information 
and Group tickets 881-2012 

CHARGE BY PHONE 817- 8700 
T7CJCMff/7iASTMm 

BASEL BALLET TICKET PRICK$20.50 - $35.50 
Sponsored by the Coca-Cola Company & 

The Atlanta Coca-Cola Bottling Company 
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4 THURSDAY 

WOMAN FORUM. 
Atlanta's original women's 
radio program, still going 
strong. 6-7 pm, WRFG, 
89.3 FM. 

GAY GRAFITTI. Tonight: 
the Religious Right & the 
African American 
Community, and 
Homophobia in the Black 
Community. Panel 
discussion with members of 
AALGA & GLAAD. 7-8 
pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM. 

ANTHONY D'AUGELLI. 
Penn State professor lecures 
on "Lesbian, Gay and 
Bisexual Youth: Creating 

Communities of Tolerance" 
on the Emory campus, 
While Hall Room 206. 7:30 
pm. 727-0272. 

AGAMENON & 
ELECTRA. Theatre Emory 
stages both Greek plays on 
one production. Through 
Nov. 20 at Mary Gray 
Munroe Theater. 727-6187. 

VOICE OF THE 
TURTLEDOVE. Through 
Nov. 13 at the Center for 
Puppetry Arts. 
PUPPETSOUP of Seattle 
presents the history and 
future of the world. 873- 
3391. 

INDOOR SUPER FAIR. 
A real live fair complete 
with midway inside the 

fl    N    6    0    I 
NUNSENSEII, THE 
SECOND COMING. 
Through Nov. 6. This 
muscial comedy sequence 
to Nunsense has been held 
over. The play features the 
same five hysterically funny 
nuns, now smitten with the 
theatre bug and ready to put 
on a thank you program for 
all the people who 
supported them in their first 
benefit. Onstage Atlanta. 
420 Courtland St. 897-1802. 

CURRENT EVENTS & 
SOULS ON FIRE. 
Through Nov. 14. OutProud 
Theatre presents two plays 
from the African American 
perspective by Shirlene 
Homes and Terrence 
Jackson respectively. 
Sondra Barrie stars in 
Current Events, the story of 
four women from different 
backgrounds and how they 
respond to the violent 
situations in which they find 
themselves. Souls On Fire 
focuses on being African 
American and gay in 
America and is woven 
together by a capella music. 
OutProud Theatre, TULA 
Galleries, 75 Bennett St. 
609-9590 for info and 
reservations. 

TWO TRAINS RUN- 
NING. Through Nov. 14. 
Kenny Leon directs this 
latest work by Pulitzer 
Prize-winner August 
Wilson, an ongoing 
chronicle of the lives of 
jpjfc&itiw. African .**.' *-' 

N    G A    N 
Americans. Set in the 
tumultuous 60's, this play 
tums a sensitive ear to to the 
quiet echoes of mighty 
changes in commomplace 
lives. AUaince Theatre. 892- 
2414. 

PILL HILL. Through Nov. 
21. Jomandi Productions 
opens its 15th anniversary 
season with this provocative 
drama about the frustrations 
of six black males spanning 
10 years, beginning in the 
early 1970s. 14th St. 
Playhouse. 873-1099. 

SIX DEGREES OF 
SEPARATION. Through 
Nov. 28. Horizon Theatre 
opens its 10th anniversary 
season with this brilliant 
Broadway hit comedy about 
a charming stranger, Paul, 
who manipulates an affluent 
Manhattan couple to take 
him into their cozy world. 
Unraveling the mystery of 
Paul, which includes the 
discovery that he is gay, 
changes everyone involved. 
584-7450. 

ANNIE LEIBOVITZ: 
PHOTOGRAPHS 1970- 
1990. Through Nov. 28. 
The work of one of the most 
exceptional portraitists of 
her generation is on exhibit 
starting today at the High 
Museum of Art. Her 
provocative photographs of 
celebrities have been seen in 
Rolling Stone, Vanity Fair, 
Time, etc. This retrospective 
,qf her,work jncludes 125 . 
,phptps-fivrj)i5#riy» .,,,,. 

Georgia Dome. Today 
through Sunday. 

CATHLEEN 
ROUNTREE. Author of 
"On Women Turning 50: 
Celebrating Mid-Life 
Discoveries" reads from the 
book at Charis Books at 
More. 7:30 pm. 524-0304. 

PETER KITCHELL AND 
JOHNNY MYERS. 
Abstracts by Kitchcll and 
wildlife by Myers on 
display at BurnNoff Gallery 
at Clear Creek Center today 
through Dec. 4. 875-3475. 

ATLANTA SYMPHONY. 
Robert Shaw conducts 
"Stabat Mater," three 
versions by Verdi, 
Szymanowski, and Poulenc. 
Also Fri and Sal. 8 pm. 
Symphony Hall. 892-2414. 

BALLANCHINE 
FESTIVAL. The Atlanta 
Ballet presents a tribute to 
choreographer George 
Ballanchine. 8 pm today 
thru Sat, 2 pm matinees Sat 
and Sun. Atlanta Civic 
Center. 892-3303. 

TOUCHABLES 1993. 
Unusual art exhibit 
encourages visitors to feel 
the art. Through Dec. 16. 
Gerogia Tech Westbrook 
Galler. Reception today 
2:30-4pm. 992-6175. 

5 FRIDAY 

ARTS ALIVE. The 
Chamber of Commerce 

U   P   c 
assignments to current 
portraiture. High Museum 
of Art. 

EULA MAE'S BEAUTY, 
BAIT AND TACKLE: 
Through Dec. 11. This 
hilarious local production 
by Frank Blocker and 
Chuck Richards is packed 
with wacky characters 
based on the author's 
families and friends. You 
know what they say about 
truth being stranger (and 
funnier) than fiction. Wcds.- 
Sat. with Sal & Sun 
matinees. 14th Street 
Playhouse. 355-8057 for 
reservations. 

AN AMERICAN 
SAMPLER: QUILTS IN 
THE HIGH MUSEUM 
OF ART. Through Dec. 31. 
A superb selection of home- 
spun and hand-style quilts 
goes on exhibit today at the 
newly renovated High 
Museum of Folk Art and 
Photography Galleries in 
the Georgia-Pacific Center. 
Free. 892-H1GH for more 
info. 

ART AT THE EDGE: 
RAY SMITH. Through 
Jan. 2. This exhibit at the 
High, which features a new 
cycle of painitngs by Ray 
Smith, is held in conjunc- 
tion with "Mexican 
Tapestry", a celebration of 
Mexican culture presented 
by Atlanta's Cultural 
Olympiad. Smith, who was 
raisedm central.Mexico, , 
<irav»s.uperi Mcucatvtales^ • 
popular culture and the rich 

Business Volunteers for the 
Arts presents this annual 
event with performances by 
27 of the city's top arts 
groups, followed by a post- 
performance gala at One 
Peachtree Center. 586-8536. 

ELLIS MARSALIS. The 
Institute for Southern 
Cultures presents a 
performance by the ja/.z 
great at 8pm at Center Stage 
Theatre as part of Arts 
Alive. 249-6400. 

WATER DREAMS. A 
multi-media piece 
choreographed by Cherie 
Canon and presented by 
Dance Force at the 
Northsidc YMCA 
Swimming Pool. 7:30 and 
9:00. 892-8232. 

DOCTOR FAUSTUS. The 
Shakespear Tavem presents 
Christopher Marlowe's tale 
of a man who sells his soul 
to the devil. Thurs-Sat until 
Dec. 5. Also Wed. Nov. 24, 
with no performance on 
Nov. 25. 874-5299. 

MADMEN, LIARS, & 
POETS. Theatre Gael 
presents traditional stories 
and music of the British 
Isles. Also tomorrow, and 
Nov. 10 & 11. 8pm. 14th St. 
Playhouse. 876-9762. 

TALLEY'S FOLLY. 
Southern Fried Productions 
opens this heartwarming 
family values tale today. Fri 
& Sat at 8 p. Sun at 2 pm, 
thru Dec. 4. Mercer Fine 
Arts Auditorium. 378-8646. 

D    M    I    N    B 
legacy of Mexican modern 
art in his work. High 
Museum of Art. 892-H1GH. 

DOUBLE TAKES: A 
NEW LOOK AT THE 
HIGH. Through Jan. 2. The 
High Museum of Art marks 
its 10th anniversary of its 
award-winning building 
with a major exhibition 
celebrating the breadth and 
variety of its permanent 
collections. Double Takes 
places seemingly unrelated 
works from every major 
collecting area side-by-side 
to illustrate the recurrence 
of key themes in art of 
every medium and genre 
from different penods and 
pans of the world. 892- 
HIGH. 

THE 5TH ANNUAL 
ATLANTA LESBIAN & 
GAY FILM FESTIVAL. 
Nov. 12-21. SAME and 
Southern Voice present the 
best darn 1/g film festival to 
ever hit Atlanta. 10 days of 
feature length and short 
films on 2 screens. Politics, 
sex, history, AIDS, multi- 
culturalism and more are 
covered in these U.S., 
Canadian and international 
films. Highlights include 
"Forbidden Love" and "Sex 
Is." Lefont Plaza Theatre. 
See article on page 21 for 
the juicy details. 

THE NUTCRACKER. 
Tickets are now on sale for 
the Atlanta Ballet's annual 
classic, set to run Dec. 3-26. 

6 SATURDAY 

ANGELA MOTTER. 
Local songwriter, singer & 
guitarist plays a benefit for 
the First Existentialist 
Congregation of Atlanta at 
8pm at the E-Cong in 
Candler Park. Richard 
Bicknell opens. 378-5570. 

CHARIS IS 19! Charis 
Books & More celebrates 
her 19th birthday today with 
a 10% off party from 1-6 
pm. 524-0304. 

1 SUNDAY 

TWO TRAINS RUN- 
NING. Special performance 
of the Alliance Theatre 
offering with audio 
description for the visually 
impaired provided by 
Special Audiences. 2:30 pm 
at the Alliance. 584-7450. 

LES CHANTEUSES 
AFRICAINES. The 
musical and literary voices 
of African women, with 
host Alicia Banks, who 
offers a unique perspective 
that includes the lesbian 
point of view. l-4am. 
WRFG, 89.3 FM. 

8 I I N D A Y 

STILL AIN'T SATIS- 
FIED. Music and 
interviews from a lesbian 
perspective. Cool music for 
any queer or interested 
other. 7-9pm, WRFG, 89.3 
FM. 

OUT IN ATLANTA. 
Atlanta's local lesbian and 
gay cable program featuring 
interviews, news, arts & 
entertainment and more. 
10:30 p.m. and again, Wed. 
5:30 p.m. Cable Ch. 12. 

9 TUESDAY 

AIDS, BLOOD AND 
POLITICS. In association 
with "The Health Quar- 
terly," "Frontline" 
investigates the 10 year 
history of AIDS and the 
blood supply. 10 pm on 
GPTV Channel 8. 

10 WEDNESDAY 

WINTER SOLSTICE 
CONCERT. The Atlanta 
Symphony presents 
Windham Hill recording 
artists Nightnoise, Liz Story 
and Alex de Grassi in the 
fifth annual concert at 
Symphony Hall. 8pm. 898- 
1182. 

CHARLAYNE HUNTER- 
GUALT. One of the first 
two black students to 
integrate the University of 
Georgia will sighn her book, 
"In My Place," at Oxford's 
Pharr Road location at 7 
pm. Hunter-Gualt was also 
the fist black woman to 
anchor a national newscast, 
joining the MacNeil/Lehrcr 
Report in 1978. 262-3333. 

CREATING CHANGE 
CONFERENCE. Billed as 
the nation's largest 
gathering of gay and lesbian 
activists, this year's do takes 
place today through Sunday 
in Durham, NC. Featured 
speakers include Mab 
Segrest, Dr. Marjorie Hill 
and Dr. Franklin Kameny. 
It's aimed at activists and 
organizing, but who knows? 
You might just have some 
fun too! Contact NGLTF, 
1734 14th Street NW, 
Wash., DC 20009; 202/332- 
6483 

POSITIVE LIVING. This 
locally produced show 
about people living with 
AIDS airs twice every week 
on People TV Ch. 12,2:30 
p.m. and again on Sat., 10 
p.m. It also airs on City Ch. 
6, Th. 5 p.m. 

PICTURED: 
ABOVE: Local favorite 

Angela Molter plays the E 
Congregalion on Nov. 6. 

Photo by David Rams. 
LEFT: The Atlanta Ballet 

celebrates the choreography 
of George Ballanchine Nov. 

4-7. 
BELOW: The Winter Solstice 
Concert features Nighlnoisc, 
Liz Story ad Alex dc Grassi 
on Nov. 10. Photo by Kevin 

Laubachcr. 
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Out of ideas? Let HIM (help) 
solve your tax dilemmas. 

HLM Services, Inc. 
Servicing all 50 states for tax preparation 
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collections. Accounting for the small business. 
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Chris Coleman's new play debuts at Actor's Express 
'Looking for a City" explores the trials 

of families facing break ups 

The newest production at Actor's Express, "Looking for a 
City," is the outgrowth of artistic director Chris Coleman's reac- 
tion to the anti-gay vitriol that came from a number of speakers 
at the last Republican National Convention—particularly Dan 
Quayle. 
  "I was so stunned and 

infuriated by him, even 
though his remarks were 
oblique," said Coleman. 
"He felt he had permission 
to talk about me and the 
people who comprise my 
family the way that he did. 
I could not get it out of my 
head. And this stayed with 
me for about a month after 
that." 

"I started trying to find 
plays that dealt with this 
material, but I couldn't find 

anything. Finally, I was in a script meeting with [Atlanta play- 
wright] Sandra Deer about a project she may or may not do, and 
she encouraged me to write." 

The premise behind "Looking for a City" deals with two gay 
men—lovers on the verge of breaking up—and their best friend, 
a single mother with a 10-year-old son. Their friend's mother 
wants to wrest away custody of her daughter's son, in particular 
because the grandmother objects to the influence the lovers seem 
to exert over the young boy. He appears to not be overly "butch," 
which is causing grandma great consternation. 

"In the course of these events, a lot of big questions get 
asked," Coleman says. "Who is a family? That, to me, is the most 
interesting thing about the play. There is an attempt to unearth 
the problems you or I would face if we actually considered 
parenting. Both the positives and the negatives would go through 

"Looking for a City" 
runs Nov. 12 to Dec. 17 
at Actor's Express, 280 
Elizabeth Street, Inman 
Park. Three special benefits 
performances will benefit 
P-FLAG(Nov. 10),GAPAC 
(Nov. 11) and the Atlanta 
Lesbian and Gay Pride 
Committee (Nov. 18). 
For information, call 
(404)221-0831. 

Anthony Payne plays a boy in the middle of a custody 
fight because of his friendship with a gay couple, one of 
whose members is played by Stephen Petty. 

my mind." 
The plot of the play is at least partially derived from the 

personal experiences of Coleman, who used to hang out at the 
swimming pool with friend of his, an actress who had a 10-year- 
old son. 

"It was fascinating for me to be around him and see myself at 
10.1 wondered what he felt like. I wondered what he thought 
about himself. I wondered what people did to him at school. Just 
to see my whole life at 10 years old—it became this kind of 
fantasy for me to image how I could help [him] feel better about 
himself." 

Other large questions loom in "Looking for a City," specifi- 
cally the nature of the break up of a gay relationship. We're told 
the two men, Nick and Spencer, are splitting up because Nick 
has accepted a job in Washington as a senator's aide. What we 
come to learn, according to Coleman, is Spencer could have 
gone with him but chose not to. 

"Really, it's because Spencer has refused to mature or deal 
with his issues—his immaturity, his infidelity, his irresponsibil- 
ity. They've been through eight years, and that has been the crux 
of their difficulties in their relationship." 

"These issues are explored and thought about in interesting 
ways, because we rarely get to see ourselves [as gay men] on 
stage. I think we tend to romanticize ourselves. This play was an 
opportunity for me to talk to those people who are my friends." 

Coleman has been writing "Looking for a City" for nearly a 
year. Its first reading was last January. In the interim, he's also 
directed two shows at Actor's Express, and he recently appeared 
in the Alliance Theatre Company's acclaimed production of 
"Falsettos," in which he played Marvin. "Looking for a City" 
started rehearsals right after "Falsettos" closed, and Coleman, 
who's also directing the show, just finished his final revisions. 

Appearing in the production will be Stephen Petty (who 
directed "The Harvey Milk Show" and "The Women"), Cathe 
Hall Payne (Heather-in-leather from "The Harvey Milk Show") 
and her son Anthony Payne, Charles Black (the old man in "Fool 
for Love"), newcomer Cade Chilcoat and Annette Coleman 
("Approaching Zanzibar" and "Passion"), who also happens to 
be Coleman's mother. 

"My mother is playing the grandmother in the play, and 
she's playing it with a vengeance," says Coleman. "I use my 
mom a lot. She's good. It's hard to find good women in their 
early 60s who aren't in [Actor's] Equity. I'm fortunate that we 
get along." 

MICHAEL  KAPE 

TfouTTh 
Tuesdi ay 
a lesbian organization promoting 
social and business networking 

presents 

esbian 
Artist 

Market 

Holiday 

Gifts at 

Their 

Finest 

Tuesday, November 16th 
7:00 p.m., Colony Square Hotel 

A cash bar and hors d'oeuvres will be available 
throughout the entire evening. 

Prices: Members-$8.00 & Guest-$10.00 
A $2.00 late fee will be charged for those who do not make 

reservations by Friday, November 12, at 5:00 p.m. 
Call 662-4353 to make reservations. 

Parking: $2.00 with validated parking ticket. 
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Continued from page 21 
feature-length films in this year's 
festival includes: "Sex Is...," "For 
bidden Love," "The Last Island," 'Twin 
Bracelets," "Amazing Grace," "Salut Vic- 
tor," 'Together Alone" and "Damned in the 
USA." 

"Forbidden Love: The Unashamed Stories of 
Lesbian Lives" follows a current trend of an histori 
cal look at lesbian lives in the 1950s and 1960s. View- 
ers who remember when the only lesbian literature came 
in the form of pulp novels written with the mainstream 
reader in mind—when the feminine blond heroine was se- 
duced by the evil and aggressive brunette to a life of perver- 
sion and misery only to find both of them punished in the end 
and the blond probably mending her ways in the arms of some 
forgiving man—will appreciate the film's respectful nod to 

the generation that brought us 
novelist Ann Bannon (inter- 

viewed in the film), the 
Daughters of Bilitis and 

lesbian bars. The film 
is a salute to the 
openly butch and 

femme lesbians who 
pioneered lesbian activ- 

ism and gained what free- 
dom you have. 
"Forbidden Love" is a fun mix 

of history with a clever love story. The 
tragic romance that the film portrays is con- 

trasted with the real lives of lesbians of that 

"Sex Is..." has been a smash hit from New York to San 
Francisco. The film takes an honest, graphic look at the sexual 
issues facing gay men "in the age of AIDS," as the 80's and 
90's have come to be known. But don't look for an instruc- 
tional, judgmental film on safe sex. "Sex Is ..." opens up a 
dialogue about sexuality that respects the vast diversity and 
differences of opinion in the gay community. 

Interviews with gay men representing a variety of ages, 
races, celebrity, sexual activity and HIV status are interspersed 
with clips from pornographic videos. The interviews range 
from Madame X, an Oakland streetwalker and female imper- 
sonator, to African-American playwright Wayne Corbitt, talk- 
ing about having sex with a white South African, to 73-year- 
old Midwestern minister Jim Glyer. 

NO 

WIRE 
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The headline on the San Francisco Examiner's review 
read '"Sex Is...' not for Jesse Helms." Director Marc Huestis 
told the San Francisco Chronicle: "If Helms is so offended 
already, let's show him what's really happening." Huestis and 
co-producer Lawrence Helman admit that the film was prima- 
rily for a gay male audience, but insist that the subject of 
sexuality has been in the closet for too long. "Sex Is..." will 
offend some people, even some gay men, but the time has 
come to open up this closet and examine its skeletons. 

"The Last Island" has been called a feminist "Lord of the 
Flies," and it is among the most challenging of the films and 
videos of the festival. It is the story of two women, five men 
and a dog stranded on a deserted island by a plane crash. Two 
of the men are gay, and one of the women is apparently a 
lesbian. This society in microcosm struggles with issues from 
reproductive rights to euthanasia. The ways they deal with 
these issues may surprise you. 

'Twin Bracelets" is a tragic, but lovely, Chinese romance 
that starts between two young girls who promise to stay with 
each other forever. As often happens to the promises of child- 
hood, they are unable to keep this one. The cinematography is 
as beautiful as the story is heartbreaking. 

"Amazing Grace" is an Israeli film about Jonathan, a 
young man who moves away from home to live with Miki, a 

"Non, Je Ne Regrette Rten" 

handsome, bed-hopping 
young man who spends little 
time at home. Jonathan falls 
for Thomas, a 30-year-old 
man who has returned home 
to say goodbye to his mother 
and grandmother. But Tho- 
mas hides the fact that he is 
HIV-positive from his fam- 
ily and from Jonathan, mak- 
ing their relationship neces- 
sarily strained and compli- 
cated. 

"Salut Victor" follows 
the tender relationship of 
two elderly gay men in a 
nursing home. They meet 
as residents and create a lov- 
ing life together. When 
Victor's children cut off 
payment of his bills, Phillipe 
takes up the payments with- 
out Victor's knowledge so 
that they can stay together. 
This warm, delightful film is based on "Matthew and Chauncy" 
by Edward 0. Philip. 

In 'Together Alone," two men meet at a bar and spend the 
night together talking about everything from AIDS to Asian 
philosophy. The mood is muted and somewhat strained as one 
would expect from two individuals who only know each other 
from a brief sexual encounter. As they get to know each other, 
each learns a little about himself. 

"Damned in the USA" is among the feature-length docu- 
mentaries in the festival. "Damned" was made at a time when 
the National Endowment for the Arts was struggling to main- 
tain some artistic integrity against the censors of the religious 
right. The film includes interviews with censorship players 
ranging from Donald Wildmon to "2 Live Crew's" Luther 
Campbell. Ironically, after agreeing to the interview in the 
film, Wildmon tried to keep "Damned" from being shown in 
the United States. You will want to see for yourself what the 

"Nitrate Kisses" 

fuss is all about. 
Other feature documentaries include "Last Call at Maud's," 

a delightful last look at San Francisco's oldest lesbian bar. 
The sneak preview of "One Nation Under God" airs at the 
festival. A historical perspective of gays and lesbians since 
Stonewall, its focus is on the supposed cures for homosexual- 
ity touted by the religious right. The film includes interviews 
with ex-gays and ex-ex-gays, including Gary and Michael, 
co-founders of the ex-gay organization, Exodus International, 
who fell in love with each other and denounced the move- 
ment. 

"West Coast Crones" tells us that growing old may not be 
as bad as we're afraid it is. Interviews with old lesbians 
explore their lives and growing old, opening dialogue about 
everything from sexuality to ageism. 

In addition to the feature length films in the festival, there 
CONTINUES   ON  PAGE  28 
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Continued 
from page 27 

are also a number of 
shorter works that will knock 
viewers' socks off. 

The opening night program 
starts with the charming short piece, 
"Little Faggot," a three-month-old 
baby's interior monologue as others com- 
ment on his future. "Kiev Blue" is an excep- 
tional documentary about lesbians and gays 
in Russia. "Bill and Ted's Homosexual Ad- 
venture" is a very sexy (and sexually ex- 
plicit) music video by the Pansy Division 
(recent visitors to Atlanta's Dark Horse Tav- 
ern). "Pink in Public" is a light-hearted, almost silly, look at 
media outing. 

A very important part of this year's festival is the family 
night program. Take the kids; take your parents; take the 
whole family. 

Do you remember when Debra Chasnoff accepted the 
Academy Award last year for her expose documentary on 
General Electric? She stood on stage on national television 
and thanked her partner, Kim, and their son. "Choosing Chil- 

"Tongues Untied" 

dren" is Chasnoff and Klausner's combined effort about the 
education they received in their adoption process. It is touch- 
ing, tender and revealing. Along with "Choosing Children," 
the family night program includes "Seth's Aunt," a very short 
film about about a young boy who confuses his Jewish Aunt 
Nina with her lover, Penny. 

Among this Festival's treats are two works each from 
Marlon Riggs and Isaac Mien. A repeat screening of Mien's 
exquisite film "Looking for Langston" will screen with Marlon 

Riggs' new video "Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien" 
and a repeat of the ever-popular 'Tongues 
Untied." Mien's new film, "The Attendant," 
is the sexy fantasy of a museum guard experi- 
menting with his own desires for both domi- 
nance and submission. 

A lesbian and gay film festival would 
hardly be complete without work from Bar- 
bara Hammer. Hammer's "Nitrate Kisses" is 
a talented culmination of her work so far. Her 
visual exploration of intimacy is balanced by 
the insightful feminist theory for which she is 
famous. For a different kind of cultural analy- 
sis, see the poignant and funny 'Tim Miller 
Loud and Queer." 

This year's festival also includes both 
men's and women's erotica. Be forewarned 
that the Festival's late-night safe sex video 
programs are sexually explicit. "Safe is De- 
sire," headlining the women's program, is 
produced by Deb Sundahl and Fatale Video 
(of "On Our Backs" fame). The women arc 
gorgeous and the sex is hot. Also on the 
women's erotica bill is "True Inversions." 
You many remember the Kiss and Tell 
Collective's "Drawing the Line" exhibit which 
encouraged women to write on the wall and 
indicate where they would draw the line on 
offensive material. It drew a big response 
from both women and men. 'True Inversions" 
is Kiss and Tell's new project. It combines 
sex with censorship theory. 

The First Annual Gay Men's Erotic Safe Sex Awards 
show is the result of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation's 
Homo Home Video contest. The winners include titles such 
as "The Package," "Safety in Numbers," "I'm Gonna Eat 
Worms," "Evil Thoughts," and "Bi-Ways." 

The festival's opening night is Nov. 12 with a reception at 
8 p jn., and the screening beginning at 9 p.m. The festival runs 
through Nov. 21. A complete program of screenings and film 
descriptions will be included in next week's Southern Voice. 
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Black lesbian breaks through in the world of hip-hop 
Me'Shell NdegeO cello's first album 

debuts on Madonna's label 

by  WAYNE  HOFFMAN 
Me'Shell NdegeOcello is not the easiest person to interview. 

She lacks the arrogance of other musicians and is somewhat 
uncomfortable talking about herself. But she had better get used 
to the spotlight soon, because she is about to make a tremendous 
splash with the release of her debut album, "Plantation Lulla- 
bies," on Maverick Records. 

She is reluctant to open up. "Listen to the record, listen to the 
music," she protests. "The music is much more interesting than 
me as a person." 

Me'Shell sells herself short. In a field where artists wait 
years to be discovered overnight, Me'Shell makes her major 
label debut at age 24. In an industry where record companies are 
often afraid to take risks, Me'Shell is making it as an outspoken 
black lesbian. 

Her success is no great surprise, considering that she has 
music in her blood. Her father is a U.S. Army band leader, and 
her older brother has played with go-go bands for years. Despite 
her family's encouragement, or perhaps because of it, Me'Shell 
resisted her musical urges for years, until 11th grade when she 
finally gave in. 

"I didn't want anything to do with music," she remembers. 
"One day, a friend of my brother's left his bass over at the house, 
and I was just fiddling around and it was just as natural as 
breathing. I just fell in love with it—it was what I wanted to do." 

She took up music at the Duke Ellington High School for the 
Performing Arts in Washington, D.C., and quickly expanded on 
her natural talents. Despite what she had hoped, having a musi- 
cian for a father did not make her life easier. 

"People always think it's great to grow up with a musician as 
a parent when you want to be a musician, but it's the worst thing 
in the world," she says. "I was always in his shadow. He was 
supportive, but difficult." 

After high school, Me'Shell studied 
in Howard University's jazz program 
and began occasional session work with 
local groups in Washington. Her work 
with go-go bands like Rare Essence led 
to her first solo projects, which quickly 
led to her first awards—in 1990 
Me'Shell took home three Wammies 
(Washington's local music awards) for 
her solo work. And she knew she was 
ready to move on. 

She had done mostly studio work in 
Washington, which is not her favorite. 
"Live performance is, I think, what I do 
best. It's where I come from, it's what I 
grew up with," she says. Yet, in all her 
years in D.C., she played only two gigs: 
one with a band at the Hard Rock Cafe 
and one as the opening act for Big Au- 
dio Dynamite. 

"I just don't fit there," she says of 
Washington. Despite getting her start 
there, she has few positive memories. "I 
spent most of my time at the Hirshhorn 
Museum sculpture garden. That is my 
fondest memory of DC." 

Me'Shell could feel her life chang- 
ing, and she needed a new start, so she 
moved to New York City. Three years 
later, the city is home. 

"I love New York. When I'm away, 
I totally miss it. It's my home," she 
says. "I love the trash. All that stuff—the subways, the noise—I 
can't sleep without it." 

In New York, Me'Shell expanded her musical talents and 
began to play all of her own instruments and do her own vocals. 
But the change was more practical than artistic, Me'Shell says. 
"The only reason I did that is that I got tired of asking people to 
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Me'Shell NdegeOcello's music blends free-form jazz with a steamy funk atti- 
tude and growling, husky vocals. 

come and they wouldn't show up. That's why I play every- 
thing." 

She started playing small clubs in New York and took on a 
new role as a mother. Her son, Askia, now four years old, 
changed her priorities completely. 

CONTINUES  ON  PAGE  30 
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Lesbian in hip-hop 
Continued from page 29 

"He is very adorable, the center of my life," she says. "And 
he too has music in his blood. He's a musician. His talents are 
very apparent He has incredible sense of time, and he remem- 
bers lyrics and melodies." 

Settling into a life as musician and mother, Me'Shell says 
she has no time for a lover right now and is currendy single. 

"It's great I love being by myself," she explains. "I have a 
child—that's where my focus is. It's hard to be caring and 
considerate and be there for other people, and I don't want to 
burden them with my self-absorbed life." 

Me'Shell began searching in New York for a record label to 
sign her and provide her with a little job security. But there was 
only one offer, from Tommy Boy. Faced with too little money 
and too many artistic restrictions, Me'Shell turned down her 
only offer. She was disillusioned and burned out and ready to 
give up her career. 

But Me'Shell took control of her life, and turned it around. 
She started by changing her last name. Her family's "govern- 
ment surname" was Johnson, but she chose NdegeOcello, which 
means "free like a bird" in Swahili. 

"I have respect for my family—it has nothing to do with 
that," Me'Shell explains. "As a person, I think you travel through 
life, and sometimes you change, and there's some new things 
accompanied with my old name that I'd like to get past because 
I feel I'm this new person, a better person trying to leave some 
things I've done in the past behind." 

With her new name and a new outlook, Me'Shell finally 
took off, and just in the nick of time. "Last year this time, I was 
ready to quit music totally and just forget about it, become a 
barber and take care of my child," she recalls. "And right when I 
got into barber school, all this stuff started happening." 

This stuff amounted to a deal bigger than she had ever 
imagined. She got an offer from Madonna herself and became 
the first woman to sign on the diva's own Maverick label. And it 
happened so quickly that Me'Shell did not have the time to 
pinch herself. 

"I did a gig on Thursday in New York, with a Maverick 
agent in the audience, and Monday morning I flew out to L.A. to 
meet Madonna," she explains. "She said she'd like to meet me, 

and she liked the music, so I went out there and we ate rice cakes 
and gumballs and talked." 

Me'Shell tried to contain herself. "I was nervous. I was 
overwhelmed. It was like, 'Dang, this is fucking Madonna!' But 
she's just like a nice person. She's my boss, you know?" 

Madonna seemed to appreciate Me'Shell's no-nonsense atti- 
tude about being openly lesbian, as well. "With Madonna, I 
don't think she really cared. She heard the music first before she 
even met me, and signed the music before she even knew, so I 
don't think that had any impact," says Me'Shell. 

She has gotten flak from others, though. "This is a very 
macho system. Musicians make their little comments," she says. 
"But I see it as their ignorance. It has nothing to do with me. 
They have the problem, I don't. It really doesn't bother me." 

Other performers are not so bold. Many closeted musicians 
worry about losing the support of their labels and listeners if 
they come out of their closets. Me'Shell thinks that is mostly in 
their heads. 

Homophobia in black music has become a 
front-page issue. Me'Shell sees the problem, 
but she does not see it as insurmountable. "I 
kind of grew up in an urban situation, and I 
know where the rappers are coming from. 

Being a man is a precious thing, but they really 
don't know what it means to be a man." 

"Maybe I'm wrong, but I think that decision is all on them," 
she says. "Treat people with respect, and they'll treat you the 
same way." 

The music press would seem to indicate that hip-hop in 
particular has a problem with gay musicians. Homophobia in 
black music has become a front-page issue. Me'Shell sees the 
problem, but she does not see it as insurmountable. 

"I kind of grew up in an urban situation, and I know where 
the rappers are coming from. Being a man is a precious thing, 
but they really don't know what it means to be a man. There's a 
problem, but someone just needs to take the time to say 'What's 
up with that? What makes you feel that way?'" 

Me'Shell has mixed feelings about another media phenom- 

f 

enon that hits close to home for her—lesbian chic. 
"It has pros and cons, just like anything else. It's sort of great 

that you get to see out lesbians who are intelligent who speak 
well and are doing things. It takes off the negativity from it when 
you see that they are regular people and I think that's great," she 
says. 

"But otherwise, I think it's a game, like propaganda. All of a 
sudden it's cool to have lesbian friends, or to have a lesbian 
look, and that's such utter bullshit. I mean, I live this life, and 
I've been beat up in the subways. It's not all that glamorous." 

Me'Shell is not aiming to be a lesbian poster child. She 
simply has nothing to hide. 

"It's very much a part of me, and it doesn't affect my 
personality. I mean, it just is me," she says. "I guess I'm just 
trying to deal with it with some normality. It just is. 

"I am Me'Shell NdegeOcello. I play the bass, I write music 
and I sing. Oh, and I happen to be a lesbian. Maybe I can help 
people see it in a different light. It's really no big thing. I go to 
work, I come home and take care of my child. My life is really 
no different than anyone else's." 

Aside from having Madonna as a boss, of course. 
"Plantation Lullabies" is due out in October, following the 

release of the first single, "Dredlocks." Me'Shell's music blends 
free-form jazz structure with steamy funk attitude, and growling 
husky vocals a touch too laid-back for rap. So what radio sta- 
tions will play her? Where will her single be targeted? 

"I hate radio. It sucks," she blurts out. "Everything sounds 
the same. If I could just get them to listen and open up their 
minds, maybe they'll play it. The single is pretty—not in a bad 
way—accessible. It will be targeted at black radio." 

Her music is an uncomfortable blend of rage and peace, an 
apparent contradiction that Me'Shell thrives on. 

"I don't think I'm political. I try not to deal with anything in 
the political system, because it doesn't work for me as a black 
person," she says. "Black love in the midst of revolution—to 
love myself and to love other people—that's what I think the 
album is about." 

Even the album's title embodies the paradox. "[Plantation] 
is a metaphor for all sorts of urban situations, from Harlem to the 
shantytowns in Jamaica, just black urban living sort of thing." 
And Lullabies? "These are songs to lull your soul to rest, to 
caress your mind." 
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Bechdel is a dyke cartoonist to watch out for 
Mo and the gang from "Dykes to 
Watch Out For" have caught on 

—even with straight people 

Montpelier, V7^-Mo, Toni and Sparrow are winning hearts 
nationwide with their broken romances, job angst, fertility prob- 
lems and political frustrations. 

Their lives, created by Vermont cartoonist Alison Bechdel, 
fill five books in 100,000 printings. The comic strip is syndicated 
in 45 publications (including Southern Voice), and Bechdel's 
work has appeared in Ms. magazine and New York's Village 
Voice. Her latest book, "Spawn of Dykes to Watch Our For," 
was released just last month. 

A solid resume for any cartoonist. 
A breakthrough for Bechdel, a lesbian whose work, "Dykes 

to Watch Out For," allows Americans a rare glimpse into the 
day-to-day lives—and kitchens, and bedrooms, and workplaces— 
of the lesbian community. 

"I really am like a one-trick pony," said Bechdel, seated in a 
folding chair on the front porch of her red farmhouse on an 
isolated dirt road in central Vermont. "I write not so much about 
lesbians, but about my life." 

Bechdel began doodling lesbian cartoons in 1982, shortly 
after graduation from Oberlin College in Ohio, while working as 
a word processor in New York City. She volunteered her car- 
toons to gay and lesbian publications before being approached 
about a book by a feminist publishing firm. 

"She was incredibly bright, extremely funny and very much 
inside the lesbian community and poking fun at a higher intellec- 
tual level," recalled Nancy Bereano, Bechdel's editor at Fire- 
brand Books in Ithaca, NY. 

"She came of age as a lesbian at a time when possibilities 
seemed much greater," Bereano added. "She's not self-hating, 
and that's true of the way she sees the women in her life and the 
cartoon strip." 

"Dykes" is sexually graphic. Her characters—a rainbow of 
races, colors, and body types—are often naked or topless, some- 

times conversing while seated on toilets. They are mistaken for 
men and occasionally worry about being revealed on the job. 

More often, however, their situations blur gender lines. 
Lovers quarrel. Romances end. Friends die. Babies are bom. 

Roommates argue about housekeeping chores. Lonely Saturday 
nights are spent eating popcorn with friends. 

"What makes us laugh is when we see ourselves portrayed in 
these characters," said Raymond Lesser, publisher of the Ohio- 
based Funny Times monthly humor review. "It just so happens 
that these characters are lesbians." 

And it's that universality and the sweetness in its telling that 
has Bechdel's books in high demand across the country. 

"We can't keep her books in stock," said Roz Parr, manager 
and buyer for New York City's A Different Light, one of the 
nation's largest gay and lesbian bookstores. 

That comment is echoed at gay, lesbian and alternative book- 
stores around the country—from the Women and Children First 
bookstore in Chicago to the Old Wives Tale bookstore in San 
Francisco. 

"There's a soap opera quality to it," joked Kathie Bergquist, 
assistant manager of Women and Children First. "It's like 'Gays 
of Our Lives'.. .the soap opera the major networks never liked." 

But Bechdel said she was not aiming for the traditional soap 
opera audience. Any appeal to straight readers is purely acciden- 
tal. 

"I have no desire to speak to the mainstream," she said. And, 
noting the importance of sex in her cartoons, she added, "It will 
be centuries before you could show anyone having sex in the 
[mainstream] funnies." 

Given its controversial theme, Bechdel's work is surpris- 
ingly noncontroversial. 

Lesser, who notes that "Dykes" is one of only two gay 
cartoons regularly featured in Funny Times, said he has gotten 
only a handful of complaints about her work—a few from lesbi- 
ans who felt she was making fun of them and a few from straight 
readers offended by the topic. 

And Gray City Journal, an alternative student newspaper at 
the University of Chicago, plans to use the strip to attract not 
only gay and lesbian readers, but straight progressives, as well. 

"It would be a kind of strip that people would pick up our 

Mo is Bechdel's most angst ridden, and popular, character. 

magazine to read," said Matt Roth, ad director for Gray City. 
"Although lesbian relationships have special qualities, a lot of 
what she writes about is universal." 

Bechdel moved to Vermont several years ago with a lover. 
Although that relationship ended, she plans to remain in the 
state. In Vermont, she said, the lesbian community and cultural 
opportunities are limited, but the state is more open-minded than 
other areas about homosexuality. 

"I would not feel nearly as safe" in her hometown of Beech 
Creek, Pa., a small, farming community, she said. 

Her family has mixed feelings about her work—a younger 
brother gives her books as gifts, another brother "is more conser- 
vative," she said. 

Her mother, who first asked if her daughter's lesbianism was 
the result of a bad experience with a boyfriend, is now interested 
in her work. 

"We went through a lot of really painful stuff," Bechdel said, 
pausing to choose her words carefully. "I just kept bringing it up 
when she wanted to ignore it. She came to understand the politi- 
cal struggle that was just unfair. She started to get it." 

Apparently a lot of people are starting to get it. 
ASSOCIATED   PRESS 

Gary & Walt's New Location 

Tornado TattOO 
Precision Body Piercing by Dana 

1085 North Ave. Bldg #B 
524-6014 

Tickets on sale Now 
Chans, Atlantis Connection, 

ArtSouth, Brushstrokes, 
Ga Tech Theatre for the Arts 

The Atlanta Feminist 
Women's Chorus 

with 

MARGIE ADAM 
December 4th, 1993 
Georgia Tech, 8:00pm 

One Show Only! Be There! 
Call 438-5823 for more information. 
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MJR FAWRITE 
FRESH CATCMOQC 
Choose from: '        #^   m 
• FLORIDA DOLPHIN X*X    J 
. ATI AMTir OAI it/inu "> ^       ^      ^ •ATLANTIC SALMON 
• BLACK GROUPER 
•AMBERJACK 
•SWORDFISH 
•FLORIDA SNAPPER 

and more! 

Dinners include tossed garden salad, 
fresh bread & butter, and your choice 
of seasoned rice, parsley potatoes, or 
fresh vegetables. 
Catch the freshest fish at a very tasty 
for a limited time. You'll be glad you i' 
let this one get away! 

THE CKAB 
Piedmont At North Ave./2nd Level Rio/Midtown 
2175 Cobb Parkway/Marietta/955-2722 

wmmmmmim 
MAGNOLIA TEA ROOM 

AND RESTAURANT 
Creative Cooking 
With A Southern 

Flair 

Dinner 
Th-Sat 5:30-9:30 

Lunch 
T-Sat 11:00-2:30 

Sunday Brunch 
11:00-2:30 

5459 E. Mountain St., Stone Mtn., GA 
498-6304 

mmmMmmmm 

HALLOWEEN SURPRISE 
SPECIALS! 

Voted #1 hamburger in Midtown 

20% OFF (exp. 10/31/93) 
■1 Everything on menu under $6.95 

Vegetable plate available • Dine in or take out 
Beer & Wine Available 

Now Open Fri & 
Sat till 2 AM 

Hot & Spicy 
Thai Cuisine 

by Chef Robert Khankiew 

D-vfve f^K c\ lake Out 

HOT   PEPPER 

A      KU. 

Lru 
WOODLAND 

) 
CHESIRE BRIDGE  RD. 

Open Tues-Sun, Closed Mon 

320-1532 

Where 
can 

we eat 
tonight? 

Choose one of these fine 
restaurants for dinner or lunch 

and 
tell them you saw it in 

Open7 Nilss* 872-7203 
' lighland? 

1821   Piedmont Ave  • 875-5017 

Restaurant Listings 
American Roadhouse From breakfast to blue plates, burgers 
to tresh vegetables, old fashioned milk shakes to wine. 
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-282 

Babette's Country European informal fine dining. Cassoulet to 
Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16. Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 
11:30-9. 
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121 

Bacchanalia Country European cuisine. Extensive wine list 
and select beers available. 27.50 prix fixe. Tue-Sat. Resv ace. 
Free prkng, wheelchair access. 
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410 

The Bistro Elegant French cuisine in a casual setting. Don! 
miss the creme brulee! Resv ace. 
56 £ Andrews Dr. (Andrews Square) • 231-5733 

California Pizza Kitchen Offers 26 sensational varieties of 
wood-fired pizzas. Also pastas, sandwiches, salads, desserts. 
Take out, delivery available. 
MayfairBldg, 18114thSt., NE-892-4343 
Lenox Square Mall ■ 262-9221 

Camilla's The closest Atlanta has to Little Italy. Hearty platters 
of pastas, seafood, veal and chicken. Ext. wine list by the glass. 
1186 N. Highland A ve • 872-7203 

Chef's Cafe A San Francisco style bistro in Atlanta's elite "Top 
Ten." Serving American cuisine with a California influence. 
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284 

Chef's Grill Creative American cuisine. Perfect for pre-theatre 
dining. More intimate dining after 8:00. 
1280 Peachtree St • 881-0652 

Chile Tree Classic dishes of Southern Mexico and the 
Yucatan. Non-smoking. Resv not accepted. Lunch Tu-Fri. 
469 N. Highland ■ 688-0836 

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean food in Atlanta 
for the past 4 years. 
2525 Piedmont Rd Buckhead Crossing • 364-0212 
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Springs Plaza • 255-5434 

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring world famous 
garlic & steamed crabs & our fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood 
salad bar. Entrees $9.95-17.95 
Piedmont at North Ave, Rio • 872-0011 
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722 

Crazy Rayz Are gay power lunches in? Come and see at your 
country club and have dinner before the show. 
Ansley Square • 873-4655 

Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes contain no meat or 
dairy products. Daily specials, desserts & more. Open for 
Lunch & Dinner. 
1129 Euclid A ve • 524-2132 

Dr. Rib Great Ribs & Chicken at reasonable prices. Live Blues 
nightly. 
1174 Euclid Ave.L5P- 525-5525 

Dusty's North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew, chicken, 
beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days. Prices $2.75 & up. 
1815 Briarclift Rd ■ 320-6264 

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the community 
since 1974. Casual & fine dining. Resv ace. Visa, MC, Amex 
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983 

Hot Pepper Thai Cuisine Outstanding and authentic flavors, 
friendly service, casual atmosphere, moderate prices. Closed 
Mondays. 
2257 Lenox Rd. • 320-1532 

Jalepenos Authentic Mexican food with a wide variety of dinner 
entrees. Daily lunch specials. 7 days, 11 am-11pm. 
2520 Piedmont Rd • 237-0500 

Joni's Italian Cafe Seafood, chicken, veal & a large selection 
of vegetarian entrees. Fresh sauces and pasta dishes. 
2T40 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041 

Luna Si The magic of Paul Luna. Creating lunch 11:30-3:00 
and dinner 6:00-11:00. Late night fare. 
1931 Peachtree Rd • 355-5993 

Marra's Seafood Grill Offers only the freshest fish and shell- 
fish—grilled to perfection or prepared with eclectic creativity. 
»782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363 

Mick's Mick's restaurants have been serving our community for 
20 years. Check the hours and menu of the Mick's nearest you. 
Lunch & Dinner, and don't forget those decadent desserts. 

Mid City Fish This casual neighborhood meeting place feature 
peel-your-own-shrimp, priced right crab cakes and a "we shuck 
'em - you suck 'em" oyster bar. 
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114 

Milano's Pizza & Subs Complete menu, salads to desserts. 
Common Market Place. 
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (2255) 

Peasant Restaurant & Bar Casually elegant dining in the heart 
of Buckhead. The perfect place for a relaxed Sunday Brunch. 
Lunch or dinner outside on the patio. 
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740 

Petitie Auberge Continental French restaurant with a wide 
range of Food Festivals. German specials on Fri SSat. Lunch, 
Mon-Fri 11:30-2:15. Dinner, Mon-Sat 6-10. 
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. ■ 634-6268 

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Largest selection of 
wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great vegetarian selection. 
Friendly service, reasonable prices. 
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775 

St Charles Deli Breakfast, lunch and dinner in a casual 
atmosphere. Don't forget our spacious patio. 
752 North Highland Ave. - 867-DEU 

San Gennaro The home of award winning fried calamari and 
hearty Italian cooking. Two patios allow dining "al fresco." Full 
service bar. Seperate banquet facilities available. 
2196 Cheshire Br Rd ■ 636-9447 

Stone Soup Full service deli and General store. Catering 
available. Open daily 10-9, Sun 10-6. 
1248 Virginia Ave. NE- 872-8991 

Treehouse Restaurant & Pub A cozy fire sets the tone of this 
neighborhood pub. Menu changes every week—always pasta, 
meat, fish, chicken. 
7 Kings Cir, P'tree Hills • 266-2732 

Vivoli Northern Italian cuisine with nice casual atmosphere. 
Full service bar. Entrees $5.95-9.95. Lunches $3.50-5.50. 
2770 Lenox Rd. ■ 261-6280 
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN 

When crisp fall weather devolves into the 
damp grey ick that too often describes winter 
in Atlanta, my craving for tomatoes, cheese 
and red wine goes into overdrive. Unfortu- 
nately, my fave trattoria is La Strada, and its 
East Cobb location is a tad too far removed 
from Decatur for a quick and soul satisfying 
meal. (The good news is that the La Strada 
folks are opening a store in Buckhead some- 
time this winter, though if it is as mobbed as 
their other locations, the wait for a table will 
be mucho annoying.) 

Failing the availability of Italian comfort 
food, a slab of pate and a plate of beef 
bourgignon are my next choices as a curative 
for Seattle-like weather. Violette (3098 
Briarcliff Rd. 633-3323) is the obvious choice 
when that siren sounds. 

At least it was until last week, when the 
temperature dropped, the skies turned ashen 
and, after a meal at Violette, my tongue felt 
like I'd taken a trip to the salt mines. 

Violette is the sort of idiosyncratic place 
that is easy to love. It's located in a former 
(small) bank office. The floors are tile, ceil- 
ings low, the tables crowded and the decor 
either funny or distressing depending on the 
bent of your aesthetic sensibilities. Menu of- 
ferings are very basic bistro, servings are large, 
prices moderate, the music World War n vin- 
tage. 

What more could a body want? 
On numerous previous visits, my answer 

would have been, "not much." This time my 
reply would have to be "a little more finesse 
and a lot less sodium." 

The soup d'jour, a creamy but thin tomato 
bisque, could hardly have been better. The 
balance of tomato and cream is near perfect. 
Carrots add sweetness to balance the toma- 
toes' acidity. Yes, it's too salty, but who cares? 

And a sampler plate of salads garnished 
with a slab of coarse country pate is pretty 
wonderful too. The pasta mixture spiked with 
tarragon is especially noteworthy; shredded 
carrots doused with vinegar are almost as fine. 
Red cabbage slaw and light potato salad are 
balanced and totally enjoyable. Cous cous is 
spiked with nuts and raisins—yum. The pate 
is a mite greasy, but then it's supposed to be, 
isn't it? 

On previous visits a huge green salad with 
walnuts, bacon, mozzarella and thinly sliced 
onions added was equally wonderful. Either 
salad with a bowl of soup would make a won- 
derful meal. 

Unfortunately this night, the entrees can't 
keep up with the appetizers. 

The beef part of beef Burgundy is tender 
and moderately well flavored, but the accom- 
panying sauce is thin and tastes of little except 
salt, salt and beef base. It's almost as if some- 
one neglected to add the wine. 

Ditto equally tender chunks of pork in a 
creamy peppercorn and brandy sauce. The meat 
is tender and moist, not overdone with flavor, 
but tasty. The light sauce is not unpleasant, 
but there is little bite from either peppercorns 
or booze. It's a more honest take than the 
ersatz au poivre that they serve at Mick's, but 
a far too pale version when compared to the 
real thing. 

Veggies and rice come plated with en- 
trees. The former, though again saturated in 
salt, are crisp, well cooked and nicely pre- 
sented. The rice is dry and flavorless, not un- 
like what you'd expect at the Holiday Inn in 
Unadilla. 

But probably the most disappointing thing 
about Violette on this trip is the prepackaged 
commercial feel of both the food and service. 
One cannot, of course, expect Ciboulette at 
these prices ($15 for 2 1/2 courses without 
wine), but it doesn't seem unreasonable to 
expect more soul than you'd get at Houlihan's. 
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Now accepting holiday reservations 
2s 4 

MARRA'S 
seafood grill 

1782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta 
OPEN 7 DAYS. 874-7347 

Take a lunch 
vacation... 

...you can 
almost hear 
the waves 

2625 Piedmont Rd. 
Buckhead Crossing 6301 Roswell Rd. 
Near Cub Foods Sandy Spngs. Plaza 

364-0212 255-5434 
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Feast for 
Life 

A Project Open Hand 
Benefit 

November 9 

T-Th 6-10, F-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9 
Free parking 

471 North Highland     523-9121 

COMING      IN      NOVEMBER 
, . Lottes • Whole Bean, 

A  European  Coffee  Cafe 
Monroe Drive at 10th Street • Next to Blockbuster • 724-0204 
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VALUE   &   SOMETHING   EXTRA 

All Bedroom 
Furniture 

10% to 30% Off 
OF        SUGGESTED        RETAIL        PRICE 

3§ HOUSE OF 
DENMARK 

Quality Home and Office Furnishings 

449-5740 
6248 Dawson Blvd. Norcross Ga 30093 
Store Hours: 

Mon-Thur, 1C-8, Fri.Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-6 

1-85 
NORTH Jimmy Carter Boulevard 

SHOWROOM 
HOUSE OF 
DENMARK 

Atlanta 

This Weekend Only 

Louise L. Hay • Dr. Wayne Dyer 
You Can Heal 
Your Life 

Quantum 
Healing 

M m 
1    nt mil . .. i m 

m ■P 

Your Erroneous 
Zones 

A Reason 
to Live 

Dr. Deepak Chopra • Melody Beattie 

Special Appearance by: Swami Beyondananda 

Moderators: Rev. Barbara King & Rev. Kennedy Shultz 

Vocalist: Debbie Voltura   •   Pianist: Randall Leonard 

SATURDAY 
NOVEMBER 20, 1993 

OofYi-opm 

ATLANTA CIVIC CENTER 
>r ticket info call Hay House, Inc.,   1 -800-654- 

5126 or Ticketmaster 404-249-6400. 

BACKSTREET 
THE LIFESTYLE 
CLUB THINK YOU D 

and 

-VE A LITTLE 

TLC 

YOU can belong to 
TLC for only $5.00 a 
month and receive 
discounts from these fine 
businesses: 
Accelerated Chiropractic, 
Advanced Media Graphics, 
Alliance Theatre, Ansley Beach, 
Art By Design, At Home Fitness, 
Blooming Cookies and Flowers, 
Boot Camp, Capital City Cleaners, 
Copy Express, Crab House, Dig-It, 
Etc. Magazine, Exotic Floral Designs, 
Framing By Design, Gallus Restaurant 
Hamilton Flowers, Jules Jewels, MalePak, 
Mohawk Leathers, Mortgage Experts, 
Originals By Lynda Wiggins, Pendleton 
Jewelers, Steel Daisy, The Boy Next Door, 
Vickerys—Other Members: Backstreet, 
Burkhart's, GAPAC, Jerusalem House, Metro, 
Project Open Hand 

TLC Membership Party 
at BACKSTREET 

Fri., Nov 5th, 9-11 p.m. 
L     T FREE BUFFET 

T FREE ADMISSION TO 
BACKSTREET and CHARLIE 

BROWN'S CABARET 
TLC: 
T   Unites Lesbian, Gay and 

Gay-Friendly businesses as a buying 
and political power 

T   Provides income to local AIDS 
Service Agencies 
T   Provides income to local 

Human Rights Groups 
T    Keeps the Gay Dollar 

within the Community 
T    Provides discount 

shopping to members 

845 Peachtree St/ • Since 1975 • 404 873-1 
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j86 • Open 24 Hours 
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ord Of (Bad) Mouth: Word on the street is that folks 
are organizing a boycott of a very popular Atlanta busi- 
ness because said business refused to participate in a 
recent AIDS fundraiser. Charges of homophobia and 

AIDS-phobia are being traded with counterclaims of attempted 
coercion and (near) blackmail. Unfortunately, the folks who are 
privy to the facts are not willing to go on the record, so we are 
uncomfortable with naming names. That's a shame, because if 
the charges are true, queers in Atlanta are spending mucho dinero 
where theie money is welcome but little else about them is 
valued. 

Switched at Birth?: We are indebted to a creative reader out 
Buckhead way for providing us with an image that, at first 
glance, we thought it was the late Mickey Day. But then we 
realized that it was naught but a skillfully altered image of Jerry 
Falwell (from our Oct. 7 cover), who had been provided with a 
fake eyelashes, lip color, nails, a coiffure and a snazzy earring. 
Mr. F., we think, looks far more comfortable in his skin as a 
woman that he does when he dons preacher drag. Then again, 
maybe it's possible that Jerry and Mickey were the same person 
all along and that accounts of the late Ms. Day's death were just a 
smokescreen to allow Jerry to quit performing. 

Slightly Skewed: Word is hot on the street about a new study 
that purports to prove that gay men are more attractive (beautiful, 
cute, pretty, handsome—take your choice) than straight men. The 
study had panels of judges look at photos of straight (young) men 
and (young) men who had gender identity disorders. The panel 
agreed strongly that the GID guys were more attractive. Sounds 
cool, but the problem is that gender identity disorder and gay are 
two different things. Gay men like men. Folks with gender iden- 
tity disorder tend to feel like they were bom with the wrong parts. 
One-third grow up to be straight. Sorry guys. Great premise, but 
bad science. 

Sad Story: Kathy Mattea (who performed at last year's AIDS 
walk here in Atlanta and was chair of a similar event recently in 
Nashville) reports that her former boyfriend has died of the 

THERE'S IIEINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH AND MING TRASH 

Dish thinks the Lavender Menace's blast at Betty Friedan 
was misplaced. 

disease. She didn't give the man's full name, referring to him 
only as "Michael from Los Angeles." 

Retrovism?: Dish wants to give an A for creativity (and an F 
for timeliness and sensitivity) to a group of (all male) activists 

who protested feminist author Betty Friedan's recent reading at 
Oxford Books. Seems said band of guys (calling themselves the 
"Lavender Menace" and wearing T-shirts bearing those words) 
were angry because Friedan used that term years ago to describe 
worries about lesbians in the women's movement Now Dish 
likes creativity, and we don't think we see near enough of from 
queers in public places. And Ms. Friedan may actually have had 
some problems with homophobia those many years ago. But her 
new book, "The Fountain of Age" is a wise and powerful tome 
that denigrates no one, especially lesbians, whose relationships 
are lovingly and sensitively portrayed in the book. Ms. Friedan, 
may have once been a valid target for protest. But in a town rife 
with the likes of Billy McKinney, Sean Hannity and Gordon 
Wysong, it seems the effort expended to criticize her past might 
have been put to better use challenging some real enemies. 

Fag Wabbit?: The magazine "Wild Cartoon Kingdom" opines 
that Bugs Bunny may be a homo. We quote, "As a chronic cross- 
dresser and female impersonator, Bugs hasn't exacUy been hid- 
ing in the closet. In the past the effeminate bunny has posed as 
female rabbits, humans and even Tazmanian devils. He once 
even transformed into a female Bugs after downing a magic 
pill." More important, they point out, Bugs and Elmer Fudd have 
had an openly romantic thing for years now. 

Cards & AIDS: Whilst we're on comics, a reader informs us 
that the AIDS Trading Cards that we mentioned a couple of 
weeks ago are available at several local comic outlets. This 
particular woman (and she's a lot of woman) found 'em at 
Oxford JJ out Buckhead way and says they are well worth the 
$1.25 or so asking price. 

New 'Zine: Good news for gay/lesbian Vietnamese—surely 
there are a bunch in the Southeast. There is a new magazine for 
queer folks from that part of the world being published in Cali- 
fornia. The quarterly "Doi Dien" contains fiction, poetry, per- 
sonal accounts and photos. The publication is bilingual and you 
can order one copy ($6) or a year's worth ($20) from Doi Dien, 
P.O. Box 730305, San Jose, CA 95173. 

NOVEMBER 4 - NOVEMBER 10, 1993 
Mercury is in retrograde through Nov. 13, so be sure all your 
communications are clear, simple and to the point and mail 
everything early. Avoid confusion in your own mind by being 
clear about your own priorities, and keep your feet on the ground. 

ARIES, now you can really focus on your career, as Uranus and 
Neptune move forward in your 10th youse. However, don't take 
on more than you can realistically accomplish and remember to 
take good care of your body. Even Superman had to eat. TAURUS, 
worrying to death about something is definitely not the same as 
being practical. Worry is non-productive and damaging to the 
spirit, so do your best to give it up. You can accomplish much 
more by looking for creative solutions to any problems. GEMINI, 
remember home is where the heart is, so follow your heart and 
you will always feel at home. You can depend on the kindness of 
strangers, so take a little risk and live your dream. Later in life, 
you can write a best seller about your adventures. 
CANCER, you will find life much smoother the more you are able 
to integrate your wonderful, practical style of creativity into 
everything you do. Amaze your friends and co-workers with 
unique solutions to problems that everyone thinks are necessary. 

T  A SIB 

LEO, how is life in the fast lane? With Mercury retrograde in your 
fourth house of home and family relationships, be sure you are 
communicating with your significant other and/or the folks you 
live with. Not a good time for visitors. Wait a week or so. VIRGO, 
if you are spending any time worrying about that which you 
cannot control, then you are wasting precious time and energy. 
Put your efforts into creative solutions to any problem or difficult 
situation that crosses your path. You'll be amazed. 
LIBRA, say goodbye to Jupiter as it heads out of your first house 
and into your second house of material resources and personal 
income. Jupiter energy is very expansive, so be careful about 
spending and put lots of thought into ways of creating income. 
Happy birthday, SCORPIO. With Mercury retrograde in your first 
house, you can expect the unexpected for about two weeks. Plan 
ahead, but don't be surprised if you have to make last minute 

changes. Do a few spontaneous fun things this week. SAGIT- 
TARIUS, the 12th house is your gateway to the wonderful world 
of the collective unconscious, and it is very active right how, 
possibly bringing old memories (past lives or otherwise) to the 
surface. So, you may need extra quiet time. 
CAPRICORN, some days life on the planet just looks like one giant 
soap opera. But, there is hope as we all gain clarity about our own 
personal needs and visions. Be patient with yourself and others, 
as we are all adjusting. AQUARIUS, Saturn is now moving for- 
ward through your first house, so you can move forward on any 
personal projects that seem to have been sitting on the back 
burner. Make haste slowly, especially at work, and you will have 
wonderful results. PISCES, you are definitely in a learning cycle 
right now, and you could benefit from a seminar or a trip to 
someplace new and exciting. Stay within your budget, don't buy 
now and plan to pay later. You may have some unexpected 
expenses, but don't worry. 

Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes 
in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as 

crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505) 
982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation. 
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Financial 
Alternatives For 
Your Lifestyle. 

An American Express company 

) 1993 IDS Financial Corporation. 

You deserve advice that's right for you. 
At IDS we realize that one-size-fits-all 
financial planning won't have the 
answers you are looking for. That's why 
we've developed financial planning that 
covers a wide variety of life situations. 
Sit down with someone who can address 
your unique needs. Call today for a free 
consultation. 
IDS Financial Services Inc. 
Margaret M. Graff 
Personal Financial Planner 
396-7840 
Suite 150. 1200 Ashwood Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30338 

JOHN C. GUSTIN, M.D. 
General Psychiatry 

Serving the Bisexual, 
Gay & Lesbian Community 

427 Moreland Ave. NE, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30307 
  681-9823 

WE BUILD FAMILIES. 
GET THE FACTS ABOUT ADOPTION. 

We have operations on ( 
4 continents, in 10 countries 
including the United States.    1 

FAMILY PARTNERS 
WORLD WIDE, INC. 
^ 872-6787 
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City  State Zip_ 

Amount Enclosed $ 

J $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery) 

J $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery) 

□ PWA-Free 

Make checks payable to Southern Voice. 
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
AIDS Organizations 

TAEXC PWDE K 011OLTOI 

AID Atlanta— 872-0600 
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277, Atlanta, 

30337,762-6002 
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991 
AIDS InfoLine-876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728 
AIDS Legal Project-688-5433 
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246 
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317 
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797 
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400, #76 
Atlanta Buyers Club—874-4845, or POB 77003, Atl, 30357 
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network—874-8686 
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177 
Childkind—936-9655 
Common Ground—874-6425 
First MCC AIDS Ministry—3254143 
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728 
Good Samaritan Project—8734589 
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce de 

Leon Ave, Atl. 30308, (404) 616-2440 
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105 
National Assn of People With AIDS/Atlanta— 874-7926 
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386 
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922 
People's United Pet Support—370-0178 
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS 
Positive Impact—885-9040 
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954 
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620 

Arts/Entertainment/Culture 
Atlanta Diversity Chorale—607-1146 
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—438-5823 
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357 
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atlanta 30357, 

876-1060 
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135 
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275 
Gay & Lesbian Marching Band—872-9763 
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—609-9590 
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609 

Bars 
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280 
Babylon—Piedmont Grove, 10th & Monroe. 
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986 
Bellissima—688 Spring Street. 
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786 
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895 
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655 
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025 
Burkharfs—Ansley Square. 8724403 
Club Fetish-<Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178 
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477 
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 8734655 
Crown Club—2050 Cheshire Br. 636-5470 
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE 
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 8734052 
Gallus Bar & Restaurant^»9 6th St. 892-8983 
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355 
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061 
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125 
The Metro—48 6th Street, 874-9869 
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247 
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478 
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238 
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 659-4055 
Peppers by Frank Powell—980 Piedmont Ave. NE 8724000 
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871 
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455 
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957 
The Model-T—Ford Factory Square. 872-2209 
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712 

Direct Action/Political 
ACLU of Georgia—523-5398 
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201 
ACT UP-874- 6782(0) 
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lcsbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus— 

368-7137 
Catalyst—(404)776-1478 
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066, 256-8690 
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—P.O. Box 14531, Atlanta 30324, voice 

mail 908-5369 
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477 
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian Task 

Force—524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, Atl. 30312 
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —(404) 662- 

4199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307 
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee— 

872-8095, FAX 874-8628 
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 231-5751 
LEGAL—605-7476 
Lesbian Avengers—621-5016 
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926 
National Organization for Women, Gay & lesbian Rights Task 

Force—636-7435 
Neighbors Network—257-5550 
Queer Nation—605-7396 
Republicans for Individual Freedoms-- PO 13162, Atlanta, GA 

30324,239-1679 
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail) 
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP 

National 
Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14th St. NW, Suite 607, 

Washington, D.C. 20005, (202) 6284160 
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway, 12th floor. New York, 

NY 10012, (212) 995-8585 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street, NW, 

Washington, D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483 
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, 

Houston, TX 77098 
Stonewall 25/Intemat'l March—662-6753 

Professional 
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347 
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114 
Fourth Tuesday—6624353 
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397, 

Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397 
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)— 231-2251 
HomeGirls—622-0105 
LEAGUE. Inc. (Employees of AT&T)-404/872-2359 
Nat'l Gay Pilots Assoc.—PO Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038- 

7542, (703) 660-3852 
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429 
Nat'l Federaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315 
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna) 

Spiritual 
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154 
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—876-0631 
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350 
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467 
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126 
First Existentialist Congregation of Atanta—378-5570 
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—3254143 
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340 
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page) 
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224 
Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—627-6221; 575 

Boulevard SE 
Hosanna African Unity Life Center- -872-9055 
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183 
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109 
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284 
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830 
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242 

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies 
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699 
Atlanta Venture Sports—2424899 
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME 
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007 
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail) 
Hotlanla Soccer—876-7372 
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, Atl. 30324,8734061 
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062 
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355 
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—932-5236 
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest, GA 30535 
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, Atl, 30357.760-8126 
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308 
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418 
Women's Rugby-659-6916 or 761-8939 
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, 

Atlanta 30339 
Underwater Escapes—289-0696 

Service/Support/Social 
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770 
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance 

—239-8184 (voice mail) 
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718 
American Educational Gender Info Service 

—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve) 
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090 
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604 
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355 
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455 
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372 
Atlanta Gender Exploration—875-9846 
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—POB 15180, Atlanta 30333. 

662-9010 
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533 
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502. Atlanta 30307, phone 

378-9769 
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—8434492 
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016 
BiAtlanta—256-8992 
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413 
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT 
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109 
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657 
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324 
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979 
First Women—G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, Atl. 30339, 

612-9473. 
Friends Atlanta—6624501 
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—342-6451 
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661 
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—6234099 
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City 

Council—330-6504 
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Atl. 30319. (404) 621-5710 
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085 
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lwrnc'ville 30246, 871-GAYS 
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520 
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875 
KO-Existance—875-8936 
John Howell Park Project—876-0105 
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262 
Latinos En Acci6n—621-5743 
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—325-4909 
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897 
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387 
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-908-1704 
Lesbians Over 50— 850-1005 
Lesbians With Children—740-1729 
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307 
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians 

—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436 
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)- -892-5868 
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 

875-9440 
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga— 

(615)875-5750,(615)622-3813 
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)—2944377 
Prime Timers—POB 29487, Atlanta 30359 
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396 
Real Gay World BBS-^t04-266-0856 
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048 
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456 
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur, GA 30031; 

239-8018 
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206 
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421 
Women of Wisdom—289-8819 
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137 
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372 
Zami—908-3356 

Students/Alumni 
Agnes Scon Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur 30030; 

373-1632 
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College 

—706-834-3569 
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692 
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 

423-6246 
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta, 

Atlanta 30332 
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684 
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—POB 2438 

Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368 
S.E. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307 
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479 
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CECILY  WALKER 

Age: 25 

How long in Atlanta: Native 

Relationship Status: "Terminally 
dateless" 

Last Book Read: "Tell Me How 
Long the Train's Been Gone" by 
James Baldwin 

Pet Peeve: People who 
are culturally unaware 

Atlanta's largest college radio station, WRAS 
88.5, has long been known for its diversity in 
programming and staff by students at Georgia 
State University. The station's current general 
manager, Cecily Walker, is certainly a reflection 
of Georgia State's policy of embracing indi- 
viduality within its various media. Cecily is the 
kind of person who could let anyone know she's 
an out lesbian—but then the person just realized 
they have had the pants charmed off of them. 

Currently tying up some loose ends before 
earning her degree in journalism in December, 
Walker says part of her would like to remain in 
the field in which she started just over two years 
ago at WRAS. 

"When I meet people who are not just in 
radio but who are in the music industry as a 
whole, and when I meet gays and lesbians in the 
industry and see how closeted they are, it kind of 
scares me. It sort of puts me off wanting to go 
into this business. I wouldn't want to have to go 
back into the closet." 

Being closeted is.not something to which 
Walker would ever again adapt herself. While 
she is an avowed letter-writer ("Write letters 
like nobody's business"), she is not currently 
involved in any of the political activist groups in 
the way she was for about two years. 

"I think almost all of us go through this 
'angry queer' mode. Certain groups I felt only 
wanted me because I was a black lesbian. [In] 
certain groups, it was like 'You're a woman and 
you shouldn't do this or you shouldn't do that' 
so I kind of got burnt out on it and rededicated 
myself to school." 

One of her best experiences this year was 
attending the March On Washington in a school 
van. "Being there with all of those people, the 
300,000 number not withstanding, is something 
I don't think I'll ever feel again. It was my first 
time going, and it just didn't compare to the 
Pride marches here. Just going up there and 
making my own personal history was the best 
thing that happened this year." 

Does being so visibly out ever cause prob- 
lems with her work? Not according to her. "Our 
advisor and the current administration have all 
been very supportive. When I wrote an ad in the 
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school newspaper about going to the March On 
Washington, I did it for WRAS, and we were the 
only local radio station to send a news team up 
there. They are really supportive of me and it's 
like, 'You go girl' because what I do as Cecily 
Walker—and as long as I don't sign my name as 
Cecily Walker, general manager, WRAS—is 
fine. I'm not speaking for the radio station, I'm 
speaking for me." 

So, what now after graduation? Walker 
would like to go back and get a degree in Afri- 
can-American studies. She sees herself remain- 
ing in radio long enough to make the money to 
go graduate school and then get her Ph.D. and 
maybe end up in academia somewhere. The 
people who inspire her the most are reflective of 
the type of person she says she would like to 
become. 

"There are two professors at Georgia State 
who are sort of my personal heroes. They are 
black women in academia and you just don't 
[find] that much." 

You can usually catch Walker on the air at 
various times throughout the week playing that 
"alternative" music. The alternative music scene 
recently seems to be at the forefront of produc- 
ing queer bands. Is the music coming into the 
station becoming more queer? "Well, we've 
always played k.d. lang and Erasure. I guess 
I've seen some of the artists who in recent months 
have come out and said they're bisexual or what- 
ever. What's really interesting that's happening 
in the music industry isn't so much people com- 
ing out and saying that they are gay but [that] 
people like one of the biggest alternative bands 
around, Nirvana. Kurt Cobain, the lead singer, 
who may say he's bisexual or gay in spirit or 
whatever, he says 'If you are a gay basher, or if 
you hate people of color, or if you hate women, 
do us a favor and don't come to our shows.' 
That's what I'm seeing more of, though, is people 
saying 'I'm gay positive and if you're a bigot, 
we don't want your money.'" 

JOE  BIRDS0NG 
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Financing Available 

FULL TIME SERVICE DEPARTMENT MON-SAT 

Scott Grove 938-0557 

Slides, Overheads & Posters 
From Your Mac or PC 

♦ Free Tip Sheets 

♦ 24 Hour Modem 

♦ Logo Scanning 

♦ Creative Services 

Next to Perimeter Mall 
Atlanta's Original Since 1985 

^vce * *oa 

396-2189 

wm ™ \ami mm 

iffT-niwi 

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A 
CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN 

ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS! 

21 ao Peachtree Road, NW • Brook wood Square      -*»v 
Suite 325 • Atlanta, Georgia  30309 

7    [404]   26-CONDO   Fax: [404]   355   5341   SWffi 

Pop quiz 
in lesbian and 
gay studies. 

Kennesaw Stale College 
Georgia State University 

Georgia Tech 
University of Georgia 

West Georgia College 
i wKCBunwiaircn Georgia Southern University 

Find Southern Voice at school. 

TIME RIDERS 
PLAN YOUR FUTURE TODAY 

T.S. AVERETTE 

ASTROLOGER 
873-2440 
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c ACCOUNTING 

Daniel Ross, CPA 
and Masters Degree in Taxation 

• Individual & Business Tax Preparation • Investment-Property Advice 

& Planning • Monthly Accounting & 

• IRS Representation-Failure to Bookkeeping 

File-Levies & Liens • Over 8 Years. Public Accounting 

• Tax Free Real Estate Exchanges Experience 

607-7363 

A good accounting system is essential 
for business success. 

financial l/ynamit\p 

:> c ATTORNEY 3 
c \ 

Anne H. Orr, Attorney at Law, P.C. 
Emory Law School • 10 years experience 

Wills • Durable Power of Attorney • Trusts 
Commitment Covenants • Incorporations 

Call for free consultation 
876-2215 

AUTOMOTIVE ) 

Accounting tV. ttitsiness Adv 

Hazel Bellinger 

liiiiiBiiiiiil 

Make 
Taxes 

Taxing. 
Experienced 

professional accountant 
lightens the load. 

Tax preparation for 
individuals and business. 

BRODIE 

636-8800 

10% 
of Southern Voice 
readers go movies 
4 times a month. 

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC. 
IS "FAMILY" 

Quality is 
our specialty! 

FULL Service & Repair 

ALL Models ... 
Foreign & Domestic 

(404) 371-9912 
1618DeKalbAve. 

(Little 5 Points) LAZER'AGE 
r/WTNBSMPUUSHNS 

WE KNOW YOUR TYPE! 
Commitment Ceremony Invitations 

Brochures • Newsletters 
Resumes • 24-hour Business Cards 
Fine Stationery • Carbonless Forms 
Social Invitations • Rubber Stamps 

Your one-stop full service printer] 

(404) 377-8899 

TAX      flt     ACCOUNTING 

404-414-1188 

f CHIROPRACTOR 

HflSPHARR SPORTS & FAMILY 
ICHIROPRACTIC, INC, 
" "Complete Chiropractic Care" 

• Neck & Back Pain Relief    • Auto Accidents 
• Pinched Nerves • Sports Performance 
• Stress Relief • Most Insurance Accepted 
321 Pharr Road, N.E., Suite H • Atlanta, GA 30305 

(404) 233-6755 

ATTORNEY I 

WARREN L. CASADAY 
Attorney at Law 

Wills • Trusts • Durable Power of Attorney • 
• Real Estate • Incorporation • 

• HTV and Employment Discrimination • 
• Other Civil Matters • 

My legal fees are reasonable. 
Call for a free consultation. 

875-6960 

Best Roof Expert 
From New Roofs 

to Old Roofs 
100% Guarantee 

TRADE MASTER 
CONSTRUCTION 

,     478-5561      , 

C"~CMNLNG   ) 

MAID 
IN THE 

USA 
Reasonable & Reliable 

873-6144 
839-6891 (pager) 

(   CQTOMTOR 
C.J. Clark 

Dependable 
Remodeling 

Specializing in 
Quality Work 

HOME IMPROVEMENT 

622-4922 

AMERICAN 
IRMODEIIW 

MDUm All OF YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENT NEDS 
Additions, Decks, Doors, doss Rooms, 
Roofing, Screened Enclosures, Siding, 
Trim Si Overhangs, Windows 

CALL NOW FOR A FREE DESIGN & ESTIMATE 

416-0211 
MENTION THIS AD FOR 10 % OFF 

I   1 HOME IMPROVEMENT D 

J 

Home Additions 
&Remodeling 

Emmett Construction 
371-0398 

gene cloud 

Free Estimates Licensed/Insured 

Odd Jobs: 
• Painting 
• Cleaning 
• Yardwork 
• Pressure washing 

Voice/TTY 
's Productions 373-6673 

i ATTORNEY 

Schildmeyer, Mackinson & Katz 
Attorneys at Law 

Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community 
for 12 years. 

Mediation 
Bankruptcy 

l i CONTRACTOR 

Wills & Estates 
D.U.I. 

Divorce & Family Law 
Criminal Defense 

Voice/TDD 

371-1255 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE 
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS? 

The difference is one woman with 21 years 
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of 
Hallam Construction Services, Inc. 

Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair, honest, 
and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call 
Rosie personally at 325-5771. 

We have the best references in the community. 
Let Rosie help you with your design and 
renovation...big or small. 4/ . 

325-5771 ^^^, 

I c HOME SERVICES D 

THE CHORE STORE 

Your one-call resource for all home repair, 
remodeling, decorating, general upkeep and 

personal convenience services. Qualified. 
Guaranteed. Competitive. Visa/MasterCard. 

215-9811 

MM************** 



Holiday Blues 
Anger, Anxiety, Depression, 

Stress, Fears, Phobias 

FayeReneau, B.A..C.H.T. 
Since 1981 
Call Now 
371-1031 

Find what 
you need in 

THE 
DIRECTORY 

INSURANCE 

DAN R. EASTON 
Financial Service Specialist 

• Insurance • Financial Consulting 
• Estate Planning • Investments • IRA's 

1925 Century Blvd, Ste #4, Atlanta, Georgia 30345 
 Phone: (404) 315-8898 

Learn To Fly 
1st Lesson $59^ 

. Brad Leach 

415-7424 
leave message 

68% 
of Southern Voice 
readers live in the 

central city. 

c MASSAGE 

(Brian 9{. (Dinerman 
CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST 

Therapeutic Massage: 
• Stress Management 

• Relaxation 
• Emotional Release Work 

Massage relieves stress through relaxation. 
You increase blood circulation, 

which helps reduce fluid retention, 
creates a positive outlook on life and 

can increase your energy level. 

875-1389 
By Appointment 

726-1527 
Digital Beeper 

355-8894 

Shirley Anne Chancey, Ed.S. 
Licensed Professional Counselor 

Groups for Adult Survivors 
Individual & Couples Psychotherapy 

Consultation/Supervision for Therapists 
on PTSD/Dissociation/Trauma 

|  (PSYCHOTHERAPIST^)    (PSYCHOTHERAPIST) 

Susan J. Geddes, M.Ed. 
Counselor 

• Individual 
• Couples 

> Gay & Lesbian Issues 
Abuse Survivor Issues 

v 679-2645 j 

Rev. Allyson K. Day 
National Certified Addiction Counselor 

Addiction • Intervention 
Stage II Recovery 

Meditation Classes 
Sept., Oct., Nov. 

237-7130 

A SNAPPY 
GIFT OF 

PERSONALIZED 
NEON TELLS THAT 
SOMEONE SPECIAL 

HOW YOU FEEL 
oooo 

SAVE 10% IF YOU 
ORDER BEFORE 
NOVEMBER 15. 

QUICK SIBNStm 

We are Your Business 

Phone 874-3301 • FAX 874-3206 
1849 Cheshire Bridge Road 

Across from McDonald's and Las Margaritas 

mm)  (mmmw^f) r 

rvi ,\<: i><> IN /\ 1.1> 

M.   S.   W. C.   A.   C. 

Traditional/Experiential 

Survivors of Abuse 

Addictive Diseases 
Birth Regression 
Inner Child/Imagery 

541 Edgewood Avenue S.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia     30312 

404. 524. 5005 

Janice Canon, LCSW ' 

Individual, Couples, & 
Group Therapy 

Locations In Stone 
Mountain, Atlanta, & Duluth 

299-2813 

^iDVANlAGE 
SIGN MART 

. A Sign of Intelligence! 

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS 
Banners • Magnetics • 3-D Letters • Typesetting 
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering 

325-5302 FAX 325-9917 
2064 Brlarcllff Rd. #103   •  Atlanta, GA  •   30329 

(PSYCHOTHERAPiSfi I      TRAVEL: ii w 

~j (mmmmMM) 
Stella Eller,M.E)..M.A. 

Counseling 
• Recovery issues 
•Abuse survivors 

• 12 step focus 

874-2373 
sliding scale 

Julia Strong, MSW 

Individual & Couples 
Psychotherapy 

458-6886 

Say you 
saw it in 

SOUTHERN 
VOICE 

TLXCE 
A 9(p%cB{Q'EO%QIA 

fireplace, decfi 

and waterfall. 

'Beautifidly furnished. 

(404) 297-3825 

GETAWAYS... 

A. RSVP CRUISES 
B. OLIVIA CRUISES 
C. TRIPS HOME 

TO MOM 
D. ALL OF THE 

ABOVE 

sm 

% $1 

Fresh Air Inc 
Heating and Air Conditioning 

• Fall Heating Inspection 
Now $39.95 (most systems) 

10% of total bill donated to AID Atlanta thru Dec. 31, 1993 

V 423-0514  

872-8747 
USA - TRIP 

*     TRIPS 
UNLIMITED 

1004 VIRGINIA AVE.NE 
ATLANTA 30306 

(      TRAVEL   ~) 
, N 

A Campgro Jnd for Womyn 

P.O. Box 762 
Simpsonville, SC 29681 

803-862-7833 

fe:;M0MSlllli   C~-~M0VER$~~^ SERVICES     )    C     SERVICES     )  § VETERINARIAN D 
MOVING!!! 

AS LOW AS 
$70-°° 

Packing Available 
FAST SERVICE 
352-1189 

JAMES 

Stage Movers PCSolutions 
257-1038 

Setting New Standards - Database Applications 

For Bids - Spreadsheet Models 
- Instruction 

Call Ike - Installation 

3738510 - Cleaning 
- Upgrades 

Lic.# 115083        J ^    call Alex Isackson 

VIDEO 
DUPLICATION 
Carol Brown Assoc/Video 

Convenient Buckhead Location 

237-3940 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 

s 

Pet's Best Friend 
Petsitting Service 

404-634-0292 W^ 

Licensed, Bonded 
and Insured 

Serving 
Intown Atlanta 

In-home 
Care, etc. 

Tell 'em you saw it here, 
In Southern Voice. 

Think of me as your o^^r family doctor. 
You care about your pets like members of your family. I'm Dr. 
Spencer Newman, DVM. My special training and gentle treatment 
methods can help you keep your pets at their healthiest. For your 
special appointment, call my friendly staff at (404) 237-0316. 

Caring treatment for your cats, dogs, birds, or exotic pets. 
• GUARANTEED vaccinations • Spay, neuter & declawing 

> Acupuncture for arthritis relief « Early AM drop-offs • Payment plans 
• 24-hour emergency services • Boarding & Bathing 

^1 

1st time patients bring this ad for a free 
^4# bag of dog or cat food. 

LENOX PET HOSPITAL AND BIRD CLINIC 
2425 COLONIAL DR., N.E., ATLANTA 
Call today: (404) 237-0316 

Emergencies: (404) 252-7881 

LM [3£i ITT71 
Dr. M. Spencer Newman, BS, MS. DVM. CA; 
Member: IVAS, AVMA, GAVS, DVMA, AAV, 
AAFP, AVDS, ARAP; Author & Lecturer 
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CALL 

Diana Refsland 
874-4443 

Mary Beth Wallace 
873.4788 

Intown Specialists for 
Homes & Investment 

Properties 

ANSLEY PARK 
Luxury highrise condos 

FOR LEASE 
1BR/1BA $900Ano 

2BR/2.5BA Tnhme $1200Ano 
2BR/2BA Rat $1300/mo 

FOURTEEN WEST 
REALTORS: 

874-6357 

Go with the 
Winning 
Team! 

DIXIE CARD   SALLYE PARSONS 
^W 377-1166 848-(XX)l 

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123 

P remier 
PROPERTY SERVICES 

• Property Management 
• Leasing 
• Maintenance 
• Residential/Commercial 

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate. 
(404) 607-RENT 

LOUIS S, OKONIEWSKI 
^finest professional service 
t/ assertive, friendly, honest 
• bottom line.. RESULTS 

HOME 875-1990 
OFFICE 728-8800 
24 HR. 333-7505 

RE/MAX INTOWN 
Each office independently owned and operated. 

Paula Needle, GRI 
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta 

Residential Real 
Estate Services 

Office: 321-3123 
Fax: 321-0051 

2205 LaVista Rd. 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

COLDIUeLL 
BANKeRQ If You're Not 

Dealing With 

SMITH 
You're only getting 
'A the attention 
you deserve! 

I No Fee Townhome 
2BR/2.5BA roommate plan 
townhome in quiet, 
convenient community. Just 
enough yard for you and 
your pets to play with. FHA 
financing is OK. $64,500. 

LEE SMITH 
Associate Broker, GRI 
(office phone) 874-2262 
(24 hr. phone) 362-1865 
(residence) 876-1459 

EXPERIENCED. 

DEPENDABLE. 

EFFECTIVE. 

3 

STEVE BLAND 
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS 

847-0808 
Each office is independently owned and operated 

CHRIS 
CARROLL 
RE/MAX metro atlanta 

The perfect home meets 
your budget, personal 
taste and lifestyle. Call me 
to help you find it. 

BROWNWOOD PK 
Neat frame house has wel- 
coming Iv rm w/fplc, redone 
BA and Ig deck. Only $59,000! 
Call Shea, 933-4710. 

LAKE CLAIRE DUPLEX 
Perfect for student rental or 
owner-occupant, convenient... 
10 minutes from Emory or 
GSU! $125,000 

321-3123 
933-4707 

Daniel Ross 
Proudly Presents: 

Renovator's Delight in 
Sherwood Forest. Wooded lot 
with in-ground pool on Robin 

Hood Rd. S210,000 

R.S. Owen & Company 

REALTORS* 
607-7363 

Chuck Daily 
WMW: 

of Buckhead 
(O) 233-4633 
(H) 873-9999 

>JM 

Serving our 
community 
for over 
ten years. 

JIM HILLIARD 
RE/MAX in TOWN 

622-2127/728-8800 
Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$125,000 range. 

From uptown to 
downtown... 
I've got you covered! 

Quality homes for any 
price range. 

ANDYPHILHOWER 
Re/Max of Buckhead 
 233-4633 

GRANT PARK 
3 bedrooms,2 

fabulous baths, 
gleaming pine 
floors, foyer, 

central hall, new 
roof, paint!! 

. Picture perfect! 
"(404) 708-6867 

CHARLENE COTHRAN 
SELLS 
INTOWN 
ATLANTA 

MORTGAGE SHOPPING? 
Call JEFFREY HALEY 

Lowest Rates 
FHA & VA Loans 
No Income Verification 

' Cash Out Refinances 
2nd Mortgages 

Exceptional Service 
IMERICAN 

• Fixed & Adjustable 
• Condo & Investor 
• Commercial Loans 
• Rehab Money 
• Jumbo Loans 

Variety & Convenience 

c M 
FINANCIAL 

ORTGAGE, CORP. 

JEFFREY HALEY 
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager Office: 

404-726-1666 404-394-1264 ex. 134 

Mary Swinford, President 
Arkie Clark • Joy L. Self 

GA Residential 
Mortgage Licensee 

Refinance Now 
• • • 

Rates Great 
• A Wide Spectrum of 

Mortgage Products 
• Competitive Rates 
• Free Consultation 

RAINBOW 
FINANCIALSERVICES 

2 3 3-9901 

E
L

I Your In Town Atlanta 
Realtor 

— ELI saleeby — 

728-8800 
RE/MAX intown    ext. 37593 

I       'MM 
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AIDS Services 
& Education 

HIV SELF-CARE WORKSHOP Feeling 
Stressed? Depressed? Want some questions 
answered? Nov. 3, Wed. 7-8:30pm. Depres- 
sion: How to regonize ir- What to do about il. 
Trish Demaris-Cravens, Mental Health Coun- 
selor. (6.37) 

Positive Impact provides mental health ser- 
vices to persons who are affected by HIV and 
have limited financial resources. Services are 
provided by volunteer mental health profes- 
sionals. Call 885-9040 to volunteer or request 
services. (6.39) 

Good Samaritan Project provides support for 
persons with AIDS. Support group, buddy 
program, clothing/food, practical support, pas- 
toral care. 873^589. (6.45) 

AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services 
sponsors a support group for Jewish people 
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or lov- 
ers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in 
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400, voice 
mailbox 76. 

AID Atlanta Services include education, case 
management, transportation, housing, buddy 
program, practical support, homeless services, 
pediatric services, support groups, AIDS In- 
formation Line. Call 872-0600 for more in- 
formation. 

HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for Afri- 
can Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS, 
counselling, referral (minority cultural sensi- 
tivity). For confidential info call OUT- 
REACH. INC 346-3922. 

P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is a 
supportive network of HIV+ persons who 
share positive health attitudes and want to 
meet similarly oriented people for social and 
emotional interaction. Call 872-9954. 

AIDS Information Line / GA Toil-Free 
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information 
and referral services. In Atlanta: 876-9944; 
Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/TTY) 

Announcements 

IT'S COMING IN 1994 
A "photoselect" matching service. No rip offs, 
just a great way to meet your next lover! Call 
now, M-F 5-9pm. 264-0281. (6.40) 

AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS ~ Funds now 
available through the Ryan White Compre- 
hensive AIDS Resources Emergency Act for 
programs providing HIV health care and sup- 

port services for people w/HIV & families. 
Avail to public & private non-profit health 
svc. providers. Application: Joe Ann Stewart, 
657-3129- Deadline for submission: Nov. 30, 
1993. Allocation of funds shall be made in an 
equitable manner without regard for race, 
color, creed, national origin, sex, sexual ori- 
entation or religion of the client population. 
(6.40) 

Volunteer with Pride. With your help, Pride 
'94 will be the biggest ever. Call the Pride 
line - 662-4533. (6.44) 

Atlanta Lesbian & Gay Pride Committee 
(ALGPQ meets the third Thursday every 
month, 7:00 p.m. Call the Pride Line for loca- 
tion 662^533. (6.44) 

Artists and craftspeople: apply now to par- 
ticipate in SAME's 5th Annual Arts for Pride 
Festival to be held on Sunday, Dec. 5. Call 
609-9590 for application. Due Oct. 29. (6.41) 

Construction Supervisor / Carpenter. Hands 
on experience, tools and transportation req'd. 
Must have references - top salary for right 
person. Call Ron or Mike at 982-9121. (6.37 

Entertainment 

SHAKE YOURRUMP 
to the funk. Lesbian erotic dancers available 
for your party or event. (404) 722-4943. For 
entertainment purposes only. Ask for Shay. 
(6.38) 

Pets 
To Stud - flawless male miniature Dachs- 
hund, AKC, brown, short-haired, $100. Call 
3734861.(6.37) 

Young adult cats need to be adopted. Black 
& blk/wht females & males all neutered. 378- 
7511(6.37) 

Real Estate 

Health FORRBIT 

ZAMI 
A support/discussion group for the growth 
and education of lesbians in the African- 
American community. Meetings are held the 
second and fourth Sunday of each month from 
6:30-8:30 at Charts Bookstore. 419 Moreland 
Ave., NE (6.39) 

Unique Funky Art Wanted - Artists invited 
to participate with Good Samaritan Project in 
an exciting new venture. 
"COOLHIPFUNKYSTUFF - A Gallery of 
Sorts," Atlanta's first and only gallery to ben- 
efit personal living with AIDS, is looking for 
unique and varied works of art. Call Chris at 
873-4589. (637) 

Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club seeks new 
members. Write: Box 11863, Atlanta 30355. 
Call: (404) 261-0106 for info. Hot, Safe, Fun! 
(637) 

Employment 

CHIROPRACTIC ASST 
Sandy Springs. Enthusiastic team player for 
exams, x-rays, insurance, gen'l office. F/T. 
Salary + benefits. Exp. preferred/but will train. 
Serious applicants only. FAX Resume, 843- 
1281.(6.38) 

PERSONAL GROWTH 

EROTIC SPIRITUAL MEN 
We invite you to relearn sex as sacred, play- 
ful, non-compulsive and non-stop. Celebrate 
erotic rituals based on Tantric, Taoist and 
western traditions. Learn to enhance and pro- 
long orgasm. Learn to give and receive 4 
hours of transformative erotic massage. Cel- 
ebrating the Body Erotic workshop in Atlanta 
November 20-21. Cost: S250. For brochure 
and information, call John Bellew at (404) 
659-5175. Honor your sexuality! (6.38) 

MASSAGE 

Give the gift of Pure Relaxation for yourself 
and loved ones! Non-sexual massage for men 
& women. Decatur area. John R. Trevett, 
CMT, CHT. 297-6777. (638) 

Merchandise 
FABULOUS solid black lacquer bedroom 
suit with armoirc and double dresser. Origi- 
nally $2000, Sacrifice $800.624-3247. (637) 

BUCKHEAD/LENOX-2 BR, 2 BA room- 
mate plan at Plantation at Lenox. 2 car cov- 
ered parking. $875/mo., year's lease. Lee 
Smith, Coldwell Banker 874-2261 (6.38) 

Huge 2 BR, 1 BA Grant Park flat totally 
remodeled near park/Marta, W/D connect, 2 
fplc, Central Air/Heat, S700/mo. + util. 627- 
0495, leave message. (6.37) 

Forest Park, nice clean 2 BR-Dcn or 3 BR, 1 
BA brick ranch. CM/A, carport, fence, drap- 
eries, appliances, no house pets. $560. 361- 
1539.(6.38) 

MORNINGSroE GARAGE APT 
Wooded, private, 1 BR, Sep. LR; single 
womon preferred; 3525/mo; avial 11/1. Call 
872-5735. (638) 

Momingside, 1 BR 1452 N. Highland Quiet 
non-smoker, small pets OK. S525/mo. Linda 
876-7540. (6.38) 

FOR SALE 

'v 
Lowest terms in 30 years! Beautifully wooded 
1 acre homesite w/125 ft lake frontage on 
peaceful, secluded Lake Sinclair. New boat 
dock, many amenities. Absolutely gorgeous! 
Call 1-800-525-3568 Holiday Shores. (6.37) 

CLOSE-IN DEKALB 
2400 sq. ft. Victorian, meticulously decorated. 
4 BR, 2.5 B A, tri-level home. Beautiful yard. 
Truly a MUST SEE! Midtown charm at 
S119K. By Owner. 364-6391 (D), 299-6386 
(N).(6.37) 

Roommates 
Lesbian roommate wanted for 3 BR home in 
Decatur, bedroom furnished or unfurnished, 
month to month or long term OK. $250 + 
some util. 289-8819.(639) 

Now in Atlanta! Bunk Buddies, Atlanta's pre- 
mier roommate / relocation service, in and 
out of Atlanta. Call 622-0380 for details to- 
day. (6.40) 

Decatur. Mature GF wanted to share 2 BR, 2 
1/2 BA home. S375/mo includes utilities. De- 
posit. No drugs or smoking. 292-2791. (6.45) 

Mature, employed, stable roommate needed 
for 2 BR, 1 BA apt. Cheshire/Lavista. $300/ 
mo. util. included. 633-0433, 12 noon-430 
pjn.5100 deposit. (638) 

Living nude is the ultimate freedom. WM 
nudist 48, seeks like-minded roommate for 2 
BR apt Buckhead are. David 231-3249. (637) 

AT&T 
Appointment setters wanted - Chamblee/ 
Tucker area. Great working environment. All 
welcomed. 936-8700. Ask for Nick. Base + 
Bonus. (6.39) 

Vintage collection from Japan, c. 1930s- 
1960s, men's and women's, beautiful silks, 
surprise someone for Xmas—call DANNA, 
874-8904. (637) 

Mac SE 4/40 with Radius full-page monitor, 
super drive, extended keyboard, etc. Stuffed! 
$1295. Call 681-2656. (638) 

GOOD SCENTS. Hard to find original de- 
signer fragrances. Private Label Cosmetics, 
5000 Buford Hwy. 451-3039. Fri-Sun. (637) 

Grant Park-Move-in condition, good street, 
fenced yard, deck, only $69,900. Alene Corey 
938-2878. Re/max Metro. (6.40) 

Wonderful 3 BR, 1 BA brick home for sale 
by owner. Beautiful interior hardwood floors, 
ceramic tile kitchen, lg. deck, beautiful land- 
scaped lawn, Decatur. Asking $78,500. 289- 
8819. (637)  

CHARMING VICTORIAN 
in Decatur/Agnes Scott area, 2 bedrooms & 
sleeping porch, new kitchen, bath, laundry 
and systems, deck and large yard, $89,900, 
lease purchase avail. 454-7983. (6.39) 

OPEN Community. 40's brick bungalow. Per- 
fect starter w/lots of charm, seperate garage 
and private yard. $84300, Ronnie 321-4461 
or 373-9502. (6.37) 

Services 
Microcomputer consulting of all sorts. DOS/ 
Windows/Mac/UNDC. Networking, set-up, 
graphics, DTP, sound, database, spreadsheets. 
Tutoring also. 250-5023. (6.40) 

CALLIGRAPHY-Your special occasion 
documented in fine, artistic calligraphy, per- 
sonalized to your specifications. Ornamental 
designs, elegant borders, traditional and/ or 
personal symbols. Commitment ceremonies, 
anniversaries, celebrations of all kinds. 
Stephanie Miller 522-8541 (6.43-odd) 

CLASSIC CLEAN 
Professional Domestic Services. Licensed 
with references. Call for free estimate for 

your home or office. 321-0896. (6.37) 

ALONE? FREE BROCHURE! 
GAYmates, P.O. Box 2167-Y33, Decatur, IL 
62524-2167. Discretion assured. Telephone 
(217) 875-5005. (637) 

MICROSOFT WINDOWS 
Tutoring-In Home beginner's tutoring in all 
Microsoft Windows applications. (Microsoft 
Word, Excel, WordPerfect and basic Win- 
dows applications) Evenings and weekends. 
Call with any questions. Don't let your com- 
puter scare you. (404) 874-3957. (638) 

Travel 
Vacation rental near Maggie Valley, NC. Full 
set up for 6 people. Private, views. $25 per 
night. 2 night min. (704) 452-6464. (637) 

Gay World Travel Areas - Gay owned & 
operated accomodations list Maps & more. 
Send $10. Go Places With Pride, 9418 133 
Street, Jamaica, NY 11419. (6.40) 

Volunteers 

HELP A CHILD 
AID Atlanta is looking for volunteers who 
are willing to work one morning a week from 
9-12 in the new pediatric nursery. Responsi-, 
bilities include watching and playing with 
young children while their parents see the 
doctor. This is one of the most rewarding yet 
least stressful services available. Minorities 
and men are urged to participate. If inter- 
ested, please contact Jack Schiffman, Pediat- 
ric Coordinator, AID Atlanta, 874-6517. 
(6-41) 

Volunteers needed for the Atlanta Lesbian 
and Gay Pride Committee. Come to the 
general meetings, 3rd Thursday of every 
month at 7 p.m. at the Colony Square Hotel. 
Hotel parking validated, (ongoing) 

Good Samaritan Project provides support for 
persons with AIDS. Volunteers needed - as 
buddies, practical support, office, clothing/ 
food bank. 873^589. (6.45) 
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WOMEN 

BiWF, trim, 40's, inexperienced, seeks femi- 
nine, trim, attractive, BiF for discreet get 
together*. 7T 1835 

Very attractive, educated, feminine. Passions: 
music, philosophy, politics, travel. Seeking 
friendship and conversation with attractive, 
feminine, intelliegcnt woman. IT 1825 

l.arge feminine WF looking for BiB or WF 
for fun and friendship. Write: Skectcr, P.O. 
Box 1685, Corrclia, GA 30531. 

Wonderful, full-figured Lesbian (40) seeks 
fun-loving + intelligent Lesbian. Are you hon- 
est, warm and stable? Enjoy children? "H" 
1793 

Open GF sought for quality friendship. Must 
understand college student's life. Must enjoy 
theatre, art, dance, dining. 20-27. TT 1798 

GWF - I love life, fun and dogs. Work hard, 
play hard and know how to relax. No drugs/ 
Alcohol. 40ish. C 1789 

GWF, 32, baby dyke starting over, seeks GWF 
20-35 into laughter, movies, romance and 
commitment. No drugs, non-smoker, kids- 
okay. W 1780 

GBF, attractive, very feminine, seeks fun- 
loving, aggressive GF for friendship, pos- 
sible relationship. IT 1774 

Cute, feminine, GWF, 27,educated, academic 
professional, energetic, cat-lover, passionate 
and playful, seeks sou 1 mate and friends close 
to my age for intellectual and comical stimu- 
lation. W 1778 

GWF, early twenties, doesn't know how to 
pick up women, but sure knows what to do 
once she's got one. "ff 1783 

GWF, 34, I'm an old fashioned girl with new 
age ideas. My mom will like you too if, like 
me, you're natural, emotionally stable, at- 
tractive, kind, humorous, intelligent, and has 
integrity. *ff 1777 

GWF, 32, feminine tomboy. No butches. En- 
joy outdoors, physical activity and quiet eve- 
nings. Young/professional by day and stu- 
dent at night. Similar. P.O. 1905, 1189 Vir- 
ginia Avc, NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (637) 

GWF, professional, feminine, fit, desires cor- 
respondence with/meeting same 37-45. Ap- 
preciates intellect, depth, balance, equanim- 
ity, innate sensuality, taste. POB, 674812, 
Marietta, GA 30067. (6.37) 

Young40, attractive, intelligent, blessed with 
many good friends. Are you honest, stable, 
tender? With no fear of the potential relation- 
ship? *Br 1773 

Attractive GF Seeking foreign, petite lipstick 
lesbian for companionship, to enjoy life, love 
and happiness. No butch, bi's or kids. *ff 
1746 

Attractive GWF seeking feminine GWF who 
enjoys being wined and dined in life's simple 
pleasures. No bi's, drug free. TT 1744 

Lesbian seeking women to talk with, laugh 
with and walk with along life's path. If your 
world includes films, theater, books, travel, 
pets, politics, spirituality and joy, I look foe- 
ward to talking to you. *S 1713 

GWF, very attractive, long hair, Gothic, 
grundge, alternative music, seeks GWF. Must 
be feminine and attractive, 4?, no Bi's. *JET 

1738 

GBF, prof., 30's, kids, attractive, enjoys 
books, music, dancing, laughing. Seeks GF 
25-40 with similar interests for friendship & 
more. IT 1716 

Feminine, GWF, 31, seeking dependable 
friendship, intelligent conversation, laughter 
(no zombies) and maybe romance with a sin- 
cere feminine lady. IT 1718 

GWF, 35, attractive, romantic, seeks GWF 
35-40, attractive feminine dark-haired, fun, 
likes outdoors, horses, country dancing. Must 
be honest, playful & stable. I am. Friendship 
possible relationship. No drugs. "ff 1719 

Single GBF interested in meeting single BF 
for friendship with many possibilities. "ZT 
1701 

BiWF, 40's, attractive, trim, first-timer seeks 
non-smoking, trim, feminine GWF 35-50 for 
discreet safe encounters. No drugs. IT 1709 

GWF, seeks special woman 32-40 to meet 
another special woman, emotionally healthy, 
no drugs, alcohol abuse, feminine, start with 
friendship. TT 1711 

BF experienced, adventurous, affectionate 
seeks intelligent, exotic, femi-female who en- 
joys travel, romance, dancing and a lot more. 
Non-smoker, novice OK, race unimportant. 
IT 1712 

If you're a GBF drug free, independant, spiri- 
tual, proportioned, naturally beautiful, socio- 
politically conscious, intellectual, over x-lov- 
ers, conversationalist, monogamous - I'm 
waiting. TT 1703 

* f * f f * k.*.*.f.f 

GBF - Attractive, suave 25 yr. old lipstck 
butch seeks shapely, intelligent, extremely 
femme Black woman. Prefer Spelman type. 
^1707 

Seeking aggressive, intelligent, open-minded 
romantic for friendship & possible relation- 
ship. No drugs. *B 1685 

GWF, 42, fun, adventurous, independent. 
Likes outdoors, sports, nice conversation and 
dinners. Seeks same to go with flow of uni- 
verse. TT 1689 

Black lesbian. Intellectually and physically 
blessed seeks dinner, theatre, bookstore, 
ihriftstore, bowling, exercise companion. Chil- 
dren fine. No drugs, cigarettes, alcohol. ?T 
1672 

Petite GWF 28, fern., non-smoker, romantic, 
sensual, fun-loving, independant. Seek GWF 
25-35 for friendship. No smokers, Bi's, 
butches. TS 1680 

GWF, 30, cute and petite, seeking same. 
Friendship in recovery can be fun without 
drugs and alcohol. Let's be adventurous. TT 
1675 

Feminine, attractive, GBF, no kids, seeking 
down to earth GBFs for friendship. Will an- 
swer all calls. *ff 1671 

GWF, 23, ST seeking attractive GWF, 20's 
for fun, romantic evenings, good conversa- 
tion. Friendship, possible relationship. Like 
fun? Let's meet! 7T 1678 

You: intelligent, secure BiWF, 25-45, seek- - 
ing take charge partner for sensuous relation- 
ship -& willing to travel. Me: BiBF, 38, NY 
prof'1 w/Atl. ties. IT 1673 

Attractive GWF, 34, intelligent, professional, 
shapely, adventurous, sincere, new to Atlanta 
seeks similar GWF's. Come on Girls, I'm 
waiting! IT 1682 

GBF, 33; attractive, sports/arts lover. Appre- 
ciates beautiful feminine GF with intellect 
and security. Call me today anyway. You'll 
see! *ff 1665 

GWF, 40, professional keeps yuppie tenden- 
cies somewhat in check with feminist, hu- 
manist, humorous outlook. Seeks generous 
heart, quality mind, playful soul, pampered 
body, verbal and emotional feast for creative, 
gentle relationship. 7T 1599 

GBF, 35, attractive & professional, seeks 
feminine GF, down-to-earth, for companion / 
friendship. No games, bi's. "3 1660 

BiBF, 32, attractive GA Peach, feminine, 
seeks gorgeous feminine female, any race, 
for possible one-on-one relationship. IT 1643 

WANTED! Attractive fern, late 20's+ for fun 
& more. Me, country semi-butch blonde, 25, 
non-drinker, no drugs. *ET 1646 

WF 31 - Adventurous, untamed, a bit crazy, 
very humorous, like dancing, pool, outdoors, 
etc Lkg 4 same w/wild imagination. PI z call!!! 
W1647 

GWF, 40, Professional - self-confident, femi- 
nine non-smoker, lover of life, humor, the 
arts, nature and stimulating conversation seeks 
same (38-42) for friendship and possibly more. 
No dykes, butch or co-dependents! IT 1623 

GBF looking for a GBF (feminine). Nobi- or 
Bitchy (over 30) please. TT 1635 

GWF, 24, new to Atlanta, looking for friends 
and more who like laughter, movies, music, 
romance, trying new things, conversation, 
candlelight and commitment. Race, age un- 
important. No drugs, no smokers. IT 1628 

GBF, full figure, 32, fern, new to Atlanta 
seeks GBF, DDF, for friendship and possible 
relationship. *ZT 1629 

GWF - Enjoys 2-stepping, outdoors, all ani- 
mals. Am emotionally healthy, playful, kind, 
considerate, and honest. Seeking same, 35- 
40. Friendship possible relationship. TT 1604 

Wonderful, intelligent GWF looking for that 
special lady, 30-40's, who has sense of hu- 
mor, honesty, loyalty and is financially se- 
cure. *ff 1594 

GWF, 30, cute and petite, seeks feminine 
GWF 25-35 for friendship, possibly more. 
No addicts, butches or plumps. 7T 1592 

BiBF, 20, seeks friend/companion/etc., any 
race, 18-25. Likes: music, theatre, movies. 
Intelligent, affectionate, sincere, non-smoker. 
TT1569 

GWF - 36, accomplished, thoughtful, delib- 
erate, practical, healthy, musical, kind, good 
looking, opinionated seeks similar women for 
friendship and fun. 9 1551 

Romantic, intelligent, attractive GWF, 34, 
seeks witty GWF to share love and laughter. 
Professional, athletic, opinionated. Intrigued? 
You should be!! TT 1566 

Seeking love, friendship or whatever devel- 
ops. GWF, 34, attractive, professional, fun, 
intelligent, witty, athletic. Too good to be 
true! "ff 1565 

Seeking intelligent GWF 32-42 active in the 
gay community in volunteer/work with AIDS 
related programs. GWF interested in friend- 
ship. W 1547 

Good looking GBF, 26, desires a GBF 28+ 
who is shapely, intelligent and sincere. -7T 
1550 

GWF seeks GWF feminine for friendship or 
possibly more. Must love children and being 
pampered. No drugs. *ZT 1528 

GWF feminine, attractive, professional, 
VERY discreet seeks same GWF or BiWF 
24-35 for friendship. Preferably Columbus, 
Auburn area-Confidential. 7? 1526 

GWF, 23, 5'2", slim, good sense of humor, 
positive, motivated, has own life, seeking at- 
tractive, secure woman who enjoys local mu- 
sic, outdoors, arts, romance. No butch, no 
druggies, no psychos. 73" 1525 

GWF seeks GWF 35-55, average size,- for 
friendship and possibly more. No drugs. ^ 
1523 

Wonderful intelligent GWF' looking for spe- 
cial lady 3040s who has sense of humor, 
honesty and loyalty for relationship. 7J 1521 

BiBF, 41, auto erotic, discreet Mom, closet 
butch, first timer. Lonely for intelligent open 
minded bi/GF for friendship & mutual inter- 
est. 'H*1495 

GWF, 40's, seeks serious animal lover, veg- 
etarian, non-smoker who has trouble with 
grown people who believe in supernatural 
beings. 7T 1497 

MEN 

Handsome GWM, 21, mature'professional, 
6'1" - 185, brwn/brwn sks sincere GWM, 
30-40. Take charge kinda guy < romantic, 
cultured, not only interested in a pretty face 
but what's inside. Let's talk!!! IT 1839 

GBM, 29, 6*1", 240 lbs, competitive body- 
builder, professional, masculine, discreet, 
seeking BM with similar characteristics and 
interests to spend time with. 77.1836 

Looking for you! Me: Handsome, sexy, 5'8", 
165 lbs, workout, professional, romantic, ad- 
venturous. You: sexy, my size or bigger, well- 
built, romantic, adventurous. Call to talk! Big 
arms, big heart preferred! IT 1828 

BM - Handsome, athletic, muscular, roman- 
tic, honest, seek masculine, athletic, hand- 
some, muscular, discreet men for relation- 
ship. Policemen & armed forces preferred. 
B" 1834 

GWM, 39, 5'7", 135 lbs., beard, versatile, 
daytime playmate for all types of action. Seeks 
25-45 GWM into playing hard. 77 1829 

GWM, Attractive, witty, youngish 50,6,185 
lbs, moustache, bm/blu, healthy HIV, inter- 
ests: movies, cooking, cards, theater, dining 
out, travel, quiet evenings - into: cuddling, 
long-term companionship, Greek love, light 
smoker/drinker, no drugs, seeks GWM 40-55 
w/similar needs/wants. *EP 1830 

DESIRED: Professional GBM, 30ish, top with 
average build to spend quiet evenings with 
professional HIV+ healthy GWM, slim build, 
athletic, honest. 7T 1832' 

Friendship or relationship? GWM 31, HIV +, 
enjoys country musice & dance, easy going, 
seeks same/older. Call + find out more! 77 
1833 

GBM, 30, 5'10\ 185 lbs, goodlooking en- 
dowed seeks guys 18-35 to share fun sessions 
ofJ/Oatmyplacc. 77 1837 

Butch, handsome, hung, fit youngster (24) 
gives or receives safe, discreet French service 
to/from butch endowed athletes; leave mes- 
sage. 77 1838 

GWM, 36,5'11", lean, attractive, seeks simi- 
lar GWM into movies, conversation, "Star 
Trek," safe sex and low-key lifestyle. 77 
1826 

GWM 29, Professional, attractive, sincere, 
honest, financially secure, relationship ori- 
ented. I believe there has to he someone out 
there who believes in having a loving, caring, 
monogamous relationship. You-Attractivc 
GBM 20-31 professional or serious minded 
student. I enjoy quiet evenings at home, walks 
in the park, stimulating conversation, work- 
ing out, traveling, and anything romantic! In- 
terested? Let's talk. Serious only. 77 1824 

Handsome No. Ga. Mtns. WM, 37, 5'8"/145, 
healthy seeks aggressive eager French active 
GWM for regular encounters! 77 1796 

GWM, 27, 6T\ 175#, clean cut, athletic, 
non-smoker, masculine, intelligent, very at- 
tractive, seeks similar, 22-31 77 1795 

W/M, 35, Wond, moustache, butch, handsome, 
5'8", 150, fun-loving, single, wants to relo- 
cate Gulf Coast Mississippi, Louisiana, needs 
contacts. 77 1794 

BM,5'8", 1601bs, trim, masculine, endowed, 
versatile. Seeks same for intense encounters. 
77 1800 

Hot GWM want out, active, confident, Gdlk, 
hot, political boyfriends. No closet wimps! 
20's/30's Adventure. Any race. I dare you! 
77 1790 

GWM, 38, 5*10", 180, somewhat attractive, 
tired of lonely weekends, have friends, need 
more, HIV-, like companionship, walks, cook- 
ing, seek similar, 36-43. 77 1792 
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I want it all! Passion, romance, sex - all thai 
is possible in a committed relationship. I am 
GWM, 45, professional, athletic, non-smoker, 
HlV-f and healthy. Looking for fun and ad- 
venture, a kid to play with mine,/ sensitivity 
and maturity. A Prince who is self aware 
enough to take care of himself and to care for 
me. Serious replies only, please. TT 1791 

GWM, 26, 5" 10", 160 lbs., nonsmoker, mas- 
culine type, versatile, college grad, recently 
out, seeks similar GWM (20-30) for dating, 
possible relationship. Write: "Jake," P.O. Box 
101592, B'ham, AL 35210(6.39) 

BiBM, 32, handsome newly relocated to At- 
lanta. Very discreet, not into bar scene, seeks 
same. No fats/ferns. IT 1799 

GWM, sincere, stable, Attractive, healthy, 
well-educated professional, 40's, masculine. 
Seeks quality clean-cut WM college-student. 
Novice fine. TT 1797 

GWM, 22, HFV-, swimmer's build, affection- 
ate, stable, seeks attractive, hairy, stable, ma- 
ture, HIV-, "Bruce Willis" type, 30+ for pos- 
sible relationship. TT 1788 

F.F.B.B. (Fuzzy face/back/bun) sought by 
GWM, 35, 6'1", 170S, smooth, bear admirer. 
Hibernation lime is near! TT 1787 

THREE-WAY ACTION: attractive top, 30's, 
5*11", 160 lbs, seeks handsome couple for 
safe, regular, discreet, no-strings encounters. 
•ff 1786 

Senior Male - seeks male 25-35 to mentor, 
help financially, and for companionship dur- 
ing week days. Clean, masculine, healthy. 
*ff 1785 

Homy Midlown Professional. Involved 
GWM, 40,5'10", 155, HIV-, with place seeks 
guys for 5 pm adventurous, creative safe fun. 
*ff 1784. 

WM, 38, 5'8", very handsome, masculine, 
strong build, seeks open-minded, big man. 
Big belly is a plus. Ixtter with photo gets 
mine. POB 54076, Atlanta, GA 30308. (6.37) 

Jovcn Cubana desea tencr Amistad con Damas 
o caballcros dc cualquier cdad sincero y 
carinoso. No Irogas. IT 1776 

BM, masculine, built, 30, seeks Black Males 
for group meetings. Looks unimportant, mas- 
culinity, physique, and endowment arc im- 
portant. "H* 1775 

WANTED: ASSWORK. Handsome hairy 
autoless NE Georgia GWM 26 seeks similar 
butt enthusiasts for indepth recreation. 
Couples welcome. Ideas encouraged. *ZT 
1782 

GWM, 23, mature, college student, outdoorsy, 
hiker, sks honest guy 25-35. Friendship, 
maybe more. Box 1354, Cornelia, GA 30531. 
(637) 

GWM, 34, handsome, 6'2", 175, Red/green, 
swimmer. You arc 30+, tall, bright, adventur- 
ous and stable. IT 1781 

GBM, athletic, college educated, sensual, 
sexual, sensitive 27 year old, seeking mascu- 
line, educated physically fit GBM. 'S* 1747 

29, tall, educated, very handsome, quality pro- 
fessional WM. Seeking similar, quality WM, 
handsome, for potential relationship. No 
games please! IT 1751 

Atlanta's Hottest GWM-bcst dancer, most 
fashion conscious, great personality, great 
looks -need support to attain your full poten- 
tial? Let's talk. *ff 1743 

GWM 27, Little overweight seeks GM 18-30 
Top for relationship. Latin, Asian, all replies 
answered. *ff 1748 

GWM, 6', 175, mid 40s, smooth, healthy, 
professional, seeks HIV- bottom into submis- 
sion, humiliation, embarassment for discreet 
safe sessions. 7T 1771 

Leather Daddy needs leather boy - would 
you look great in leather jock, chaps, harness, 

collar & cap    Party with the men. TT 1742 

Hairy and stocky GWM sought by medium 
size GWM bear. Prefer friendly, professional, 
healthy, nongamc, sincere, husky but trim 
bears. TT 1772 

GBM, 19, 200 lbs, nice looking, honest, lov- 
ing & very caring. Seeking Bi/GM (18-45) 
for friendship or relationship. Tops and bot- 
toms arc welcome. *ff 1749 

GWM Business owner needs attractive young 
live-in companion, relationship oriented, 
maintain household, help manage businesses. 
Some travel, I'll reciprocate generously. **T 
1741 

GWM, 35, tall attractive. New to Atlanta. 
Seeks same 25-45 for friendship/safe fun/re- 
lationship? Duluth/Gwinnett area a plus. *2T 
1750 

Female impersonation. You - pretty young 
man. Me - mature male memor/hobbyist with 
dresses, furs, jewelry, prof, make-up & wigs. 
Beginners only. *ff 1740 

America's #1 GAY DATELINE.. All 
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333 
S2.5(Yminute. CC1 BOCA, Florida. 18+. 

SIZZLLNGHUNKSLIVE!! 1-800-284-2739. 
S3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Lire $2.00/ 
minute or 1-900-745-0833.18+. 

GWM, 35, 6*2", 175, trim, attractive top 
gentleman, bearded, smooth body. Into mov- 
ies, travel, dining out, music, romantic eve- 
nings, and cuddling. Seeking GWM, attrac- 
tive, non-smoking, good natured, smooth bot- 
tom, with similar interests. 30-40. TT 1739 

Cool Nights - Hot Tub Fun. Masculine, fit 
GWM, 34, Br/Br, 5'10", 155 seeks similar 
GWM couple - Splash around! Maybe more. 
■ff 1737 

Youthful 41, GWM, goodlooking professional 
seeking person possessing: humor, confi- 
dence, class, compassion, kids, activism, pets? 
Seeking relationship, no race preference. Call 
me, let's talk some. TT 1736 

Hot, muscular GWM couple - 28, 6', 160S; 
30, 5" 11", 170#, seeks great looking male(s) 
for adventures in the bedroom. TT 1735 

HERMIT seeks companion for sharing a 
simple life in the spirit of Saint Francis on 
secluded hermitage in northeast Georgia. IT 
1589 

GBM, 27,5'H", 220tf seeks GWM 30-50 for 
serious relationship and good times. "H* 1715 

GWM, 29,5 'T, 170 Br/I Iz, Novice Boy seeks 
WM 2540 dominant. Spanking, discipline, 
W/S, B/D, Safe S/M. Make me serve. *& 
1714 

GBM newly relocated to Atlanta wishes to 
meet attractive masculine gay male who is 
not into bars. "B" 1710 

GWM, good looking, into local music, veg- 
etarian food, C.G. Jung, Comedy Central, les- 
bians, dating. Seek similar 30-40. "ff 1704 

Hairy, trim, youthful. GWM, 51, 145#, 
ashblonde/moustachc, professional, seeks 
GWM, non-smoker, slim, varied interests, into 
affection, relationship. 40-55. "H* 1705 

Attractive, professional GWM into running, 
MST3000, Mexican food,existentialism with- 
out the angst seeks similar 25-35 with sense 
of humor. IT 1706 

GBM, 33, 57", 130, masculine bottom, nov- 
ice, seeks heavy-set, very dominanl top 200+, 
40-60. 7T 1708 

GWM, 30, HIV-, 180, 6'1", average to good 
looking seeks GM 24-30 for friendship, sex 
and possible relationship. *ZT 1702 

GWM, mid-40's, Healthy HIV+, seeks stable 
young GWM for hot massage, high erotic 
states, extended cuddle sessions and possible 
relationship. ^ 1559 

Roswell, handsome, masculine, professional, 
50 Bi-DWM, intelligent, honest, dependable, 
dominant seeks Bi-DWM with similar quali- 
ties for friendship. Sincere inquiries encour- 
aged, "ff 1688 

GWM - 29, good looking, romantic seeks 
same 25-35 attractive, looking for something 
special. W 1685 

GWM, 31, 5'9", 170, bl/bl, looking for more 
than "GOOD" time. Varied interests. Call for 
more details. HT 1686 

W/F, dominant, demanding queen seeks 
gentleman, over 50's, submissive, financially 
secure, supportive, giving to live in Cobb 
Co., Smyrna. TT 1700 

Gay Greek & Italian, 6'1", 175 #, br/br, man 
27, very good-looking. Romantic, spiritual, 
and healthy, seeks GBM 27-37 who is good- 
looking and who is spiritual and likes to go to 
movies and do romantic things, not into bars. 
Who's looking for a possible relationship. 
Please, no ferns. TT 1661 

GWM, 39,5'7", 140 lbs., bm/hzl, beard, ver- 
satile, daytime playmate interested in safe 
anal, oral ball action seeks GWM 30's-45 
with similar interests. "ZT 1595 

GBM, tall, slim, light complexion, seeks 
GWM/Hispanic male for fun times, friend- 
ship / relationship. Under 32 yo. IT 1683 

Goodlooking GWM 33, 5'9", 150, athletic, 
professional, great personality and values, 
healthy HIV. Looking to meet another excep- 
tional man. *ff 1670 

Average GBM bottom seeking serious friend- 
ship with relationship oriented, masculine, 
aggressive, private, average Black G/BiM ab- 
solute top under 51. *ff 1684 

GWM, 35,5'8", 1458, br/br, handsome, masc, 
seeks similar 21 -30s to help with small resort 
in North GA Mtns. & relationship. "H" 1674 

Bet you wish you knew me? Uncut idolizcr 
of massive hairy chests seeks GWM for rela- 
tionship. 30s, smooth, professional. TT 1681 

Omo-Oschun, W/M, blond, moustache, 40, 
5'8", slim, handsome, likes: wolves, nature, 
son montuano, musica campesina, Cajun & 
Cuban cultures. *ff 1676 

Handsome 6'2", 180, GWM seeks same over 
30 with varied interests who is professional, 
intelligent and enjoys life like me. TT 1668 

GWM, 42, 5*11", 170, bm/W, relationship- 
oriented, non-bar type, seeks same in GWM, 
late 20s. IT 1662 

To Japanese GM, 41, from August 19 Voice 
Connection, please contact me (GWM, 38), 
we have the same dream. TT 1663 

Work 1 lard, want to Play I lard - Prof., stable, 
happy GWM couple, 29, Bl/Gr, 5'8", 145, 
35, br/br, 6", 175, seek fun guy or couple for 
good times - possible real good time, hot and 
safe. "S 1666 

BM, bottom, discreet, seeks BM, top, dis- 
creet, masculine, for special friendship. IT 
1669 

WM seeks BM, WM - 25, discreet, good- 
looking, seeks similar Black Man. No fats / 
ferns. IT 1667 

GWM, 39, 6T, 185, br./hzl, HIV negative, 
reserved, honest, hard working, non-bar, non- 
smoker, cat-lover, likes spectator sports, 
travel, French language. Seeks compatible 
GWM 35-45 for monogamous relationship. 
7T16S0 

GWM, 32, 6'3", professional, my eclectic 
interests: Country/rock music, Braves, comic 
book art, Grateful Dead, movies...sincere re- 
plies please. TT 1649 

GWM, 35, handsome, looking for big bears 
who are sincere, into outdoors, romance, cud- 
dling. You never know. TP 1648 
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Anal erotic seeks playmates, friends, etc. for 
long fun sessions. SM NOT. W 1645 

GWM seeks other ex-Catholics who some- 
times feel like concentration camp survivors. 
Join me in a safe crew for a possibly danger- 
ous voyage to discover/reconcile/slay ancient 
beasts and tell scary stories. Gay men pre- 
ferred, ex-religious orders welcome. Brendan 
the Bold. *ff 1644 

TALENTED HANDS WANTED: Toexplore 
a masculine, country, muscular, handsome 
bottom. Prefer masculine hairy tops for safe, 
discreet sensuous handball. 7T 1642 

GWM 35, 5'8\ 160 lb, br/br, g-look, masc, 
muscular, clean cut, adventurous, laid back, 
non-pretentious, honest, romantic, consider- 
ate, seeks same in secure energetic GWM 35- 
45. *ff 1625 

Versatile GWM, 35, seeks neighborhood BM 
for close and convenient fun; Lakewood and 
adjacent areas. 7T 1626 

YOU: Loving, masculine, FIT, articulate, 35+, 
imperfect, safe, handsome. ME: Loving, mas- 
culine, GETTING FIT, athletic #250, 38, 
GWM, fallible, safe, handsome, "ff 1637 

GBM, 27, Professional, relationship-oricmcd, 
community-involved, ISO GM, 25-35, for 
cheap movie date. *ZT 1638 

Slender GWM, 36, artist/architect, seeks 
brainy GBM engaged in creative labor. Seri- 
ous, sensitive, sensuous if drunk, head full of 
ideas, I seek Black friend/lover equally self- 
challenged. Coffee? HT 1639 

Wanna wrestle? GWM, 6 ft., 185, blonde/ 
blue, 45, good shape, seeks others interested 
in wrestling, safe fun. TT 1640 

Leather Dad sks same/younger 4 sensory dep- 
rivation, intense S&M, B&D, wax, hoods, 
gags, assplay. Versatile, sane, mutual. TT 
1641 

Are you out there? GWM, 20s seeks GAM to 
hang with, maybe more. Please be honest and 
caring. 7T 1627 

GBM, 29, seeks GWM 25-35 to share quiet 
evenings together, movies, dining out, friend- 
ship, possibly more. TP 1630 

GWM, masculine, healthy, 61, ALA farmer, 
seeks discreet older trim white/oriental male 
for fun, friendship & WOK. V 1631 

GWM, 47,6'6", 210, sandy/blue, seekinggay 
Black, Hispanic, Native-American or Orien- 
tal male for serious friendship / romance / 
relationship. 7? 1632 

GBM, 5'10", 190#, 21, seeks Teddy Bear 
type BM 190+, 25+, looks not important. In- 
telligence a must. Not into bars. *S 1633 

GBM, 28, dominant, masculine, endowed top 
seeks GWM for french service. Must be dis- 
creet, passive and experienced. 7T 1601 

Romantic, assertive, spiritual, handsome 
GBM, 5'10", 160 lbs., 39 years, with hazel 
eyes seeks person possessing great emotional 
depth to chase rainbows with for a lifetime. 
Any race. C 1602 

GWM, HIV+, 34, seeks men for dining, mov- 
ies, possible intimacy. *R 1600 

Black male seeks a masculine black male 
with a touch of New York flavor for adven- 
turous fun. IT 1598 

Attractive professional GBM Top, 35, good 
condition, masculine, affectionate, seeks 
GWM Bottom (same attributes) for friend- 
ship/possible relationship. You 29-40. "Z? 
1596 

GWM nudist, 40, 5*11", 185 lbs, muscular 
build, relocating to Atlanta mid-August, seek- 
ing GWM/GWC for fun in the sun and friend- 
ship. Professional, cleancut, healthy, versa- 
tile enjoys sensual massages, videos, french, 
dancing and hot times. 1597 

GWM, 30, 6'2", looking for college gradu- 
ate, masculine, thin, GBM 22-30 to share in 
building the good life, must be spontaneous 
and possess a sense of humor. '3' 15 9 3 

GWM, 35, 5'6", 135 lbs, cleancut, youthful 
looks, si tm muscular body, seeking hard bod- 
ied muscular males into showing off, J/O, 
body-worship. TT 1591 

Fairly Humid WM, 6'3", 185 lbs., 43, HIV-, 
non-bar, seeks similarly heated "blue-collar" 
guy, 30-40, for hassle-free "Dog Day After- 
noon" Popsicle Breaks! IT 1590 

GWM 35, 5'9", 160, beard, masculine seeks 
older in-shape GB stud for discreet encoun- 
ters. *ZT 1588 

Nice guy, 55,160 lbs, safe HIV neg. mascu- 
line, endowed top desires friendship (rela- 
tionship?) with slim white male under 40. 
*ff 1587 

GBM SEEKS GM BODYBUILDER—Me: 
29, attractive, masculine, "Charles Atlas' Be- 
fore" likes Kahili Gibran, Joe Campbell, vol- 
unteering, movies, traveling. You: secure, 
masculine, GM race unimportant. Goal: 
friendship possible relationship with physical 
and spiritual growth. 7P 1543 

After living seven years scared this very 
healthy HIV+ attractive, masculine GWM 
5'9", Bl/Bl, 189, wishes to relax, love, and 
move on with life again. Desire attractive 
GWM 3040+.^ 1573 

Masculine GWM, 26, 5'10", 155#, blond/ 
brown, seeks good looking Butch top to 45 
(sane, sexy, safe) for intense manly encoun- 
ters. W 1567 

I very fine looks, body, mind, sould, circa 35 
young looking masculine man seeks similar 
for one on one. Negative. 7? 1571 

Attractive GWM, 30, 5'5", 132, Bm/bm, 
hairy, seeking tall, handsome, sincere, non- 
smoking GWM for husband, 30-40ish. IT 
1318 

GWM master seeks cute young slave boy. 
You light S&M, bondage, housework, per- 
sonal services for room, nice wardrobe, travel, 
transportation. IT 1560 

GWM Daddy needs pretty young boy to dress 
in leather & other cute/sexy outfits &. go out 
and party. B* 1561 

Masculine WM, 41, bm/gm, in shape, stable, 
professional seeks masculine, healthy, safe 
non-smoker WM. TT 1558 

GWM, 36, Healthy HIV+ seeks other GWMs 
who are relationship oriented. I'm slim, great 
cook, attractive, romantic, love to cuddle. *ff 

' 1557 

GWM photographer seeks 18 to 25 y.o. GWM 
to model nude to tuxedo, no experience 
needed, develop portfolio, travel. T3T 1562 

GWM 35+ prof. 6'3" seeks same to 40. Re- 
spond if you seek simple life of love. Tennis, 
hairy, masc. sought ^T 1554 

GWM Young looking/acting 40, 5'T, br/bl, 
muscular, attractive, sexy, sincere, outdoors, 
varied interests, fun, HIV-. Seeks similar. TT 
1552 

Handsome, blond/moustache, slim, 40, 5'8", 
masculine, blue collar, non-bar, negative, 
seeks W/M, moustache, handsome, rimming, 
romantic, relationship, 35-45. TT 1549 

Relocate to Chicago? Italian guy 39, 5'6'', 
145#, seeks masculine hairy southern accented 
GWM 35-45 for permanent relationship. Into 
affection, stability, safe oral sex no anal. *ET 
1548 

GWM mature professional seeks good look- 
ing, sincere and mature young man (20s) for 
travel, shopping, spoiling, possible relation- 
ship, no drugs, prefer non-smoker. IT 1563 

Big Brother, Big Bottom, Carolina GWM, 
50, 6'3", 250, ISO younger GWM, attractive 

Top. Trim and smooth A+. Will travel. <E 
1546 

GWM seeks attractive young GWM for din- 
ing out, travel, movies, cuddling, relation- 
ship, sincere only. TT 1564 

BM, 27, 6'1", 255, HIV pos., discreet, mas- 
culine, independent, affectionate, versatile; but 
1 prefer to be bottom, NO Games. TT 1527 

GWM seeks gay Jewish male 23-27 for friend- 
ship, possible relationship. IT 1529 

Looking for love? GWM, 38,6'2" prof, seeks 
romance with same 30-40. Hairy chest major 
plus. Sincere and caring. IT 1447 

You: nice looking, tall, glasses, light-skinned 
at Bulldogs on 6/20. You left during show. 
Please call again. IT 1518 

GBM, attractive, hairy, versatile, lop it bot- 
tom, seeks other black males for discreet en- 
counters. B* 1522 

Sexy, hairy lcatherboy, 33, 5'8" 150 br/br 
HIV seeks hairy, affectionate, nonsmoking, 
intelligent, kinky, homy, top/daddy to45. "H" 
1519 

GWM, 30, healthy HIV+, financially stable, 
enjoy country music, dance, outdoors & more. 
Seeking same/older friendship/relationship. 
Facial hair a+. W 1520 

French Active GWM, 32, 5'10", 135*. blk/ 
brn, moust. Lay back, relax and enjoy. Str/G/ 
Bi WMs needed to fulfill constant cravings. 
*ff 1524 

BM, 20,140 lbs, 5'7" attractive, and new to 
the scene seeks mature male 20-25 for friend- 
ship/relationship. TT 1517 

BiWM- 5'H", 165 lbs, 26, brown hair/blue 
eyes, very good looking, muscular, clean-cut 
fraternity stud, seeks other extremely good 
looking, muscular guys. TT 1504 

Clean-cut GWM, 31, 5'H", 175# seeks ath- 
letic GWM 25-35. Interests: 99X, 
weightlifting. Prefer non-smoker and the 
smoother the better. IT 15eferred 9 1503 

TV/TS 

WM, 30, enjoys being female passable, seeks 
man who wants a submissive girl to obey and 
please. IT 1634 

Texas WM, 39, 5'H", 175# seeks feminine 
passable Transexual (pre-op) or Transvestile 
21 -45 for long lasting relationship/friendship. 
W1553 

CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete 
information resource. Wonderful Fantasies, 
InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs, True Experi- 
ences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Maid to Or- 
der!" Hear full details (recorded, 24 Hours). 
Call 333-6455. 

BISEXUAL 

Relationship wanted-women. BiBM, tall, 
dark, handsome, 34, Healthy HIV+ seeks at- 
tractive, honest HIV+ women. Healthy, en- 
joys music, sharing, love and laughter. Any 
race, kids okay. Will be discreet and caring. 
Write me, I'm waiting. P.O. Box 1213, At- 
lanta, GA 30301 (6.38) 

Tall attractive BiTV seeks attractive tall Bi 
W/M over 40 for friendship and possible re- 
lationship. Sincere only. 7T 1831 

BiWM, 30, 5'11", 175, very attractive, great 
shape, sharp mind would like to meet other bi 
women/men. Lei's talk! IT 1717 

SBM married, 54, great shape, seeks mature 
shapely BiBF (30-50) for very discreet safe 
encounters. TT 1570 

976-4MEN 
976-4MEN 
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay 

24-Hr. Introduction Service. 
Messages Change Often. 

$3.00 PER CALL 
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill 

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158. 
Must be 18 years or older. 

365-8127 

GET 
YOUR 

MOTOR 
ROLLIN' 

THE 

CONNECTION 

Gentlemen... Start your engines. 
Fasten your seat belts. 

Sit back and enjoy the ride. 
Simply call and talk privately 

one-on-one with others who share your 
lifestyle and interests. 

Exclusive rematching capabilities. 
No credit cards are needed. 

LIVE ONE-ON-ONE 

1-900-287-MEET 
Only 990 per minute        B   3 3  8 

Free Access # (404) 524-6338 

VOICE PERSONALS 

1-900-370-9393 
Only $2 per minute 

Must be 18 years or older. © Jartel 1993 
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V   'CE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222 
$ PER MINUTE  AOK, Inc., Atlanta, GA 

OFFERED BY L UCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355 
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